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COBECO PRIVATE LABEL

Choosing a strong plastic that does not transfer any toxins into the 
contents is important when working with cosmetic products. A good 
option here is food-graded plastic that is compliant with the food 
contact legislation, as important chemical and physical properties 
of food and cosmetics are similar in most cases. There are not many 
material options that meet these requirements and are recyclable or 
recycled. The best material you can choose here is rPET.

Besides the rPET bottles, the Cobeco Private Label Bio collection 
also offers tubes and bottles of biodegradable and renewable 
source sugarcane material. The material is made of the 
sugarcane by-product Bagasse, the leftover after the juices and 
sugars are removed from the sugarcane plant. The sugarcane 
tubes and bottles are recyclable and biodegradable, while still 
being safe to use for cosmetic products..

Natural Massage Oil
The natural massage oil is developed with natural ingredients that will 
protect the skin. This massage oil is not tested on animals and is without 
animal-derived ingredients, making it vegan-friendly and soft to the skin. 
The natural massage oil glides easily onto the skin, thanks to the spreadable 
texture.

Organic Toy Cleaner
The organic toy cleaner is a spray, specially developed to clean erotic toys 
with more than 97% organic ingredients and completely vegan. This formula 
provides a thorough cleaning and maintains the quality of erotic toys. By 
cleaning your toy regularly it remains in a good condition and prevents 
contamination and infections.

Vegan-friendly formulas 
To complete the Cobeco Bio collection, three vegan formulas are included; 
a natural lubricant, a plant-based massage oil and organic toy cleaner. 
With these vegan-friendly formulas, you are able to finish off your own bio 
collection to the extent customers expect.

Cobeco Pharma offers 
a special three-layer 
label that will keep rPET 
bottles recyclable

1. Aqualine PP60
2. WHS1000
3. rPET23

1
2
3

Now, more than ever is it important to work towards 

minimizing our impact on the environment. We 

will do this together so we can make a difference 

for our future! Start making a change with Cobeco 

Pharma’s newest Private Label Bio collection.

Natural massage oil options:

Natural massage oil
Natural massage oil – Honey Milk
Natural massage oil – Tea Rose
Natural massage oil – Orchid
Natural massage oil – Warming

Natural lubricant options:

Natural lubricant
Lubricant – glycerin free

Natural Lubricant
The bio lubricant formula is an intimate water-based lubricant, with 100% natural and vegan ingredients. It contains no synthetic 
fragrances, colors and flavors. This lubricant is pH-optimized and not tested on animals. It has been certified by the BDiH as 100 % 
natural according to the “Natural Product Standard”. This lubricant is also suitable in combination with latex condoms.

cobeco goes green & chooses

sustainability
for a clean and bright future

EASY SEPARATE

IN RECYCLE PROCESS
BIO FRIENDLY

INGREDIENTS
RECYCLED & 

BIODEGRADABLE

PACKAGING

LESS PLASTIC VEGAN 

PRODUCTS
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C O N T E N T

Caitlin Royal has designed a soft 
sex toy for sensuous, full-contact 
vulva stimulation

Ringo Baginda opens up about 
the cardiac arrest he suffered 
back in November 2020 and how 
he has recovered from it

balldo is ready to be unleashed 
onto the market - Jerry Davies 
presents a unique product

25 years of FUN FACTORY - Dirk 
Bauer and Michael Pahl look back at 
the history of the company

Technological progress and 
sustainability are top priorities 
for Mark Ayckbourn

Kathryn Byberg takes a 
look at sex toy advertising 
in mainstream media

How is the British 
bricks-and-mortar 
retail trade faring 
now that stores 
are fully open 
again? Simon 
Prescott gives a 
first-hand account
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Will Ranscombe outlines how 
the industry can become more 
eco-friendly
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The multinational in ‚sexual wellness‘ 
aims for global leadership with a 

turnover of €500 million by 2025. The 
EQOM Group is a consortium of large 
erotic companies that supply pleasure 
products to both consumers and 
retailers. The consortium was created 
in 2020 when erotica giant EDC Retail, 
European market leader and known 
for its 
subsidiaries 
EDC 
Wholesale, 
EasyToys, 
and Beate 
Uhse, 
merged with 
wholesaler 
Eropartner 
Distribution.. 
The objective 
of the strategic 
collaboration for the coming years is to 
have the strongest international erotic 
brands join this partnership to eventually 
achieve worldwide market leadership 
in the field of sexual wellness.With 
the acquisition of the largest supplier 
of sex toys in Norway, Kondomeriet, 
and the oldest erotic company in the 
Netherlands, Christine le Duc, the total 
turnover of the EQOM Group increases 

from €100 million in 2020 to €160 million 
in 2021. Furthermore, its market share 
increases and the number of employees 
grows to more than 300. “Not only 
do we want to keep our position as 
European market leader in 2025, but 
we also want to become a global player 
with a total turnover of half a billion 
euros,” says Eric Idema, group chairman 

and CEO of 
EDC Retail. 
“The new 
consortium 
will enable us 
to continue 
to respond to 
the worldwide 
increasing 
interest 
in sexual 
wellness 

products such 
as sex toys. Europe is big enough for all 
of us, so instead of competing, I’d rather 
work together and exchange knowledge 
so that we can reinforce each other and 
take sexual wellness to a higher level. 
Together we can break the still prevailing 
taboos once and for all so that soon 
everyone between the North Cape and 
Key West will have one of our sex toys  
in their bedside table.” 

Veendam, The Netherlands - The recently founded EQOM Group is the new owner of Nor-

wegian sexual wellness market leader Kondomeriet and the Dutch Christine Le Duc. The 

acquisition of these two major retail brands creates a partnership between Europe’s biggest 

erotic companies with both a powerful online sales channel and physical stores.

Kondomeriet and Christine  
le Duc join EQOM Group
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The introduction of an is-
sue of EAN is usually not 
a place for self-promotion 
but given the many inte-
resting news and press 
releases that reach us on 
a daily basis, I do want 
to point out our website 
to you: www.ean-online.
com. Here, you can al-
ways find the latest news 
of the day, and not just 
about new products and 
events within our industry, 
but also about what’s 
going on behind the 
scenes, from personnel 
changes to promotions to 
anniversaries, etc. On our 
homepage, you can also 
register for our weekly 
newsletter, quickly and 
easily: Just enter your 
e-mail address and tick 
the box - done. This way, 
you’ll get all the relevant 
news of the week in a 
tightly-strapped packa-
ge that we drop into the 
mailboxes of thousands 
of b2b contacts across 
Europe and beyond every 
Thursday to keep the tra-
de members up to date 
on the latest goings-on in 
the market. 

That‘s it for this month!
Matthias Johnson 

letter from the editor
Consort ium to become global  market leader  with €500m turnoverDear Ladies and Gentlemen
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“It is a huge pat on the back to receive 
the award for online retailer of the 

year in Europe. We‘ve been nominated a 
few years in a row, and we honestly did 
not expect to win. But we did, and we 
are proud of that, ”says Tonny Corydon 
Andersen, CEO of Sinful. Although it is far 
from the first time that Sinful wins a big 
award, it means a little extra when people 
from the industry have had a hand in the 
game. “This is the first time we received 
an international award where the industry 
has voted us all the way to the top. Over 
the last few years, we‘ve built up an in-
sanely strong team, and it‘s cool to think 
that it‘s the small improvements the who-
le team works on every day that results in 

Wijchen, The Netherlands - The We-Vibe 
Sync is now in the new colour fuchsia 
exclusively available at SCALA. The po-
pularity of this item comes as no surprise, 
as this sleek design ticks all the boxes: it’s 
fun for both partners, easy to use, made 
of premium materials and very versatile. Its 
ergonomic fit ensures a comfortable fit and 
keeps the toy in place even during passio-
nate intimate play. The We-Vibe Sync also 

another great award,“ says a proud  
Mathilde Mackowski, co-owner of Sinful.
In 2020, the webshop had a turnover  
of more than £34.5 million and sent 
almost 800,000 packages to customers 
throughout Scandinavia. Earlier this year, 
the two founders chose to enter into a 
partnership with the Danish private equity 
fund Polaris, who bought 57.5 percent of 
the company.
As the first step to expanding into the 
rest of Europe, Sinful opened new web-
shops in the United Kingdom and France 
in 2021. Both markets are significantly 
larger than the Scandinavian markets 
where the company has focused its retail 
business until now.

comes with an easy-to-use remote control, 
allowing to play around with 10 amazing 
vibration patterns during use.  
The We-Vibe Sync is also compatible  
with the We-Connect App on smartphones, 
allowing to create own custom vibration 
patterns, control the device from anywhere 
in the world and enable beat mode, which 
causes the device to vibrate to the beat  
of music. 

Højbjerg, Denmark - Mathilde Mackowski and Tonny Corydon Andersen, founders of Sinful,  the 

largest e-commerce sex toy company in Northern Europe, have received the award for ‚Online 

Retailer of the Year‘ at this year‘s international awards event, XBIZ Europe Awards 2021.

Nordic online comet wins European award

We-Vibe Sync in the colour  
fuchsia exclusively at SCALA

Sinful
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He is here for you 
if you need some 

custom-made tips and 
tricks for your store 
during a brand training. 
What can you expect? A 
meeting that only cont-
ains the information that 
is relevant for your store. 
Discuss your wishes 
and Leroy will come up 
with the items that are 

suited for your customers. Leroy will give you 
free testers, samples and sachets so you can 
experience the products for yourself, so your 
know for sure that you’re choosing the right pro-
ducts. He will talk you through the ins and outs 
of the products, but he will also tell you how 
you can sell it best. In this way, you can be sure 
that the Swiss Navy products you purchase, will 
also lead to good sales. To plan your meeting 
or for any other questions, don’t hesitate and 
send an email to leroy@shots.nl or call him on 
+31(0)682386706.

Beneden-Leeuwen, The Netherlands - Leroy 

Klunder has taken up his new position as Swiss 

Navy Brand Ambassador at SHOTS and he can’t 

wait to show all the knowledge he gained about 

the brand in the last few months.

Swiss Navy Zoom 
Show and Brand Training
Leroy Klunder

Tel. +49 461 5040-308 · wholesale@orion.de

ORION-WHOLESALE.com
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Brands want to give the consumer 
what’s hot right now. The same goes 

for pleasure products. When it comes to 
bondage items, the link to fashion is even 
closer. And it works both ways. In today’s 
fashion, leather belts are seen on the 
runway. They’re mostly worn around the 
waist and are styled with flowy dresses or 
decent blouses. So, the sex toy industry 
inspires mainstream fashion but the sex 
toy industry also takes inspiration from 
the mainstream. A perfect example of 
this is SHOTS’s BDSM brand Ouch! In 
their new release, there are different lines 
inspired by modern day fashion. Their 
first new range is ‘Halo’, named after the 
ring that is prominently placed in each 
item. You can compare these rings with 
the once you see on bags and belts. But 
now you can look fashionable while being 
cuffed, choked or whipped. Next to the 
‘regular’ Ouch! items in ‘Halo’ style, some 

Wadgassen, Germany - From now on ST 
RUBBER has the sex toy brand Adrien 
Lastic new in its assortment. The dildos 
offer an extra powerful suction cup to 
stick to almost any flat surface. They can 
also be used with a strap-on. The premi-
um dildos are made of super soft silicone 

knew items were added to the range as 
well, such as a waist belt and thigh cuffs. 
The line comes in two gorgeous trendy 
colours: a beautiful burgundy and a sexy 
emerald. Another material that is used 
very often is velvet.  And everyone knows 
why that is. It’s soft and looks delicate, 
but at the same time it’s sexy and myste-
rious. Perfect for a sensual ‘femme fatale’, 
but also for Ouch! The ‘Velvet & Velcro’ 
line combines the naughty with the nice. 
A new addition to this is the adjustable 
handcuff with suction cup, which can 
also be used in the shower. Diamonds 
are a girl’s best friend! That is known for 
decades. Are you look for an even more 
high class look? Ouch! ‘Diamonds’ should 
do the trick for you. Your favourite BDSM 
items, now studded with diamonds. Even 
the paddle has two gorgeous diamond 
details on it, that won’t come off. Even if 
you use the paddle very thoroughly…

with SILEXPAN Dual Density filling: for 
maximum sensations, density and flexi-
bility. If you have any further questions, 
ST RUBBER’s customer service will be 
happy to help under the telephone num-
ber: +49 6834 4006-0 or simply visit the 
online shop: www.strubbi.com

Beneden-Leeuwen, The Netherlands - To stay in fashion, that’s the principle of every brand. 

Whether it’s clothing, accessories, but also cars or furniture.

SHOTS releases new OUCH! products

Adrien Lastic new at ST RUBBER

Different l ines inspi red by modern day fashion
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Best-selling flavors include Strawberry Kis-
ses, Succulent Watermelon, and Tropical 

Passion available now in 2 oz (60 ml) bottles. 
These delicious and body-safe personal lubri-
cants are ideal for any type of intimate play. 
Customers agree this just-right size is perfect 
for the first-time user or the experienced 

and loyal 
purchaser. 
All three 
items 
boast 
condom 
compati-
bility, are 
sex toy fri-
endly, and 
are made 

with no added sugar or artificial sweeteners 
to ensure a guilt-free addition to bedroom 
play. Consumers can truly make each session 
a unique experience by mixing and matching 
for a custom taste sensation.  At System JO,  
there is a product for every BODY. With 
global headquarters in California, System JO, 
as part of CC Wellness, is a leading pharma-
ceutical company focused on delivering the 
highest quality personal care and intimate 
wellness products in a socially responsible 
manner through science-based innovation 
and world class manufacturing. All products 
made by System JO are 100% Satisfaction 
Guaranteed. 

Valencia, USA - System JO is excited to announce 

the formal release of their best-selling H2O flavored 

lubricants in their best-selling size – 2 oz (60 ml).

H2O flavoured lubes  
in 60 ml bottle size
New from System JO
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Crowdfunded in just ten hours on the 
company’s IndieGoGo page last 

March 2021, the balldo is a stretchy, 
silicone device made to fit comfortably 
over the testicles, turning the wearer’s 
balls into a secondary penetrative 
tool with a stiff, phallic shape. balldo 
focuses on shared pleasure for giver 
and receiver alike. The giver and wearer 
of the balldo is treated to a whole new 
orgasmic experience, dubbed the 
‘ballgasm,’ from the act of partnered 
‘ballsex.’ Meanwhile, the receiver can 
delight in endless sensual thrusting from 
a partner whose newly-discovered sex 
organ never goes soft. “The balldo is a 
true innovation in the world of sex toys 
for couples,” said Nadgerz co-founder 
and CEO Jerry Davies. “I think with 
Balldo and ballsex, we have definitely 
carved out a new niche that’s here to 
stay.”The Balldo is stretchy enough to 

Wadgassen, Germany - SILEXD is now 
new at ST RUBBER! SILEXD stands 
for a range of dildos and plugs with an 
ultra-soft premium silicone^ and a hard 
inner core – for an extremely realistic 
feel and unparalleled pleasure. SiILEX D 
products feature a powerful suction cup 

fit testicles of most sizes and is out-
fitted with additional silicone spacer 
rings, which brace the Balldo against 
the groin, making it erect like a penis 
for thrusting. A patented, super-strong 
inner core allows the Balldo to maintain 
rigidity while thrusting, ensuring the we-
arer’s ‘ball dong’ stays erect and never 
collapses during penetration, without 
compromising Balldo’s stretchy base for 
easy on-and-off wear. The Balldo’s tip 
is the width of the average penis and 
features a comfortable, tapered tip for 
easy, pleasurable insertion.
“There is really nothing else like this out 
there,” said Davies. “We are currently 
partnered with Entrenue in the USA, 
AADP in Australia and EDC in Europe, 
and look forward to watching ballsex 
start a new consumer trend out in the 
retail wild.” For wholesale and retail 
inquires, email Jerry@Nadgerz.com. 

that sticks to almost any flat surface. The 
dildos can also be used with a harness. 
If you have any further questions, ST 
RUBBER’s customer service will be hap-
py to help under the telephone number: 
+49 6834 4006-0 or simply visit the 
online shop: www.strubbi.com

Nadgerz Inc. has announced immediate shipping and B2B wholesale opportunities for the  

company’s flagship product, the balldo.

balldo announces official product launch

SILEXD new at ST RUBBER

Immediate shipping for  wholesalers
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Lots of men love it when their partner 
penetrates them anally and women love 

penetrating each other in various positions. 
There are now a variety of strap-ons availa-
ble – they are made out of various materials 
and come with or without vibration.  
Strap-ons with a second dildo inside  
mean that both partners can enjoy  
stimulation during sex.  
ORION Wholesale has also expanded its 
diverse sex toy assortment with more strap-
ons from You2Toys: the’Remote  Cont-
rolled  Vibrating  Strap-On’ in purple  is a 
strap-on harness with a removable vibrator 
that has stimulating grooves and a suction 
cup. The 7 vibration modes can be easily 
controlled with the remote control (range: 8 
metres). The strap-on can also be used in 
the bath or the shower because the vibrator 
is waterproof. It can be recharged with the 

Wijchen, The Netherlands - New at SCALA: 
TABOOM Bondage in Luxury, the first 
release of the TABOOM BDSM collections, 
designed to mix style with pleasure. These 
fashionable BDSM products made of Vegan 
Leather with classy gold details, gives you 
the confidence to play a kinky role and be 
sexy and feminine at the same time. The 

included USB cable. Includes a battery for 
the remote control.The ‘Remote  Controlled 
Vibrating  Strap-On’ in black is also an ad-
justable strap-on harness with a removable 
vibrator. The vibrator also has a suction cup 
and is in a curved shape which means that 
it’s perfect for G-spot and P-spot stimula-
tion. The 7 vibration modes can be easily 
controlled with the remote control (range: 
8 metres). This vibrator is also waterproof 
and can be recharged with the included 
USB cable. Includes a battery for the 
remote control.  The ‘Strap-On Kit for Play-
girls’ includes a strap-on harness, a dildo 
and a blindfold. The adjustable strap-on 
harness is in a ruffled burlesque look and 
the removable, transparent purple dildo is 
in a realistic penis shape. The dildo also has 
a suction cup. A stylish blindfold rounds off 
this set because it is in a matching colour.  

TABOOM Bondage in Luxury collection 
creates a female perspective in the world 
of BDSM and inspires modern women to 
explore their sexuality and to find her true 
self. Enjoy some all-night foreplay while you 
can feel the chemistry running through your 
veins and treat yourself and your partner 
with some undivided attention.

Flensburg, Germany - Adventurous couples find role reversal an exciting change in the be-

droom. A popular sex toy is the strap-on.

New  strap-ons from You2Toys  
for exciting roleplay 

TABOOM Bondage in Luxury  
now available at SCALA

ORION  Wholesale
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The lubes are divided into water based 
and silicone based with the ‘Features’ 

option in the filters of the website. Further 
filtering can be done by brand. Tonga offers 
lubes from several high quality brands such 
as Waterglide, Wicked Sensual Care, Shun-
ga, Cobeco, Back to Basics, Mai, Satisfyer 
and Tonga’s own brand Boo. Vegan: Since 
more and more customers are asking for 
vegan options nowadays, Tonga has added 
‘vegan’ to the bullet list of lubricant proper-
ties in the texts where applicable. For most 
people it’s difficult to understand all the 
chemical names of ingredients, and the in-
gredient Glycerin might be derived from ani-
mal material or be plantbased, which is not 
always specified in the ingredients list. As of 

Wijchen, The Netherlands - Pipedream’s 
most realistic dildos are now available in 
brown and caramel skin tones! Get ready 
to experience a new dimension of pleasu-
re with King Cock Plus at SCALA! Pipe-
dream added several brown and caramel 
skin tone options into the most popular 
collection of realistic dildos. Now you can 
enjoy having a more diverse colour range 
to choose from.King Cock Plus is among 
the very first to feature triple-density con-

now, it’s easy to find all vegan products on 
the Tonga website by just typing the term 
‘vegan’ into the search bar. This results in 
all the vegan lubes shown, and a number of 
toys as well, because some – mostly bond-
age items – are made of artificial leather that 
is called ‘vegan leather’. Besides, the term 
vegan not only says something about ingre-
dients and materials; it also means that the 
development and production of these pro-
ducts is free of animal-testing. Continuous 
text and image updates: Tonga continues to 
update the product texts on their website, 
as well as updating and adding high and 
low res images that can be downloaded 
from their FTP-server, to make things easier 
for their customers.

struction and has set a new precedent for 
a lifelike look, feel and function. Featuring 
the popular “hard inside, soft outside” 
sensation of dual density, King Cock Plus 
is enhanced by a third density that allows 
its suction cup base to hold the product’s 
full weight with no hands required. This 
superior suction capability is what sets 
triple-density construction apart from the 
rest and puts King Cock Plus in a new 
category all on its own.

Axel, The Netherlands - In a continuous effort to supply more detailed information for all pro-

ducts Tonga offers, the company has recently added the ingredients of lubricants to the product 

texts on their website.

 
Vegan information for the lubes at Tonga

New colours added in the  
King Cock by Pipedream collection

www.tongabv.com
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“The program was a big hit, and we 
couldn’t have done it without our 

valued customers and sales team!” the 
company announces. Guests received a 
generous sample box, including delicious 
chocolates and a discount voucher of 
10% on the whole SCALA assortment. All 
aimed to make the ‘experience’ just like 
they are used to with the yearly SCALA 
in-house Experience Event. The specta-
cular virtual showroom made the experi-
ence complete. Participants could walk 
through the showroom virtually, just like 
we know from Google Street View, and 
were assisted by their account manager. 
Getting inspired for store styling, previews 

Veendam, The Netherlands - Customers 
of EDC Wholesale are invited to benefit 
from discounts on major brands from 
the Holland-based wholesaler during the 
special ‘October Deals’, designed to help 
customers prepare for the upcoming 
shopping season. Special offers are availa-
ble at EDC Wholesale throughout October 
on top-selling brands. Customers can 
benefit from an extra 10 percent discount 
on several brands including the popular 
XR Brands, Satisfyer, pjur, Rocks-Off, and 
Strap-On-Me.“For the second year in a 

of upcoming items and the exclusive 
possibility to place pre-orders. Due to 
the success with a 100% fully booked 
schedule, SCALA added extra dates, 
which were also booked very fast! “We’ve 
received a lot of positive feedback on the 
SCALA 3D Experience Event concept. 
The concept is very innovative in our 
branch and worked very well. We will be 
opening our virtual showroom in October 
for all SCALA customers. So, keep an eye 
on our SCALA newsletter and website for 
any info regarding the virtual showroom. 
Of course, are all SCALA account mana-
gers also after the show available to give 
you a private 3D tour”, the company says.

row, the biggest industry trade shows are 
canceled where we meet our customers in 
person and introduce them to the newest 
brands and products. That is why we have 
set up the second edition of the October 
Deals to allow retail customers to stock 
up and prepare for Single’s day, Black 
Friday, Cyber Monday, and of course the 
buzzing Christmas season”, commen-
ted Andre Visser, Sales Director at EDC 
Wholesale. For more information about the 
‘October Deals’, please visit www.one-dc.
com or contact sales@one-dc.com.

Wijchen, The Netherlands - SCALA would like to extend a big ‘Thank you’ to everyone 

who was participating in the first edition of SCALA’s 3D Experience Event!

SCALA 3D Experience Event was a big success

‘October Deals’ with top-selling 
brands at EDC Wholesale

14 – 17 September
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XX-DREAMSTOYS  
Ultra Realistic Penis Form Size S,  
Ultra Realistic Breast Form Size L

Realistic and
extraordinary!

Schneider & Tiburtius Rubber Vertriebsgesellschaft mbH 
D-66787 Wadgassen-Hostenbach
T +49 6834 4006-0 . F +49 6834 4006-11
info@st-rubber.de

STRUBBI.COM

NEW

The Allure styles are romantic & naughty 
(Featuring styles such as About Last Nite, 

Kiss me more & Waiting for you…just imagine 
the possibilities) while the Adore styles were 
designed especially to heighten the seduction 
with a wild & edgy vibe. Some must have sty-
les in this collection include The Striptease, The 
Goddess & The Flame. Let’s face it everything 
has changed so much during these past 2 years 

so this Holiday season we are all more than 
ready to amp up the celebratory mode and 
be uber sexy, uber glam and look absolu-
tely gorgeous. The theme this year is to go 
all out, and leave your normal go to lingerie 
style and to try something new. Re-evalua-

te what you think about lingerie; it is not serious; 
it is not for special occasions- it is something 
fun now to enhance this moment.

Mississauga, Canada - Allure Lingerie has just unveiled its exquisite Holiday 2021 Bedroom Essentials Collection, that includes 

9 Allure styles all in Red lace, and 9 super strappy bold Adore styles in both Black & Red.

 
The Holiday 2021 Bedroom Essentials Collection
New from Al lure L inger ie
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The Vibrating Snug & Tug comes in sizes 
M and XL, offering three times the sen-

sation with prostate, perineum, and penile 
stimulation.Made from 100% body-safe 
silicone, the b-Vibe Vibrating Snug & Tug 
M and XL deliver longer, stronger erections 
alongside a sensual feeling of prostate pres-
sure gained from weighted butt plugs. With 
its latest rendition, b-Vibe has added even 
more sensation to the mix with the addition 
of vibration. The silicone ring supports and 
grips the penis for a full masted erection, 
while the weighted plug stimulates the anal 
canal and prostate. Connecting the ring to 
the butt plug is an ergonomically shaped 
arm that’s designed to provide external 
stimulation to the perineum.Based on the 
bestselling Snug Plug Collection, the Vibra-
ting Snug & Tug’s butt plug is ultra-comfor-

Hanover, Germany - This year’s eroFa-
me, which was scheduled for Novem-
ber 3 to 5, has been cancelled. Due to 
the recently tightened regulations for 
travel in Corona times (e.g. entry and 
exit requirements as well as quaranti-
ne orders, especially for visitors from 
non-European countries), the advisory 
board has decided to cancel the event.  
“We regret this decision very much, but 
as organizers we see ourselves obli-

table and weighted. The plug’s thin, flexible 
neck and soft seamless silicone provide the 
ultimate comfort for extended wear anytime, 
anywhere. b-Vibe’s Vibrating Snug & Tug in 
M and XL sizes are USB rechargeable with 
an anti-bacterial travel bag for convenient 
storage. b-Vibe also empowers customers 
with useful information and helpful tips with 
the included Guide to Anal Play. “Origina-
ting from b-Vibe’s bestselling Snug Plugs, 
Snug & Tug were met with a great response 
from users that were looking for next-level 
stimulation, particularly during couples’ 
play,” COTR founder and CEO Alicia Sinclair 
Rosen said. “With our latest version, we’re 
thrilled to introduce a new multi-sensation 
pleasure tool that provides a healthy dose 
of stimulation by incorporating multiple ero-
genous zones and multiple features.”

ged to our exhibitors to hold out the 
prospect of an acceptable number of 
visitors. However, the current situati-
on gives rise to fears that there will be 
no trouble-free arrival and departure 
conditions in November. We would like 
to host the eroFame for all participants 
as successful as possible  – unfortu-
nately, the pandemic is still preventing 
us from doing so,” explains Wieland 
Hofmeister, organizer of the eroFame. 

New York, USA - b-Vibe introduces an enhanced version of its bestselling Snug & Tug, now 

featuring 6 vibration patterns and 4 intensities.

b-Vibe debuts multi-stimulating 
Vibrating Snug & Tug

The eroFame 2021 will not take place

Avai lable in  M,  XL s izes ,  weighted plug offers  t r ip le  sensat ions
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Sensual, elegant and with special decorative 
accessories – this is how the tenth collection 
from Abierta Fina is presenting itself! This  
lingerie has been designed exclusively at 
ORION´s headquarters and stands out 
because of its revealing designs. The 
high-quality sensual black material and  

seductive 
purple ma-
terial that 
have been 
chosen 
combines 
sexiness 
with com-

fort. The new collection from Abierta Fina  
celebrates femininity in breathtaking transpa-
rent material with decorative accessories – 
this is the perfect way for women, who like 
showing off their bodies in a sexy and stylish 
way, to experiment with their sexy curves. 
These new favourite pieces will flatter any 
lady because the high-class Abierta Fina  
label has the perfect mixture of sex appe-
al and femininity. It’s therefore perfect for 
stylish seduction and provocative sensuality! 
Not only is it important for the Abierta Fina 
lingerie to be of the highest quality, but it’s 
also important for the beautiful and elaborate 
packaging to be of the highest quality  
as well. The packaging therefore has an addi-
tional decorative sleeve that is made  
out of firm cardboard.

Flensburg, Germany - The new collection from 

the exclusive lingerie label Abierta Fina is now 

available at ORION Wholesale.

The new collection from Abierta 
Fina with decorative accessories
Sensual ,  p layful ,  e legant

Pleasure within Reach

                       

                    ALL YEAR LONG 

Body-Safe

Materials

Satisfying

Sensations

Waterproof

Construction

A�ordable 

M.A.P.

BDESIRED DELUXE TRIO
• PERFECTED STIMULATION• INTUITIVE CONTROL •

• 6 MASSAGE MODES •  WATERPROOF DESIGN•

BDESIRED 
DELUXE

BDESIRED 
DELUXE CURVE

BDESIRED 
DELUXE PEARL

Natural Coral
BSBDC0569

Rose
BSBDC0699

Black
BSBDC0552

Blue Lagoon
BSBDR0613

Rose
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Black
BSBDR0620

Royal Purple
BSBDP0613

Rose
BSBDP0567

Jade
BSBDC0552

DILDOS ASSORTED S.L Distributor of Erotic Products
www.dildosassorted.com  |  +34 93665 10 42  |  info@dildosassorted.com
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Featuring vibrating ears which contain 
powerful twin motors that hug the clit, 

nipple, frenulum, or any other pleasure 
zones. This pocket sized pleasure provider 
is available in Black, Rose Gold, and a 
dazzling limited edition White and Gold.
The flexible ears can be angled and squee-
zed to pinch with precision, as the motors in 
each ear hug the clitoris or anywhere on the 
body to provide powerful targeted stimula-
tion. Additionally, the Double Vibe also co-
mes with an additional textured sleeve that 
goes over the toy to enhance sensations 
against the skin with its soft, ridged surface.
The Double Vibe can be used to enhance 
rubbing and grinding sensations during solo 
or partnered play. The palm-sized versatile 
stimulator is easy to grip as it comfortably 
fits between the body’s crevices to pinpoint 

Alcalá de Guadaira, Spain - Dreamlove’s 
BIOAQUA lubricant is the perfect choice 
for natural pleasure: no scrubbing, just 
frictionless and intense sensations with a 
light touch. It can be used men, women 
and couples for sex but thanks to its 100% 
natural water-based formulation it is also 
suitable for use with sex toys. The formula 
without oil or greasy ingredients is also 
compatible with Latex condoms. Unlike 
many other water-based lubricants, BIOA-

your most sensitive zones.
Le Wand’s Double Vibe also makes it easy 
to enjoy powerful vibrations with simple 
intuitive controls that provide superior func-
tionality. Now available in a chic white color 
with a sleek yellow gold base, Le Wand’s 
Double Vibe is perfect for gifting to a friend 
or partner, but especially for treating oneself.  
“We’re thrilled to introduce the Double Vibe 
in three gorgeous colors that any pleasure 
lover will adore. Our limited edition Double 
Vibe comes in a fresh white color with a 
beautiful gold handle that gives it a touch 
of elegance that’s perfect for the upcoming 
holiday season. Fans of Le Wand’s classic 
black and popular rose gold tones also will 
want to add this toy to their collections!”  
Le Wand founder and CEO Alicia  
Sinclair-Rosen said. 

QUA does not leave a residue. Moreover, 
the transparent bottle looks good on the 
nightstand. All product features at a glance: 
compatible with Latex condoms, suitable 
for oral sex, suitable for use with sex toys, 
100% European manufacturing, 100% 
natural ingredients. dermatologically tested, 
long sliding capacity, water soluble, neutral 
in taste, colorless, odorless, does not cont-
ain oil or perfumes, approved as a medicinal 
product (CE mark).

New York, USA - Tune into ‘sensation in stereo’ with the newest edition to Le Wand’s Chrome 

Collection of mini vibes, Le Wand Double Vibe.

‘Double Vibe’

BIOAQUA Natural

Le Wand ampl i f ies  pleasure
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With 27 SKUs to choose from in three 
ultra-lifelike shades, the hyper-realistic 

line of suction-cup dildos ranges from five 
inches to 12”, with or without balls, and 
includes two Triple Threat Thrusters and 
six Swinging Balls! Made with Pipedre-
am’s proprietary Triple Density (3D) Fanta 
Flesh formula, the King Cock Plus premium 
dildos feature the manufacturer’s first-
ever Swinging Balls and mimic the look, feel 
and fantasy of real male testes in action! 
What makes the Swinging Balls truly special 
is the carefully crafted construction of the 
stretchy sack and the incredible feel of the 
firm internal testicles! With every thrust, the 
floppy balls come to life as they swing, slap 
and smack against the body for added sti-
mulation! Available in 6”, 7”, 8” and 9” sizes 
in all three colors, all four models have stiff 
inner shafts, supple outer softness, and 
solid suction cups to go with big, bouncy 
ball sacks! Starting with a firm but flexible 

Wijchen, The Netherlands - Now available 
at SCALA: the new We-Vibe Bond. This 
item is a wearable stimulation ring for the 
ultimate undercover tease. Slip it on and 
go about you day while enjoying subtle 
vibrations that only you and your partner 
know about. Take pleasure out of the be-
droom. Be in complete command of your 

shaft and soft outer skin, the King Cock 
Plus 3D dildos feature an even sturdier suc-
tion cup base for added stability, strap-on 
harness compatibility, and increased perfor-
mance. Pipedream’s proprietary “3D” ma-
nufacturing process creates three unique 
densities of Fanta Flesh TPE, raising the 
bar for realism and satisfaction with the 
dildo’s ultra-lifelike look and unrivaled feel! 
The King Cock Plus Triple Threat combi-
nes tradition with technology to bring you 
Pipedream’s first-ever thrusting, warming, 
and vibrating rechargeable King Cock avai-
lable in 6.5” Light and 7.5 Brown”! With its 
intuitive 3-in-1 design and unrivaled realism, 
this thrusting King Cock is truly a TRIPLE 
THREAT! Featuring 1” deep piston-powe-
red thrusting motion, internal warming and 
heating functions, and powerful stimulating 
vibrations, this is the ultimate handheld 
fuck-machine without the messy cord of 
bigger, bulkier devices! 

pleasure or share control. Either way, the 
result is an incredibly sexy feeling, made 
safe and discreet by Bond’s precision 
engineering, easy-on quick-release design 
and custom fit. Wear Bond beneath your 
clothes to make every moment plea-
surable and use it to build up to a more 
exhilarating experience.

West Hills, USA - Pipedream Products is now shipping two newly formulated colors in their 

best-selling King Cock Plus Triple Density collection: Tan and Brown.

King Cock Plus now available in Tan & Brown

We-Vibe Bond

Ultra-real ist ic  col lect ion of  Tr ip le Density  Di ldos & Thrusters  gets  makeover
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NATURAL SPRAY
WOMEN
50ml /1.66 fl.oz
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TWILIGHT
PHEROMONES

PHEROMONE
NATURAL SPRAY
MEN
15ml /0.5 fl.oz
Art. No. 55032

MEN 

& WOMEN

 Simply  
 Magic

Available at your wholesaler /// Erhältlich bei Ihrem Großhändler /// Disponible chez votre grossiste /// Disponible a través de su vendedor mayorista /// Disponibili presso il vostro grossista ///  
Verkrijgbaar bij uw groothandel /// Disponível junto do seu comerciante grossista /// Fåes hos din engros forhandler /// Finns hos Din grossist /// Dostpne w panstwa hurtowniach

PHEROMONES are sexual attractants which are 
emitted by humans to attract the opposite sex. Scents to serve the 
biochemical communication between living beings.

Also avai lable as `TWILIGHT PARFUM SPRAY`
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As their 20th year of business reaches 
the halfway mark, ElectraStim are 

proud to offer something a little different this 
time! “It’s the same fantastic AXIS stimulator, 
but we’ve played with three different pat-
terns to give the units a bit of a visual boost 
for our anniversary. Each ABS plastic case 
is hand-dipped using a special water-trans-
fer design process that leaves a lush shiny 
finish and a unique pattern on every unit, 
especially Red Boa snakeskin where no 
two units will look the same. We’ve also 
changed the outer bezel to a gloss black 
that makes these designs pop even more.” 
said Marketing Manager Claire.  “Electra-
Stim’s 20th anniversary feels like the perfect 

Wijchen, The Netherlands - HOT intro-
duced two different kinds of pure Moringa 
capsules. Moringa is well-known for its 
health benefits. Moringa Man Power – A 
proven formula of the finest Kenia BIO 
MORINGA, Maca and Tribulus Terrestris, 
full of vitamins A, B, E and K the Fatty 
Acids Omega 3, 6 and 9 and all Amino 
Acids. They are known to strengthen the 
immune system. Strong virility into old 
age, long endurance and a hard erection 
will make every partner happy. The caps 
are purely vegetarian, without chemical 

time for us to experiment a little more and 
put some of our wackier ideas out there to 
the consumer. The final three designs were 
chosen with the help of some of our longest 
standing customers and we’ve had a lot of 
fun trying out different patterns.”
In another change suggested by a trusted 
stockist, the ‘Brushed Steel’ version of AXIS 
has been modified internally to be heavier 
than a standard AXIS (65g extra to be 
exact) to give it some pleasing heft during 
use and a weightiness that will feel at home 
in the extensive collections of experien-
ced electro-enthusiasts. Stock of all three 
case designs is limited and they won’t be 
restocked.

additives, and can be taken daily.Moringa 
Libido Power – A tried and tested recipe 
made from the finest BIO MORINGA with 
Damiana, an aphrodisiac from South 
America. Full of vitamins A, B, E and K, 
the fatty acids Omega 3,6 and 9 and 
all Amino Acids. These ingredients are 
a guarantee for boosting the immune 
system and the libido. After a short time, 
your female vitality will return, and you will 
find sex pleasurable and feel lust for your 
partner again. The Moringa capsules from 
HOT are now available at SCALA. 

Hoddesdon, England - With the success of their recently launched Special Edition Camouflage 

Electraloops; ElectraStim have once again returned to the hydro-dipping tank to create three 

Collector’s Edition AXIS designs.

AXIS Electro Stimulator now  
with 3 unique Collector’s Edition Designs

Moringa from HOT

ElectraSt im
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We-Vibe Bond is the first adjustable 
remote- and app-controlled wearable 

stimulation ring that extends foreplay and 
builds anticipation. Be in complete com-
mand of your pleasure or share control. 
Either way, the result is an incredibly sexy 
feeling, made safe and discreet by We-Vi-
be Bond’s precision engineering, easy-on 
quick- release design and custom fit for any 
penis size. This wearable stimulation ring, 
controlled by app or remote, celebrates 
the bond between sexual partners, and 
emphasizes the importance of curious, 
adventurous intimacy. Whether it is the thrill 

Wijchen, The Netherlands - The new 
Hookup Panties from Pipedream are 
two in one: Sexy Lingerie and a Pleasure 
Product! The all-new line HookUp Panties 
promises to revolutionize and reinvent the 
vibrating panty product category. Pipe-
dream Products’ new HookUp Panties 
line consists of 20 SKUs with 10 different 
lingerie styles that allow customers to 
choose from one to three vibrating featu-
res. They either come with remotes, have 
vibrating bullets or anal plugs. But there 
are also panties that offer all three func-
tions together! When it comes to sizes, 
customers can choose between one-si-

of getting caught, or the thrill of not being 
in a conventional bedroom setting, Bond is 
the ideal partner to spice up foreplay. With 
its intense vibrations and rumbling vibes, 
the heightened sensations can be created 
in everyday situations such as going for a 
walk, having a picnic in the park or even 
a car journey for that romantic weekend 
getaway. Its unique features include an 
adjustable easy-on quick-release system for 
comfort and safety that ensures your fun is 
more flexible than ever. We-Vibe Bond is the 
only wearable for penis-owners that can be 
put on and worn as easily as your watch.

ze-fits-all and plus sizes. Eight of the 10 
models are black, while the other two are 
white with blue accents.  Especially new 
and unique on the market are the panties 
with the integrated anal plug. The high-
light of these panties is that at the bottom 
of the HookUp Plug is a band with a 
loop attached, which hooks around the 
buttplug. The buttplug is shaped to fit 
snugly between the buttocks for a secure 
and comfortable fit. All HookUp products 
are rechargeable and come with a USB 
cord. The insertable components such as 
plugs, and vibrators are made of Pipedre-
am’s Elite silicone.

Berlin, Germany - The name’s Bond… but not as you know it! We-Vibe has launched a brand 

new discreet wearable ring that is designed to let you enjoy teasing beyond the bedroom.

The next Bond

HookUp Panties from Pipedream

Designed to tease beyond the bedroom
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“The outstanding built-in motor creates 
5 different vibrating patterns designed 

to impress you with perfect combinations of 
movement and power.” One unique feature 
of Robin is the ‘BOOST’. Users can activate 
the feature by pressing the ‘BOOST’ button 
to help reaching a more intense climax. “In 
plain words, we designed the shortcut to 
orgasm,” a rep teased. “This is our first time 
implementing an LED screen into a mastur-
bator. The LED display gives you the clear 
visual indication of the battery level and the 
different modes you can enjoy from.” 
Robin uses SVAKOM’s signature ultra-soft 

Flensburg, Germany - The new collecti-
on from Cottelli Lingerie whets appetites 
because it combines pure sensuality 
with sophistication. The lingerie has been 
designed exclusively, with love for detail, at 
ORION’s headquarters so that women can 
show off their seductive curves in a sexy, 
stylish and confident way.The new collecti-
on from Cottelli Lingerie has nine breathta-
king pieces of lingerie in various trendy 
designs. Black and red are the main co-
lours, while the materials alternate between 
seductive lace, sexy powernet and hot 
wet look material. A special eye-catcher is 
a sexy jumpsuit made of black, skin-flat-

sleeve which is made with medical-grade si-
licone, “It’s stretchy and flexible for all sizes. 
You can easily remove it from the mastur-
bator as it’s detachable; flip it inside out to 
clean and dry to keep the sleeve always 
in good condition.” Robin runs remarkably 
2.5 hours on a 3-hour charge, offering 
uninterrupted pleasure. The design of Robin 
continues SVAKOM’s elegant and minima-
list style. “We want to normalize sex toys as 
part of your daily life essentials. You won’t 
feel awkward displaying the masturbator in 
your house – the design is non-intrusive and 
can easily blend into the décor.”

tering lace. A babydoll with rose-coloured 
accents rounds off this collection. The 
lingerie is delivered in packaging that is 
in a new look and feel. It is delivered in a 
high-quality cardboard box that can also 
be used as a gift box. This cardboard box 
is covered in an additional slipcase with a 
detailed image of the respective product 
and a description of the product in nine 
languages on it as well.The packaging can 
be stood up or hung up with the hanger 
in the middle. More products will now fit 
in the sales space because they are more 
compact. They also take up less space 
when in storage.

Newark, USA - SVAKOM has released Robin – the lightest masturbator within its catego-

ry. “Robin is a powerful vibrating masturbator that comes with 5 unique vibrating modes,” 

explained a rep. 

SVAKOM releases Robin

The New Collection from Cottelli Lingerie

A l ight-weight powerful  masturbator
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The Bloomgasm Wild Rose 10X Silicone 
Clit Stimulator will soon be available in 

two new colors: Pastel Pink and Pastel Pur-
ple, giving retailers variety and eye-catching 
colors for in-store displays. The newest 
shape that’s now shipping is the Bloom-
gasm Wild Violet Licking Silicone Stimulator, 
a purple rosebud-shaped toy equipped with 
a tongue-shaped extension in the center. 
This petite handheld clitoral stimulator is 
powered by 3 levels and 7 patterns of 
tantalizing licking fun. Coming soon to the 
Bloomgasm series are three new stimula-

Seattle, USA - Kheper Games, Inc. 
is excited to announce that they are 
expanding their line of crackers to 
include ‘Adult Birthday Crackers’. ‘Adult 
Birthday Crackers’pop open to reveal 
everything you need to have a fun 
birthday party in a box. The set includes 
two ‘Adult Birthday Crackers’ which 
contain several items inside each 
cracker. There is a drink or dare card 
game, adult humor party dice game, a 
crown, a shot glass and lots of confetti. 
Three pieces of word confetti in each 

tors, each with its own pleasure function: 
The Rose Duet features a rose-shaped 
suction stimulator with 5 sucking modes 
and a vibrating rosette with 3 speeds and 
7 vibration patterns. The Rose Buzz offers 
dual-ended air stimulation and pinpointed 
vibration in a familiar rose shape. It has 5 air-
stim modes as well as 7 vibration modes. 
The Sweetheart Rose is two toys in one! 
One end features a rose-shaped suction 
stimulator with 5 sucking modes while the 
other end is a sleek, insertable vibrator with 
3 speeds and 7 vibration patterns. 

cracker combine together to share 
a new way to celebrate. Add in the 
regular confetti as well and that totals 
to be 8 things that come out of each 
cracker “We were so amazed at how 
well our past ‘Sex!’ and ‘Christmas Sex! 
Crackers’ have performed last year 
that we had to expand the line further 
to include crackers for another very 
special day, Birthdays!” explains CEO 
Brian Pellham. “They’re cute, fun, and 
give you a full night of decorations and 
entertainment for your guest of honor.” 

Huntington Beach, USA - XR Brands is thrilled to announce a highly anticipated expansion  

of the popular Inmi Bloomgasm line, which now includes several rose-shaped air-powered  

stimulators offering one-of-a-kind sensations.

XR Brands expands ‚Bloomgasm‘ Collection

Kheper Games releases  
new Adult Birthday Crackers

New colors ,  sty les ,  & features
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This exciting new sex stool features 
durable steel construction, flexible 

support straps, and convenient handlebars 
for extra stability and the most accessible 
ride from the Lovebotz brand.The EZ-Ride 
represents an accessibility upgrade for 
Bangin Bench lovers. The handlebars allow 
for comfort and stability when perched over 
a partner or favorite dildo, while the durable 
steel frame and flexible straps allow users 
to ride with confidence. Whether squatting, 
hovering, or grinding, the EZ-Ride helps 
keep you from getting worn out when 
having an amplified sex session. EZ-Ride’s 
included dildo platform can support all 
kinds of suction-compatible dildos so users 
can choose their favorite and customize 
each experience. This platform can also be 
removed to create an open play area where 
users can position themselves or their 
partner in a myriad of positions. However 

Bath, England - Offering something for 
vagina and penis owners alike, Love-
honey has launched new Happy Rabbit 
kits. The Cock Ring Kit, Clitoral Plea-
sure Kit, Couples Pleasure Kit feature a 
range of toys, better sex products and 
accessories, perfect for singles and 
couples. And if that wasn’t enough, all 

it’s used, the Bangin Bench EZ-Ride is built 
for safe and comfortable exploration.  “The 
Bangin Bench collection features some of 
the most versatile sex stools on the market 
and the EZ-Ride takes that to an even 
more usable level,” XR Brands President 
Rebecca Weinberg said. “Consumers take 
their pleasure seriously and this innovative 
sex stool is designed to support that. It pro-
vides safety, stability, and comfort without 
asking users to sacrifice satisfaction. We 
think shoppers will be very excited about 
the Bangin Bench EZ-Ride!” The Bangin 
Bench EZ-Ride stool measures 19.4 inches 
long (roundabout 50 cm), 19.3 inches wide 
(roundabout 50 cm), and 15 inches high 
(roundabout 38 cm) without the handle bar 
and 21 inches (roundabout 53 cm) with the 
handle bar, and its design makes it easy to 
assemble and disassemble for quick, easy, 
and discreet storage. 

new designs from the G-Spot Clitoral 
Curve Vibrator and a fresh look with 
the new Panty Vibrator. To help retailers 
get into the hopping spirit, Lovehoney 
B2B also offer a wide range of POS, 
including shelves, stands, baubles and 
acrylic TV headers to brighten up stores 
and pull shoppers in. 

Huntington Beach, USA - XR Brands is proud to announce the newest and most stable addition 

to their popular line of Bangin Benches, the Bangin Bench EZ-Ride.

XR Brands debuts Lovebotz  
‘Bangin Bench EZ-Ride’EZ-Ride’

Lovehoney launched new Happy Rabbit kits

For sexy & stable gr inding
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The sex toy space is uniquely poised for 
seemingly odd products to prosper. 
After all, where else can consumers 
safely discover something new and 
exciting to dilate their b-holes (like the 
Odile butt plug), turn their testicles into 
a dildo (with the balldo ball strap-on) or 
custom-mold to their vagina‘s evolving 
desires (like 2017‘s one-hit wonder, the 
Dodil)?
While not every new idea will last 
beyond the marketing hype, there‘s 
plenty of evidence to prove the sales 
potential of modern, novelty sex toys.
Kristen Moore of Channel 1 Releasing 
says patents are top priority in ensuring 
niche product success. Moore thinks a 
mix of diligent patent security and good 
business strategy can keep such toys 
on the map. 
Moore explains that it‘s all about the 
story. For an oddball product to capture 
an audience, consumers need to 
connect with the company and their 
mission in a way that feels genuine. The 
brand which Moore spearheads, 
Boneyard Toys, relies on establishing a 
rapport with gay consumers to sell their 
extreme line of kinky, anal-focused 
insertables. 
But Moore also relays that without a 

patent, your first-of-its-kind product can 
be quickly copied by any given competi-
tor. 
Helaine Oliner-Katz, founder of erotic 
jewelry brand Subsensuals, says she‘s 
constantly on the look-out for copies of 
her patented and copyrighted designs. 
Oliner-Katz‘s watchdog approach has 
succeeded thus far in preventing rip-offs 
and growing sales.
Tamara Bell, president of Angelic 
Pleasures LLC, finds that regardless of 
whether such origingal products may 
prosper or perish, the industry benefits 
anyhow. While, for example, the 
mold-able Dodil faded away into 2018, 
XR Brands now offers Squeeze-It, an 
entire line of similarly heat-sensitive, 
customizable dildos. 
At the very least, Bell (and myself) 
conclude that ultra-niche products are a 
breath of fresh innovation. They can 
grow to become super-group catego-
ries, as the Womanizer created for 
air-pulse toys, or their creators close up 
shop while leaving a lasting impression 
on product design. Either way, we‘re all 
left better off. 

Sex tech products are 
undoubtedly innovative 
and technologically 
advanced, but many of 
them just can’t seem to 
shed the image of being 
one-hit wonders. The 
consensus is that few 
producers and brands 
have actually managed to 
harness the initial hype 
and turn it into a bigger 
success story - yet. Can 
the new generation of sex 
tech products change all 
that?

72

F E A T U R E

Of one-day wonders,  
top-sellers, and classics
Can the  ne w ge ne r a t i on  o f  s e x  te ch  p r od ucts  do  a w a y  w i th  th e  on e-da y  w on der  s t i g ma ?

Colleen Godin, 
EAN U.S. Correspondent

Yes
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No
Since 2006, when the very first issue of EAN 
was published - yes, this magazine is officially 
turning 15 this year! - I have seen many, 
many products come and go. Some didn’t 
even make it to the store shelves. Then, there 
were products whose mere appearance had 
me laughing so hard I nearly fell off my office 
chair ... only to hear from trade members that 
these products were selling like hotcakes. 
And of course, there were products that 
thrilled the consumers and topped the sales 
charts, leading their fans to expect big things 
- i.e. more innovative products - from these 
brands. And what happened? Nothing much. 
Those are the products we like to call one-hit 
wonders. What does all of this have to do 
with sex tech, you wonder? Well, the 
probability that sex tech products end up as 
one-hit wonders is bigger than in most other 
toy categories. Or at least that is the 
impression that many people get. Maybe it 
has to do with the fact that sex tech is such a 
big deal right now: an innovation-fuelled 
growth market riding the very wave of 
technological progress. Consequently, the 
number of new products launching into this 
market is pretty big. If some of those 
products end up being one-hit wonders with 
unremarkable, quickly forgotten follow-ups, 
that is not really saying much, it’s just normal. 
However, it seems as though the ratio of one-

day wonders to burgeoning top 
brands seems to be particularly 
unfavourable in the sex tech 
segment. Admittedly, this 
perception isn’t really fair 
considering that sex tech 
continues to be a dominant force 
in the market and that we will 
continue to see a deluge of new 
products and ideas. Nonetheless, 
the image has stuck, and this new 
generation of sex tech products – as 
well as the generations that are going to 
follow - will have a hard time shedding 
this stigma.

73

Matthias Johnson, 
editor in chief
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F
rom day one at Love Not War, 
‘eco-friendly’ has been at the 
core of our business and our 
goal is for people to come along 
on the journey with us, and in 

turn, implement some ‘green’ practices 
into their own lives. 

Many of our consumers already practice 
some sustainable habits in their every-
day lives from recycling to purchasing 
high-quality products from ethical brands. 
However, when it comes to their choice  
of ‘green’ sex toys, their choices are 
unfortunately limited. 

Until recently, the industry has been vastly 
unregulated and as it continues to grow, 
so too does its carbon footprint. At Love 
Not War, we strive to ensure our practices 
don’t contribute to an already suffering 
climate, however, we worry about the in-
dustry as a whole and hope that one day, 
green and sustainable will too become 
the norm, just as body-safe silicone has. 
Our aim is to become net zero. We’re still 
a long way off, but we’re making small 
improvements every month. And if you 
haven’t started already, making small 
changes today can not only improve your 
bills but help the industry take a step 
towards becoming greener as a whole.

1. Tips to help you start
All experts will tell you the first steps on 
your green journey are monitoring and 
measuring. Information is powerful. When 
running a business, it can be easy to look 

at the short-term benefits rather than 
playing the long game. However, there  
are many simple steps you can take  
that cost very little but deliver almost 
immediate savings.
Try lowering your energy and water 
consumption and waste production 
at your factories or minimize energy 
consumption with heating and air  
conditioning timers. Train your staff on 
how to be greener and implement simple 
policies such as closing doors, turning off 
lights in unused rooms, or shutting down 
equipment when it’s not being used. 
Analyse your most recent bill, and after 
making some of these changes, you  
will see the differences immediately.

2. Talk to the experts
Hire a sustainability expert to help guide 
you on your green journey. After meeting 
with ours, they highlighted that we could 
significantly lower our carbon emissions  
if we used energy from sustainable  
sources. We have since changed  
our energy provider to one that uses  
predominantly hydroelectric sources.
Experts can point you in the right  
direction and show you techniques and 
things to consider as you reduce, reuse 
and recycle on your green journey.

3. What can you reduce?
Bills, materials, water, energy and waste - 
all things that can be reduced. 
Do you really need so much plastic? Are 
there alternative materials? When you do 
need to use plastic, can you use recycled 

Steps For Sustainable Sex Toy Production
By Wi l l  Rans com be  C o-Found e r  and  Manag ing  D i rec to r  o f  Lov e  Not  Wa r

Will Ranscombe Co-Founder 
and Managing Director of 
Love Not War

Climate change, sex and 
politics - topics that have 
been banned from first 
dates, dinner chats and 
general all-around discus-
sion. However at Love Not 
War (www.l-n-w.com), we 
don’t believe in archaic 
restrictions, but rather 
encourage open, positive 
discussions, especially 
when it comes to green 
and sustainable sex. 
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plastic, and can the plastic you do use be  
recycled? Glossy packaging looks great, but 
are there more eco-conscious alternatives?
What about the amount of energy and water 
needed to make your products? The process 
of dying recycled card uses a lot of energy and 
water, so opting to use only certain colors can 
help you reduce the amount of water you use.

4. How can we reuse in the sex toy world?
Understandably reselling sex toys is not  
popular. However, there are other ways you  
can reuse.

For us, it’s about having a birds-eye view of 
everything that comes in and out of our factory 
and being aware of what can be repurposed 
and reused elsewhere.

We also want our consumers to never need to 
throw their Love Not War toy away. We desi-
gned our toys to be durable but we also built 
them in a way that the battery component can 
be detached from the head and is compatible 
with all the heads in our range. This means 
that the consumer only needs to purchase one 
battery component, but can buy attachments, 
giving them access to multiple toys and in the 
unfortunate event that something does break, 
it’s easier to repair, and if that’s not possible 

then we are happy to accept returns back to 
our factories to be recycled.  

5. Besides toys, what else can be recycled?
Of course, it’s great to use recycled materials 
like plastics, metals and card but you can also 
recycle the waste in your own factory too.

Have you considered recycling the cut-offs 
from your plastic molding process? Even  
setting up recycling facilities in your team 
rooms and training staff on how to recycle  
can have an impact.
 
6. Listen and learn
It’s definitely a learning process and it’s  
important to listen to feedback from  
customers and experts to continually find  
ways to innovate and improve. 

Just like we have a responsibility to our  
consumers to create products that are safe, 
we also have a responsibility to create products 
that are green. We know the industry is not 
perfect and we still have a long way to go, but 
if we all make a conscious effort to try, just like 
all other industries, we can strive for net-zero.
As the saying goes: “We don‘t need a handful 
of people doing zero waste perfectly. We need 
millions of people doing it imperfectly”.
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How to identify a brand’s 
competitive advantage

Last month I discussed what a competi-
tive advantage is and the three variables 
that provide competitive advantage in our 
space; today I want to take a look at which 
brands have successfully applied these 
principles and exemplify competitive ad-
vantage in their respective industries. I have 
chosen one of the UK’s leading insurers, 
Direct Line from the insurance world, which 
has an estimated total premium volume of 
£220bn and Lush, the cruelty-free cos-
metics retailer from the UK. With the global 
cosmetics market size valued at $380.2 

Launched last month to great acclaim, 
here is the second installment of our 
new column The Competitive Advan-
tage, exclusive to EAN, written by Do-
minnique Karetsos, CEO of the global 
outfit dedicated to the rising Sexual 
Health and Technology industry, He-
althy Pleasure Group. Having covered 
what a competitive advantage is last 
time and the three key variables to un-
derstand your own business’ competi-
tive advantage, this month we discover 
how to recognise a brand’s competi-
tive advantage, taking examples from 
different industries such as insurance 
and cosmetics. Hopefully this will help 
our readers gain more understanding 
of how to identify best practice in other 
industries and reflect those learnings 
in our own industry. 

The Competitive Advantage – Part 2
A co lumn wr i t te n  by  Dom inn iq ue  Ka r e t s os



billion in 2019, these are two very fierce and com-
petitive marketplaces where brands are cons-
tantly working to achieve stand out to capture 
eyeballs and sales.

Rediscovering competitive advantage:  
acting Consumer First with Direct Line’s  
‘Fixer’ campaign

With the introduction of price comparison sites, 
the ‘direct’ component for the car insurance mar-
ket effectively halved from 40% online share to 
20% between 2009 and 2016. As the number of 
quotes and sales declined every year, Direct Line 
needed to rediscover its competitive advantage.

As Direct Line’s now MD of marketing and digital, 
Mark Evans, said, “The category insight was 
being ignored and everybody was fixated on price 
and the process of becoming insured, completely 
eclipsing the fact that we buy insurance for what it 
will do when we’re in trouble.” By delving into the 
core of this idea, Evans and his team came up 
with the now iconic ‘Fixer’ campaign with Harvey 
Keitel starring as the ultimate fixer, Winston Wolfe.

Alongside the marketing campaign, Direct Line 
ensured that every aspect of its business lived up 
to the ‘fixer’ mentality, it fixed up its supply chain 
so that while other insurers repaired cars in about 

two weeks, Direct Line set itself up to do it in 
seven days. Direct Line instilled the fixer mentality 
across its entire business. So much so that when 
a customer had their TV stolen and tweeted Di-
rect Line asking them what they were going to do 
about it as they wanted to watch a boxing match 
with their friends that evening; the Direct Line em-
ployee handling Twitter that day logged off, drove 
to pick up a TV and took it to the customer’s 
house so he could watch the match.

By putting customers first and reinstating its 
competitive advantage, Direct Line saw a 10% 
growth in the first 12 months after the campaign 
launch, putting an end to five consecutive years 
of decline. The campaign continued to be a suc-
cess for over five years.

Capturing a competitive advantage:  
understanding Lush’s Core Competencies  
by integrating ethics into its digital offering 

Having been in KPMG’s top five brands for 
customer experience for many years, in 2018, 
Lush became the first major retailer to build and 
launch its own tablet till system. As well as having 
the usual till desks, the app allowed Lush’s staff 
to walk around the store, providing personali-
sed information to customers as well as giving 
them the ability to checkout on the spot. It also 
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provided customers with more payment options 
and a faster checkout process. After launching in 
its Oxford Street store, Lush saw a 20% increase 
in revenue, alongside a reduction in queues and 
fewer people leaving the store because it was  
too busy.

The initiative was borne out of the desire to have 
more control over its technology and align its 
in-store experience with the digital customer 
experience. It was a step in the brand’s goal of 
introducing ethics, which sits at the core of the 
Lush brand, into the digital landscape. Lush’s 
cloud system runs on 100% renewable energy 
and the brand even made its POS software open 
source so that other ethical businesses could use 
it to create their own till systems.

More recently in another ethically-focused digital 
step, Lush has integrated the ‘Lush Lens’ into its 
mobile customer app which allows customers to 
scan packaging-free products in-store and delve 

deeper into the product and its ingredients. This 
allows the brand to both reduce packaging waste 
and deliver on its commitment to transparency in 
its products.

Although Direct Line and Lush are two very diffe-
rent companies, with different business models 
and customers, you can see how the principles of 
gaining and identifying a competitive advantage 
apply. With a little insight and learnings from these 
brands, you can understand how to identify and 
recognise a business’ competitive advantage in 
almost any business if you look close enough. 

It’s important to be able to take inspiration from 
other industries to create a better business.

Next month, I will be tackling the principles of 
how to calculate, create and develop a com-
petitive advantage within the Sexual Health and 
Technology industry, by looking at the balance of 
what we call the ‘pleasure equity’.
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T
he acrylic display can be 
flexibly adapted to the needs 
of retail customers – from 
owners of erotic boutiques 
with just fifteen square meters 

of retail space to gay stores stretching 
over two stories. Store owners can use 
the inlays provided to address individual 
target groups, while the various inserts 
can be used to adapt the display to the 
different pjur products on sale in store.  

Increased revenue with 
changing campaigns 
Used with the background images 
provided, the display is a  
real eyecatcher that will draw custo-
mers‘ attention to the  
premium pjur products in store. This 

kind of clear product presentation 
can help consumers navigate the 
POS more effectively. Dealers 
can also leverage cross-selling 
opportunities by placing products 
such as anal personal lubricant 
together with the accompanying 

serums and/or sprays. In 
addition to this, the display 
can of course also be used 

as a secondary feature, for ex-
ample, in the toy area of a store. Anal 

personal lubricants can be strategically 
positioned with anal toys, making it easier 
for store owners to recommend them. 

Reusable complete set 
The high-quality acrylic display has 
been designed for long-term use and is 

supplied as a complete set including six 
different background images that can 
be changed in line with campaigns plus 
three versatile inserts that can be used 
to showcase 30- or 100-ml personal 
lubricant bottles, serums or sprays on the 
display. The robust design saves time and 
is easy for dealers to use as it can be left 
up permanently in store. Thanks to the 
range of different content, the display can 
be used continually to advertise new pro-
motions and a changing array of products 
to consumers. 

pjur also provides support with a wide 
choice of POS materials such as posters, 
flyers and stand-up displays. Individual 
materials (printed or digital) can also  
be ordered at any time in consultation 
with pjur. In addition to this, pjur remains 
on hand to provide advice and  
support to dealers looking to set up  
a pjur Brand Space. 

Regardless of size, format and potential 
application, all pjur POS solutions have 
one thing in common: they are extremely 
well-made eye-catchers for end consu-
mers that help retail customers sell pjur 
products. For further information, simply 
talk to your pjur sales contact or send  
an email to sales@pjur.com.

The pjur group has been 
renowned for its innovative 
POS solutions for many 
years now. In 2021, the 
company launched an 
impressive acrylic display 
with versatile trays that can 
be adapted meet dealers‘ 
individual needs. The set is 
available immediately.

 
pjur – gives you more POS solutions
http s : / /www. p ju r lov e . c om/dea le r - loun g e/ 
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If you recall last month’s column I was 
giving the mainstream press a hard time. 
And justifiably so, especially when it 
comes to the lack of competency from 
non-industry writers cocking things up 
with inaccuracies and the like in the cont-
ext of marketing public relations (MPR).

But I also alluded to other failings of the 
mainstream media when it comes to hel-
ping you and your business. And despite 
the lure of other juicy topics I could have 
waxed lyrical about this month, it’s more 
important to continue shining the spot-
light of scrutiny and suspicion at the print 
and broadcast media. 

Why? Because this stuff matters. It 
matters a hell of a lot.

Call me an old idealist (well, 
maybe not old, just yet) but when 
newspapers and the like profess 
to be impartial, independent, and 

all that jazz, aren’t they meant 
to actually deliver on their 
promises?

I’ve mentioned previously the 
need to consider the external mar-

keting environment much more during 
these surreal times than in preceding 

years. By this I’m meaning keeping 
a watchful eye on the political, 

economic, societal, technolo-
gical, environmental and 

legal factors that 
can be influ-

encing and impacting upon not only your 
marketing but your business as a whole. 

If you’re running your business on your 
own or with only a small number of 
colleagues, you probably don’t have 
time to visit your local reference library 
to scan business databases or spend a 
few hours going through key websites 
and publications. You’ve invariably relied 
on the mainstream news, either print or 
television, to keep abreast of the general 
top-line things going on in the world and 
their possible impact upon your business. 
But what if they are not only failing in their 
duty to competently cover and comment 
on the matters that er…matter, but are 
deliberately ignoring and obfuscating?

Let me give you a real example of this. 
Earlier this summer a columnist (I use the 
term loosely) in one of my regional news-
papers took a swing at those concerned 
about The Great Reset. For someone 
used to dissecting sentence structure 
and nuance, it wasn’t difficult for me to 
see what the intended effect was. For 
his mostly mature readership (62% of the 
readership are aged 55 years and older), 
they probably believed his every word. 

The problem is, however, that The Great 
Reset is a thing. It was first called for 
back in 2014. The Founder of the World 
Economic Forum, Klaus Schwab, went 
so far as to write a book about it a few 
years ago. What was its title again? Ah 
yes, “The Great Reset”. The WEF website 

In his monthly column, 
Brian Gray from Glas-
gow-based marketing 
agency Lascivious Mar-
keting offers his thoughts 
on all things marketing. 
This month he’s continu-
ing from last month with 
further questioning of the 
usefulness of mainstream 
press and broadcasters 
to small businesses. Strap 
yourself in accordingly.

LIES, DAMN LIES, AND STATISTICS…
(AND OMISSIONS TOO)
Mar ke t ing  Ma t te r s
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is full of references to the ‘Reset. Schwab is 
quoted there for all to see: „The pandemic 
represents a rare but narrow window of oppor-
tunity to reflect, reimagine, and reset (emphasis 
added) our world“. 

Furthermore, more recently in June 2020, 
when they called for it once again, who was 
wheeled out to publicly push it forward? None 
other than HRH The Prince of Wales. 

So for our clueless columnist to dismissively 
suggest that there wasn’t really much to it  
all, he’s either embarrassed himself royally  
or revealed his complicity in something  
more nefarious.

The columnist further digs his own reputational 
grave when claiming that details of the ‘Reset 
are a bit thin. Presumably the three hundred or 
so pages that make up Schwab’s own book 
weren’t just blank paper that would have Sting 
jumping up and down calling for another con-
cert to save a rainforest. But had our clueless 
columnist actually done any research, hell, even 
just visited the WEF’s website, he’d have found 
a plethora of op-eds, discussion papers, key 
steps and building blocks. Lack of information? 
Bollocks.

Or perhaps he’s been instructed to take this 
line by the Editor. The same Editor of the 
newspaper which for the past year during its 
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‘coverage’ of Covid has felt fit to head its pages 
‘CORONAVIRUS PANDEMIC’, despite Covid 
being no longer classified as a high consequen-
ce infectious disease (HCID) even before the first 
UK lockdown in March 2020. Hmmm. Either the 
newspaper isn’t keeping its finger on the pulse, 
or there’s a deliberate attempt to overdramatise 
and keep the fear factor buoyant. 

But then of course there’s another variable: cold 
hard cash.
 
As business owners you’re appreciative of 
numbers, so here’s some eye-openers for you. 
UK advertising magazine Campaign reported 
that throughout 2020 the UK government spent 
around £184 million on Covid communications. 
In March this year a tender for a one year Covid 
radio and tv advertising contract starting in April 
went out. The value? £320 million.

When newspapers accept shedloads of gover-
nment cash to advertise their psychological fear 
campaigns it’s unsurprising that there will be little 
if any contrarian editorial tones. Either because 
their readers will see this and perhaps consider 
the paper hypocritical, or because the editor 

would get the elbow in no time at all and be 
blacklisted within the industry.  

Who remembers Elliot Carver, the megaloma-
niac media baron thwarted by James Bond in 
Tomorrow Never Dies, who opines that “There’s 
no news like bad news.” He’s of course bang 
on the money (or rather, the screenwriters are). 
The problem for us today however is that there’s 
manufactured bad news designed to stoke up 
the fear factor and incite behavioural change, 
and then there’s real bad news, which is in the 
public interest but isn’t being talked about. 

An example of this would be the data released 
from Public Health Scotland, which when ana-
lysed further by some concerned citizens rather 
than paid journalists, revealed that throughout 
the month of August, 80% of Covid-related de-
aths were from those who had been vaccinated.

Then there are the statistics south of the border, 
from Public Health England, telling a similar 
story. From the 2nd August to the 12th Septem-
ber, 74% of alleged Covid deaths were among 
vaccinated individuals rather than those not 
taking the jab. 

C O L U M N
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These stats are incendiary enough on their own. 
But they’re even more alarming given that this 
data is being recorded in the height of summer 
and not the depths of winter. And for compari-
son, the number of Covid-related deaths in the 
summer of 2020 was tiny. Again, not the right 
kind of ‘bad news’ the mainstream media wants 
to touch.

Add to this, the embarrassing state of affairs 
in Israel. Arguably one of the most vaccinated 
countries in the world, it’s being ravaged by 
Covid. Work that one out, but don’t dare expect 
rational and objective coverage in the mainstre-
am media.

But there’s another dimension to this which has 
real implications. The uninitiated and unquesti-
oning folk will absorb all the television and print 
news coverage and conclude “Well, if there was 
any real issue about vaccines or vaccination 
passports, then we’d hear about it, wouldn’t 
we? There’d be flaring tv studio bust ups bet-
ween proponents and opponents respectively, 
and in-depth investigations looking into all this.”

Meanwhile, back in the real world, there’s 
OFCOM. This is the UK’s communications 
regulator, who’s arguably made life very difficult 
for those even daring to have an alternative 
opinion about what’s going on and challenging 
the official narrative. 

When in the Spring of 2020 the UK’s Scien-
tific Advisory Group for Emergencies (SAGE) 
advocated that “the perceived level of personal 
threat needs to be increased among those who 
are complacent, using hard-hitting emotional 

messaging” it wasn’t long before the gover-
nment were telling OFCOM what they in turn 
should be telling broadcasters. A subsequent 
letter sent out mentioned the need to protect 
broadcasters’ audiences including “…ensuring 
timely and robust challenge by programme 
presenters or other guests. Presenters should 
therefore be ready to intervene to provide suffi-
ciently strong challenge and context in the event 
of programme contributors making potentially 
inaccurate or harmful comments about the 
Coronavirus.”

By ‘harmful’ it doesn’t take a genius to realise 
that this really means countering the official 
narrative. This more than adequately explains 
the near complete absence of TV programmes 
featuring contributors with opposing views. Any 
brave, lone dissenters appearing on such pro-
grammes are invariably shouted at and over and 
subsequently taken down by the presenter. This 
is definitely not due to the intellectual gravitas of 
any given presenter, but because they’d been 
told in no uncertain terms by those upstairs as 
to what is expected of them.

So, if you’re expecting someone to be given an 
audience on mainstream telly, to explain to the 
audience without interruption that Covid has an 
IFR of less than 1% to the majority of the po-
pulation; that the PCR test false positive rate is 
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astronomically high and routinely run at cycles 
which can all but guarantee a positive result; 
that lockdowns have wreaked havoc on the 
economy, on people’s mental and physical he-
alth; that the majority of alleged Covid-related 
deaths are occurring among vaccinated rather 
than unvaccinated people; and that vaccine 
passports are all but useless in the knowledge 
that the jabs don’t stop infection or transmissi-
on – well, wake me up when this happens. And 
now you know why.

So, long story short, the mainstream me-
dia have multiple charges levelled against it. 
They’re either cackhandedly inaccurate (or 
ignorant) and/or deliberately not covering sto-

ries that are most certainly in the public interest. 
As George Orwell infamously stated, “The 
greatest lie is the omission.” Then, to add insult 
to considerable injury, OFCOM’s arguably bully 
boy tactics and the subsequent less than stellar 
conduct of broadcasting organisations means 
there’s a de facto no-platforming policy at work. 
Oh, and let’s not forget the money trail. Which 
broadcasters and newspapers have taken pay-
ments from organisations with vested interests? 
You don’t bite the hand that feeds you.

Through the lack of proper informed discus-
sion and debate, with the connivance of the 
mainstream media, we’ve now reached a point 
where governments and individual politicians 
have not only become seriously empowered 
but also dangerously emboldened. Significant 
political, economic, and marketing issues are 
now facing business owners, especially those 
with employees and physical premises. I was 
originally going to go into further detail on these 
but they’re deserving of their own column in the 
future.

In conclusion, each time you’re reading a news-
paper or the television news, you’re currently 
getting a very skewed and selective picture of 
what’s going on in the world. Consequently, 
it’s simply impossible to maintain an accurate 
or impartial appreciation of the wider marke-
ting environment via the mainstream press or 
state and legacy broadcasters. The days of the 
ambitious and conscientious reporter earnestly 
trying to find their big scoop of the year are 
long gone in the Covid world. I fear there are no 
more Woodwards or Bernsteins left.

But might there still be some hope to cling on 
to? Possibly.

In August, Julian Reichelt, editor-in-chief of 
major German newspaper Bild, apologised on 
camera for the fear porn (my words) published 
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over the previous year and a half. He particular-
ly directed his apology towards the youngest: 
“To the millions of children in this country for 
whom our society is responsible, I want to 
express here what neither our government nor 
our Chancellor dares to tell you. We ask you 
to forgive us. Forgive us for this policy which, 
for a year and a half, has made you victims of 
violence, neglect, isolation, and loneliness.”

He certainly had in his sights those responsible 
for lockdowns, opining that they “will have on 
their conscience and will leave in the history 
books, a multitude of innocent souls.” That’s 
poignant stuff by anyone’s standards. 

Marketers know only too well the importance of 
building trust between buyer and seller. An im-

portant part of this is being truthful concerning 
product performance or technical specifications 
for instance. Mainstream media should similarly 
extend the same courtesy to readers and 
viewers such as yourself. This equates to telling 
the truth (and not lying by omission) and offe-
ring impartial coverage if this is a stated aim of 
theirs. Sacrificing the money received for their 
part in the pandemic propaganda programme 
in exchange for recalibrating their collective mo-
ral compass and acquiring a renewed sense of 
professionalism wouldn’t be a bad thing either. 

Brian can be contacted at lasciviousmarketing.
com or phoned on +44 (0)141 255 0769 as  
he ignores state broadcasters and the  
newspapers accordingly.
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What is urethral sounding?
Let’s start at the beginning. What is  
urethral sounding? Originally, urethral 
sounding was a medical procedure  
which literally refers to inserting an  
object in the urethra for urological surgery. 
The urethra is the tube that leads to the 
bladder. The original goal of urethral  
sounding was to remove obstructions 
from the urethra and the bladder.  
Nowadays, it has become a sexual act  
of pleasure mostly performed on men. 
But what is it that makes this medical act 
so sexually satisfying?

Why would you start with 
urethral sounding?
Though it might sound painful for some, 
there are enough reasons for others to 
start doing it. Even though medical soun-
ding has health benefits, sexual sounding 
does not. However, it does provide sexual 

fulfilment which leads to a happier life, 
and it might even reduce depression 
and anxiety. 
But those are not the foremost reasons 
to try it. No, that would be the feeling. 
There is literally no feeling that can be 
compared with urethral sounding, nor 
can it be explained easily. It has to be 
experienced to understand the charm of 
it. The genitals and especially the urethra 
have many nerves which are stimulated 
by the act, leading to great sensations. 
Combined with masturbation or sex, 
it leads to even more intense feelings. 
These intense feelings eventually lead to 
greater orgasms; they’re stronger and 
longer-lasting. Moving the sound up and 
down, makes the tissue in the urethra 
extra sensitive. Also, when ejaculating, 
the semen can build up under the sound. 
This causes pressure. When the sound 
is (slowly!) pulled out during your climax, 

Urethral sounding - some 
might get goosebumps just 
thinking of it, while others 
get really excited. There 
really is no in-between. 
These last few years, 
urethral sounding has 
become a trend in BDSM. 
Sales numbers have gone 
up and keep increasing. 
That’s why SHOTS is 
expanding their urethral 
sounding line. Their brand 
Ouch! already includes a 
number of black silicone 
plugs and dilators, but the 
line will be expanded with 
a broad range of steel and 
silicone items in different 
variations. So, yes, urethral 
sounding is popular. But a 
lot of – sensible - questions 
regarding urethral soun-
ding remain, such as: How, 
what, and why? This article 
will cast a light on the 
basic principles of urethral 
sounding. And maybe, it 
will start to sound like a 
good idea to you too. 

A quick guide to urethral sounding
Wr i t te n  by  I n g e  A r i s sen 
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the pressure is released leading to an almost 
‘explosive- like’ feeling. Side note: You can only 
pull out a straight urethral sound and only if the 
penis is erect! (More information on types and 
form will follow later on). You can also choose 
to keep the sound inside. This is an expert 
move, so don’t try this when you’re a beginner! 
The semen can’t come out, causing a power-
ful sensation. Instead, the semen goes back 
to the bladder and comes out with the next 
urination. Next to the physical benefits, it also 
brings your relationship to a higher level. Even 
though the sound is inserted into one person, 
the other one can enjoy having control of it. 
Inserting a sound is a procedure that needs to 
be done carefully. In order to submit yourself 
to someone who has complete control of the 
sound, you need to trust that person comple-
tely. This leads to more intimacy between the 
two of you. This is in line with the principle of 
BDSM, so many fetishists are open to the idea 
of urethral sounding. BDSM relationships are all 
about power and control. And this is one of the 
most literal forms of that; you surrender while 
another person is in control of your genitals. 
Besides, BDSM is also linked to a bit of painful 
pleasure. Though enjoyable, urethral sounding 
might be a bit painful when executed in certain 
ways. The last reason why people are enjoying 
urethral sounding is because it is a bit of a 
taboo outside of the adult industry. And we all 
know that taboos can be a great turn-on! Also, 
it’s a quite risky act, which also adds to the 
excitement factor.  

Types of sounds
So, now you know what it is and why people 
enjoy it. Let’s say you’re curious and want to 
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start trying it and you search for it on Goo-
gle. You’ll find out soon enough that it’s not 
that simple. There’s a broad wide of types of 
sounds. Which one should you choose? 
First of all, there are silicone and steel sounds. 
The biggest difference is that silicone is a bit 
more flexible than steel. Therefore, it’s easier to 
insert. On the other hand, steel ones are easier 
to sterilise. Which one you choose is just a 
matter of preference. 
Next step in choosing your sound is the shape. 
Let’s start by differentiating between two types 
of sounds: plugs and dilators. A plug is short 
and is mostly used for extra stimulation during 
sex. Some plugs are hollow, so that both 
sperm and urine can come out of it. Other va-
rieties have a ring on the end for extra stimulati-
on of the glans of the penis. 
Dilators are longer and are mostly used to 
stimulate the urethra rather than just the head 
of the penis. Dilators can’t be used during sex! 
The dilators come in different shapes and sizes. 
Here’s a quick overview.
- Hegar: a hegar sound is shaped in an S-form.  
   Both sides have a different thickness. They’re  
   relatively short and easy to insert. Therefore,  
   the hegar is perfectly suited for beginners. 
- Rosebud or bakes: this one is also suited  
   for beginners. There’s a handle on one side,  
   and a small dot on the other side. This is for  
   stimulation of the bladder. This type of dilator  
   is therefore also suited for women. 

- Dittle: the dittle has a flat end on one side and  
   a rounded end on the other side.
- Van Buren: this is more suitable for the  
   experienced sounder. The sound is shaped in  
   a J-form. Because of this shape, it can  
   stimulate both the bladder and the prostate.
- Pratt: the pratt is a slightly bended and  
   rounded on both ends. It’s slightly longer and  
   is therefore suitable for deeper penetration.
- Vibrating dilators: quite obviously a dilator  
   that vibrates for a more intense feeling.  
   Therefore, also more suitable for the more  
   experienced user. 

When choosing the right sound. Think of  
what type of sensation you would like and  
of course how advanced you are. Each  
shape brings a different feeling. The new  
Ouch! line has a wide variety of all the  
shapes and sizes. You will only know how  
it feels when you start doing it. So, try out  
what works for you!

As a beginner, you might want to choose a 
thin one. Understandably, you should definitely 
not start with the thickest one. But be careful! 
Never choose the thinnest one! The inner tissue 
of the penis is very delicate and sensitive. If 
the dilator is too thin, you might perforate your 
urethra. Also, ribbed surfaces can be too inten-
se to start with. So, choose one without any 
structure on the outside.  
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How to start, safely
You picked a sound and want to start using it. 
But first, you have to do some extra checks. 
Feel the outside of the sound to make sure the-
re aren’t any raffles in the silicone or the steel. 
At SHOTS, all the steel sounds are laser-prin-
ted. This means that there are no rough edges 
to them that can hurt the tissue. Nevertheless, 
make sure you double check! Small check, 
great benefit. The next step is to make sure it’s 
clean. Doctors have seen an increasing number 
of men with urinary tract infections (UTI’s) due 
to urethral sounding. So, make sure everything 
is sterilised. Stainless steel can be boiled in hot 
water. But you can also use alcohol. Not only 
should the sound be sterilised, your hands and 
body should be clean as well. This goes for 
both the partner as well as the one that under-
goes the sounding. Some might even prefer 
to touch the sound with gloves only. A little tip: 
If you are into role play, try urethral sounding 
when you play doctor. Put on your gloves and 
get going!
Now that everything is clean, it’s time to start 
inserting the sound. Use lube! That makes 
everything easier. There is sterile and medical 
lube. You can put it on the sound and on the 
penis. However, too much lube can make it 

too slippery to handle the sound. Insert the 
sound when the penis is still flaccid. Hold the 
penis straight and then push the sound in, for 
about an inch width. Then it’s time to insert the 
rest of the sound. Don’t push too hard! Just 
push slowly because gravity will also cause the 
sound the slide into the penis. Once the dilator 
is in, stretch the penis by holding it at the head. 
Depending on the type of sound, you can 
start masturbating or you just move the sound 
up and down. Are you reaching your climax? 
Remove the plug or dilator unless you’re using 
a hollow one. As said in the beginning, not 
removing the sound is a move for experien-
ced sounders! You have to remove the sound 
slowly. Otherwise, it can be painful or you might 
damage the tissue. 

Advanced: deeper urethral sounding
Are you more experienced? Maybe you want 
to start trying deep urethral stimulation. This 
brings the same benefits as ‘normal’ sounding, 
but the sensations are even more intense. Next 
to this, you can also stimulate the prostate, the 
p- spot. This is the biggest reason to try deep 
urethral sounding. It’s very suitable for men 
who like prostate stimulation but don’t like the 
thought of anal p-spot stimulation. You have to 
train your urethra step by step by stretching it. 
There are sets of stretchers and trainers that 
have different girths and lengths. Apart from 
this, there are the long dilators such as the Van 
Buren one. Step up your game slowly. Don’t 
jump to the biggest one after your first try. Just 
as with most sexual acts, take your time. That 
will only make it better. 
Hopefully, this article has given you a better un-
derstanding of what urethral sounding is about. 
There’s a lot more to know than meets the 
eye. The most important thing is to make sure 
everything is safe and clean. At SHOTS, you 
can get all the information you need regarding 
this topic. So, when in doubt, don’t hesitate to 
ask SHOTS or me all your questions!
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Congratulations on 25 years in the indus-
try! What does this anniversary mean to 
you on a personal level?

Michael Pahl: First of all, thank you very 
much! 25 years - it is kind of hard for me 
to wrap my head around that number. 
That’s like a silver wedding anniversary! 
Those years have flown past, which 
shows that we really enjoy what we do 
here. And what it means to me personally 
is that I have definitely made the right 
choice 25 years ago!

Dirk Bauer: Yes, thank you. And I 
couldn’t agree more with Michael: FUN 
FACTORY began as an adventure, and it 
quickly turned into a veritable dream job. 
Looking at it objectively, 25 years is a very 
long time, but I enjoyed each and every 
one of those years.

In the beginning, you modelled the first 
prototypes from clay on your kitchen 
table, now FUN FACTORY is operating 
globally, with more than 100 employees. 
That is pretty much the epitome of a 
success story. So, the obvious question 
would be ... what is the secret of that 
success? 

Dirk Bauer: We have learned to find solu-
tions within the means that are at our dis-
posal. Our goal is always to build the best 
toys for our customers. So, we don’t look 
at how others do things. Instead, the first 
question is always: What should the result 

look like and how can we make sure that 
it does? The fact that we manufacture our 
products ourselves is definitely a big part 
of this success.

Michael Pahl: In the beginning, we 
approached this adventure that is FUN 
FACTORY with a happy-go-lucky atti-
tude. We saw that there was a gap in 
the market we could fill, and that was a 
great motivation. For 25 years, we have 
moved and shaken, we have designed 
and created, and we even did a little bit 
of pioneering. The driving force behind 
the company has always been a desire to 
do things better and to create innovative 
products with a purpose. To name just a 
few things: our first toys with rechargeab-
le lithium batteries, our magnet charging 
plugs, the intricate details of our motor 
design - and many of those things went 
on to become industry standards. 

You have been working side by side for 
25 years. Do you ever have arguments or 
do you always keep it cool?

Michael Pahl: Well, let’s put it that way: A 
married couple that makes it to their silver 
wedding anniversary probably also had 
their little squabbles. But it’s not like we’re 
constantly bickering - maybe because 
we both found our own areas of experti-
se within the company that we decided 
to focus on. Our strengths complement 
each other. That’s how it’s always been, 
ever since way back when at university.

Fairy tales usually begin 
with ‚Once upon a time…‘. 
And seeing how the suc-
cess of FUN FACTORY 
has a fairy tale quality to it, 
the story of the company 
might just as well begin 
like this: ‚Once upon a 
time there was a kitchen 
table, some modelling clay, 
and two smart guys who 
set out to revolutionise 
the sex toy market …‘ Or 
something to that effect. 
However, telling fairy tales 
is not what EAN is here 
for, so instead we decided 
to let the people do the 
talking who built this FUN 
FACTORY back in 1996. 
In our interview, company 
founders Dirk Bauer and 
Michael Pahl take us on a 
journey through 25 years 
of success and innovation 
as they recount how they 
contributed to changing 
the face of an industry.

The thought of just going with the flow 
never appealed to us

25 yea r s  o f  F UN  FAC TO RY  -  An  i n te r v i e w  w i th  D i rk  B a ue r  a n d  M ic h a e l  Pa h l
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Dirk Bauer: We have been working together 
for 30 years, starting at university. Of course, 
we don’t always agree on everything, but we 
each have our own roles within the company, 
both with our own focal areas and responsi-
bilities. That’s the advantage of knowing each 
other’s strengths, I guess.

25 years is a long time - long enough for a lot 
of highs and lows. What were the five biggest 
milestones in the history of FUN FACTORY? 

Dirk Bauer:
Our first toy, PADDY PENGUIN
Our first vibrator
Launching our FUN FACTORY affiliate in the US
Moving to Hohentorshafen
The redesign and the introduction of the red logo

Michael Pahl:
Introducing medical-grade silicone - instead of 
PVC and toxic plasticisers
Making toys more colourful

Designing the ergonomic handle with three 
easy-to-use buttons
The STRONIC Pulsator tech
The first vibrator (DELIGHT) to be acknowled-
ged by a big mainstream design award, the 
Red Dot Awards

Let’s go back to 1996: Do you still remember 
what the sex toy market looked like back then? 
Was there just a ‚gap‘ for you to fill or was it 
more like a ‚black hole?‘

Michael Pahl: I still remember those days very 
clearly because, basically, all there was to buy 
was dubious PVC products that were more or 
less anatomically shaped. There were a handful of 
latex toys that stuck out from the herd. But every 
vibrator had either a red-and-black rotary button 
near the battery compartment, or there was a ca-
ble connecting to an external battery box. That’s 
all the options you had. Also, the motors were 
pretty weak. Quality materials, modern technolo-
gy or classy packaging were nowhere to be seen!

Michael Pahl Dirk Bauer 
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Dirk Bauer: In those days, sex toys were most-
ly products that men bought in a store. As Mi-
chael so aptly described, the quality was rather 
poor. The vast majority of vibrators was shaped 
like a penis and rather lacking in terms of 
features, design, and materials. To send a clear 
signal to the female audience, we created the 
first brand dedicated specifically to that group. 
Also, we had to start using all-new materials, 
different colours and shapes, and ultimately, 
we had to create the kind of packaging and 
communication that met the requirements and 
the standards of our female clientele.
In a way, we weren’t really looking at the pro-
ducts that were available on the market; rather, 
we were looking for the type of products that 
should be available.

Your company is well-known for its pionee-
ring spirit. Be it design, materials, technology, 
marketing, etc. - FUN FACTORY was always at 
the very tip of the spear when it came to intro-
ducing new ideas. Where does this spirit stem 
from, and how hard is it to keep pace with the 
market as it continues to change?

Michael Pahl: I guess it’s just a part of us. We 
are not your classic revolutionaries, but the 
thought of just going with the flow never ap-
pealed to us. No, we wanted to think outside 
the box, question the status quo, and pursue 
new ideas. Being perfectionists has been a big 
advantage as well - as long as we had some 
people behind us to reign us in a little bit.
Nothing happens on its own. We didn’t just 
get lucky, we had to work hard for our suc-
cess. But we seized the opportunities that 
arose, and we kept both eyes open. If you 
do something, it is important that you give 
it all you’ve got. Don’t approach a project 
half-heartedly or everything will come crashing 
around you sooner or later.

Which leads us to the obligatory question: 
Was everything better in the old days? 

Dirk Bauer: As an entrepreneur in this market, 
it was harder to establish a new company back 
then. Nobody would give you money or invest 
in your idea, so we had to build up the compa-
ny from our own cash flow. Other than that, the 
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challenges of the market have changed quite 
a bit. Hard to say if things are easier or harder 
now.

Michael Pahl: When we started, the internet 
was still in its infancy, so you didn’t have that 
avenue to look for suppliers. It was quite the 
adventure, but with the help of a “Who supplies 
what” guidebook from our university library and 
a lot of phone calls, we managed to find the 
right people.
Today, you have modern technology and a 
bevy of tools at your fingertips that can help 
you make these connections and grow your 
business. 25 years ago, none of this seemed 
even possible. It’s details like this that show you 
how much things are changing all the time.

Since day one, you have been based in Bre-
men. Were you never tempted to outsource 
production to the Far East as so many other 
producers do? Why did you always stick with 
local production? 

Michael Pahl: We are a factory - but we have 
FUN. And it is definitely fun to do everything 
under one roof. Our processes for silicone pro-
cessing are wholly homegrown. We developed 
everything ourselves because this technology 
simply didn’t exist. And at some point, we 
decided to keep it that way. Our processes 
and systems are of our own creation, and we 
keep optimising and finetuning them. If you 
take a look inside our production facility today, 
it is quite easy to see why this location and the 
compact workflow here are so important for us.

Dirk Bauer: This company is built around 
production. We always want to develop and 
build the best products possible. It’s much 
more than just sitting around a table with a few 
people and having creative ideas over a glass 
of wine.
That is only stage one. After that, the real work 
begins. Production is super important for us 
because we can define and control the whole 
process from the initial idea to the first pro-
totype, and from the first prototype to mass 
production, without the products losing their 
soul along the way.

Certain events (such as COVID or the short-
term obstruction of the Suez Canal) have 
shown how vulnerable supply chains can be 
today. Not to mention the heated debate about 
Western economic dependence on China. 
Also, people have become more conscious 
about their consumer behaviour. So, given FUN 
FACTORY’s reliance on local production, would 
you say that you are ready for the future?

Dirk Bauer: Producing in Germany is a guaran-
tee that our products are safe, harmless, and 
ecologically sound, not to mention that working 
conditions here in Germany are very good. 
Plus, that Made in Germany label is also a great 
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inspiration to always do things a little bit better 
than the competition.

Michael Pahl: Sustainability has been very 
important to me, long before it became fas-
hionable or necessary. That has always been 
reflected in our quality standards: We want our 
toys to work and provide pleasure for a long 
time. To us, it is only logical to try and keep 
our ecological footprint as small as possible 
during production, and it is equally logical not 
to be wasteful with precious materials such as 
our silicone, so we use them as efficiently as 
possible.

If the history of FUN FACTORY were to be 
turned into a movie, what would it be titled, and 
who would you like to play yourselves? 

Michael Pahl: ‚Silicone - not rubber!‘ (laughs) 
And my personal dream cast would be Charly 
Hübner and Bjarne Mädel.

Dirk Bauer: Or how about ‚Life can be fun‘ 
starring Meret Becker and Uma Thurman and 
John Travolta (laughs).

What are your hopes for the next 25 years of 
FUN FACTORY? 

Dirk Bauer: That we continue to be a small, in-
novative company - a small producer with high 
standards that creates the very best toys.

Michael Pahl:  … and I hope that the beer will 
be tasty when we clink glasses to celebrate 
our 50th anniversary ... (laughs). The corona 
months have been a great opportunity to rein-
vent some elements of the company. A lot has 
changed. We have a bigger team now, stacked 
with great people, so I am very confident about 
the future. There is a whole lot going on. The 
results of these developments will become 
visible very soon in the form of many new 
products.

The 50-year anniversary would be in 2046… 
What will the sex toy market look like then?

Michael Pahl: Hold on while I look for the old 
crystal ball ...

Dirk Bauer: Sex will still be sex. People will 
touch and love each other. The way the find 
their partners will surely be completely new and 
different. But they will still enjoy sex, and I am 
sure they will still enjoy sex toys.
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Hit the
right 
nerve.  

Arcwave Ion was created to 
intensify the male orgasm 
experience. Research has 
shown that pleasure receptors 
in the clitoris play a key role in 
achieving intense orgasms.  
The studies revealed that the 
tip of the penis has the same 
pleasure receptors (called 
Pacinian pleasure receptors) 
as the clitoris – traditional 
stimulation techniques like 
manual stroking, sex or oral 
stimulation do not fully 
activate these receptors. 

 

Ion can offer 
what manual 
stimulation 
cannot.  
Ion aims to disrupt the market 
with its unique technology, 
superior design and clever 
engineering. Arcwave wants 
to attract people from all 
backgrounds to increase 
their sexual enjoyment during 
masturbation.  

The 
world’s first 
Pleasure Air 
stroker.  

MSRP
189 €
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Pleasure Air  

By using pulsating 
airwaves to target the 
Pacinian receptors in the 
tip of the penis, Pleasure 
Air produces a unique 
type of orgasm.  

Smart Silence  

It‘s only on when you 
want it on. Stimulation 
starts and stops 
automatically thanks to 
the unique skin sensor in 
the Pleasure Air zone. 

Clean Tech Silicone 

CleanTech silicone feels  
natural and is more 
hygienic and durable than 
conventional materials on 
the market.  

Twist to Open 

Simply twist off the upper 
part, rinse with water 
and put Ion back on the 
discreet storage base for 
effortless cleaning and 
drying. 

Ion was  
created  
to intensify  
the male  
orgasm  
experience.  DryTech stick 

To ensure all water droplets 
are removed, the base features 
a DryTech stick with DryTech 
pack insert, keeping your 
product feeling fresh and new. 

Storage base 
After returning the Ion to 

the innovative storage 
base, it begins charging 

automatically.

“Regular masturbation could 
not replace or replicate the 
feeling I had with the Ion”
ARCWAVE TESTER FEEDBACK

For an optimal experience, the Arcwave Lube 
& Toy Cleaner made by pjur are best in class

Arcwave Toy Cleaner
 by pjur  

100ml SKU: 13940-01

Arcwave Lube 
by pjur 

100ml SKU: 13920-01 

NOW 
AVAILABLE  

from your  
WOW Tech Sales  
Representative

This is what the international press is saying about 
Arcwave Ion:

“Having tried the Arcwave, I can agree, 
it produces a very different type of orgasm, 
unlike anything I’ve ever experienced.” 
ENGADGET

“The sensation was novel…since it edges 
you, you end up orgasming hard. That’s a 
definite pro.”  
MEN’S HEALTH

“The Arcwave offers a fairly unique type 
of orgasm. Because male sextech is pretty 
much mired in the concept of holes that 
buzz, this is a welcome change.”   
GIZMODO
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On September 2, you announced that er-
oFame would happen in November under 
strict safety measures. Only a few days 
later, we learned that the event wouldn’t 
take place after all. Why this sudden 
reversal?

Wieland Hofmeister: On the weekend of 
September 4, we got news that, much to 
our surprise, visitors from non-European 
countries - the United States in particular- 
would probably have to follow a 10-day 
quarantine requirement when travelling 
to Europe. The Netherlands have already 
introduced this requirement, and other 
countries are expected to follow suit. 
Knowing this, the current situation leads 
us to believe that travelling to and from 
Germany won’t be easy or hassle-free 

come November. Hope dies last, the 
adage says, and we and the advisory 
board kept working on the concept of 
a corona-proof eroFame for November 
2021 for several months, but now we 
are once again powerless in the face of 
this unfortunate reality. No one wanted 
to make this call, and we all are deeply 
disappointed. Had there been no new, 
official requirements, we would have hos-
ted eroFame in November, as planned, 
following the ˈ2Gˈ rules that are currently 
effective in Germany (i.e. access only for 
people who are vaccinated or have had 
the virus and are fully recovered). But the 
situation is terribly unsteady, changing 
this way one day and that way the next, 
making it basically impossible to plan a 
big public event. We have been living 
with this back and forth for one and a half 
years now, and unfortunately, eroFame is 
not immune against these unforeseeable 
shifts. All we can do is comply.
Just until a few weeks ago, we were so 
certain that the show could take place in 
November. There have been a few trade 
shows in Germany already, and naturally, 
that gave us confidence that we could 
go through with eroFame 2021 as well. 
However, ours is a very international show 
and so we can’t ignore restrictions that 
impact travellers from abroad.

Members of trade and industry had 
reacted very positively to the idea of an 
eroFame in November 2021. Was there a 
lot of disappointment?

For the second year in a 
row, eroFame has fallen 
victim to the coronavirus 
pandemic. Like in 2020, 
there will be no interna-
tional trade convention 
for the erotic industry 
in Hanover in 2021. The 
reasons and details of the 
cancellation are one of the 
main topics of our interview 
with Wieland Hofmeister, 
Director of Mediatainment 
Productions GmbH and 
organiser of eroFame. And 
of course, we also want 
to know: What does this 
cancellation mean for the 
future of the trade show?

We are once again powerless in 
the face of this unfortunate reality
eroFame 20 21  has  be e n  cance l l e d .  Now wha t?

Wieland Hofmeister, 
Director of Mediatainment 
Productions GmbH and 
organiser of eroFame
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Wieland Hofmeister: Yes, the exhibitors were 
very enthusiastic about eroFame 2021. Actually, 
the level of enthusiasm within the industry was 
pretty overwhelming. Everybody hoped and 
believed that we could all meet again in person 
this fall, and the show would have served as a 
positive signal, ushering in new and better days.
Several companies had already made plans for 
elaborate stands – despite the risk that fewer 
people would attend because of Covid. Ulti-
mately, we feel that, as the organisers, it is our 
responsibility to ensure that there is an acceptable 
level of traffic on the show floor for the exhibitors 
and an acceptable number of stands for the visi-
tors to peruse. Attending eroFame is a financial 
expense; exhibitors have to rent a stand and get 
their people to Hannover, and visitors also have 
to travel to the fairgrounds and get a room at a 
hotel. Being the organisers of the show, we want 
eroFame to be a successful and financially fea-
sible event for all participants. Everybody should 
be satisfied with the results when they leave the 
show. Under the given circumstances, neither we 
nor the advisory board felt that we could guaran-
tee this result, and we didn’t want to damage the 
good reputation of eroFame, not just for our sake, 
but in the interest of everybody who shows their 
products there or goes there to do business.
After we announced the cancellation of this year’s 
event, many exhibitors told us that they under-
stand and appreciate our reasoning.

Hindsight is always 20/20 - Is that also true 
for the organisers of eroFame? Given that the 
corona restrictions didn’t let up as quickly as 
we had all hoped, wouldn’t it have been better 
to react much earlier?

Wieland Hofmeister: Throughout the past 
months, we always reacted to the latest de-
velopments, almost on a daily basis, twea-
king the concept, looking for solutions. And 
until September we were confident that the 
government-issued requirements would allow 
for public trade shows - and, as I mentioned 
before, they did. There have been trade shows. 
And theoretically, it would have been possible 
to have an eroFame this November.
But, again: In the interest of all participants, we 
decided - with a heavy, heavy heart - to cancel 
the show. We don’t want to brute force eroFa-
me at the expense of our exhibitors. It wasn’t 
an easy decision. I am sure you can imagine 
what this means for the people who organise 
and operate the show. It is a heavy blow for all 
of us …

So, what does that mean for the future of the 
show? There is talk of an eroFame in the spring 
of 2022? Would that really be an option? 

Wieland Hofmeister: We discussed this 
possibility, and initially, the organisers and the 
advisory board liked the idea. We don’t expect 
that there will be international trade shows for 
our industry at the beginning of next year, for 
the same reasons that prevented us from ha-
ving eroFame in November. So, if these shows 
move dates, having an eroFame a couple of 
months later, in spring, could have served as a 
positive signal, spreading the spirit of optimism 
throughout the industry. But  of course, the 
final decision was up to our exhibitors. And 
at present, there are still too many unpredic-
table factors. The risk of us having to cancel 
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yet another show in early 2022 was deemed 
too big, consequently, there will be no eroFa-
me in spring. However, we are making plans 
for eroFame in October of 2022. We firmly 
believe that this event at least will take place as 
planned!

October 2022 is a year away. Still, are you sure 
that eroFame can take place under more or 
less normal conditions at that point?

Wieland Hofmeister: Earlier in this interview, 
we talked about the back and forth that has 
been going on and is still going on right now. At 
this point in time, nothing is 100% certain, and 
there are no guarantees. But, as mentioned 
before, hope dies last! So, let us hope that we 
can finally get a handle on coronavirus and that 
normality will return to our lives soon …

At the beginning of the year, there were con-
siderations to have a digital eroFame should it 
be impossible to go ahead with the traditional 
format. Is that idea no longer in the cards?

Wieland Hofmeister: Right, that was one 
of the ideas we looked into. However, after 
careful consideration, we feel that this format 
is not right for eroFame, at least not at this 

point. Many producers and wholesalers in our 
industry have created their own digital events. 
Personally, I feel that the initial wave of enthu-
siasm for this format has waned as the corona 
months wore on. So, at present, we are not 
overly eager to turn eroFame into a digital 
event. Let’s not forget, eroFame is closely asso-
ciated with personal meetings and chats and 
doing business face-to-face. We don’t want to 
dilute that concept. But of course, that doesn’t 
mean we won’t discuss the option of a digital 
eroFame again should we find a fitting concept 
at some point in the future.

Two years without eroFame ... How confident 
are you that you can pick up where you left 
off and that the next event can continue the 
success story of eroFame? 

Wieland Hofmeister: Very confident. And I am 
not the only one who feels that way! There is 
still so much support for this trade conventions 
on all sides. The number of stands that had 
already been booked for the intended Novem-
ber-edition of eroFame is proof of that. So, 
let’s hope that this unfortunate, global situation 
will change for the better very soon so we can 
finally have an eroFame and make up for the 
long wait.

“THERE IS  STILL  SO  

MUCH SUPPORT FOR  

THIS  TRADE CONVENTIONS 

ON ALL  S IDES.”
W I E L A N D  H O F M E I S T E R
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98%
of users experienced an 
orgasm with Womanizer* 

Pleasure Air: 
Often copied, never beaten.

Our patented Pleasure Air Technology is 
featured in every Womanizer toy. The first 
and original clitoral suction technology 
in the world is our own innovation - that’s 
what makes Womanizer the true original 
and home to the most overwhelming, 
contactless clitoral orgasms to experience.  

* Result of a voluntary survey by WOW Tech among 624
   women from 30 different countries in July 2021 .



Pleasure Air clitoral stimulator 
for indulgent solo play. 

With 2 more intensity levels, improved 
Autopilot and in 5 new colors! 

The most overwhelming, contactless  
clitoral orgasms to experience.

Define 
your luxury

Womanizer Premium 2

Coming 
Soon
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The essential clitoral stimulator with 
world famous Pleasure Air Technology. 

With 2 more intensity levels, new Afterglow 
feature and in 2 new colors! 
 
Offers effortless orgasms at the touch of 
a button.

Embrace your 
essential pleasure

Womanizer Classic 2

Coming 
Soon



Compact Pleasure Air clitoral 
stimulator for curious beginners.

With 2 more intensity levels and in 5 bright, 
exciting new colors! 
 
The perfect introduction to the  Womanizer’s 
world of Pleasure Air Technology. 
   

Unlock 
your desire

Womanizer Starlet 3

Coming 
Soon
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As EQOM Group is expanding, two com-
panies have become part of the consor-
tium: Christine le Duc and Kondomeriet. 
For those who are not familiar with these 
names, could you provide some details 
about the two companies?

Eric Idema: I’m extremely proud to wel-
come both to the EQOM Family and I’m 
happy to share some background infor-
mation about them. Christine le Duc was 
the first sex shop in the Netherlands back 
in 1958, which also makes it the oldest 
and most popular brand in this country. 
Most adults will remember the stylish 
shops in the city centres of many cities. 
Later, the formula changed to a balanced 
online and offline formula with five bricks-
and-mortar shops and a female-focused 
online platform led by Audrey van Ham, 
who has 15 years of industry experience 
and outstanding expertise in the lingerie 
market. Kondomeriet started 30 years 
ago in Norway and grew to become the 
market leader in its region, with strong 
branding and nine bricks-and-mortar 
shops, combined with a seamless online 
formula. Merethe Sarris has been with 
the company since the very beginning, 
together with Bente Helstad, and they 
have created a tremendous marketing 
machine, changing the sexual wellness 
market in Norway.

Why did you choose Christine le Duc and 
Kondomeriet? Why are they a good fit for 
EQOM Group? 

Eric: We are actively looking for partners 
to join EQOM Group and take the industry 
of sexual wellness to a higher level. Both 
names are strong and well-known brands 
in their respective markets and have 
the potential to grow even further. Their 
ambition and expertise make them a 
tremendous asset to EQOM Group as we 
can share knowledge and learn from each 
other. 

The mainstay of these two companies is 
bricks & mortar retail. In view of the boo-
ming e-commerce market, many people 
say that this business model will eventu-
ally become obsolete. Why does EQOM 
Group see things differently? 

Eric: We do see a trend where bricks-
and-mortar shops are an important asset 
to a brand. Especially in our industry, it is 
important to offer customers the chance 
to shop discreetly online, but also give 
them the opportunity to test and feel 
the products and to talk to someone for 
personal advice. For a beginner, the wide 
assortment might be a little overwhelming, 
and someone who wants to experiment 
might also prefer to talk to someone in 
person. If you set up the function of a 
physical shop in the right way, you can 
create a strong business model with an 
online and offline retail formula.

What are EQOM Group‘s plans for Chris-
tine le Duc and Kondomeriet? 

Following their buy-and-
build strategy, EQOM 
Group have taken over 
Norwegian retail company 
Kondomeriet and Dutch 
retail company Christi-
ne le Duc. EAN had the 
opportunity to talk about 
these acquisitions with Eric 
Idema, Chairman of the 
Board at EQOM Group. In 
our interview, he explains 
how those two companies 
fit into the profile of the 
consortium, why bricks 
and mortar retailing has a 
bright future ahead of it, 
and why pooling forces is 
crucial to ensure the future 
growth of this market.

We hope to welcome new partners 
to the group in the following months
EQOM Group  i s  e xp and ing 
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Eric: When we look at the brick-and-mortar 
shops of both companies, we are planning 
to expand the service element to create even 
more synergy between online and offline. With 
Christine le Duc, we will focus and invest in the 
development of lingerie, and we are creating 
strategies for both formulas to allow them to 
grow even bigger with the current teams and 
their expertise on the brands and the products 
they carry. We are growing and expanding 
EQOM Group with industry experts who have 
something unique to add to the formula. With 
each new team member we welcome to the 
group, we also bring extra knowledge and 
experience.

The official press release about the expansi-
on of EQOM Group states a target for 2025: 
turnover of EUR 500 million. Getting from 160 
million EUR in 2021 to 500 million in 2025 
seems quite ambitious. How will you achieve 
this goal?

Eric: Part of the growth will be organic, but a 
large piece of it will have to come from new 
takeovers. We are working with a buy-and-
build strategy where we invest in new partners 
to join EQOM Group and to help each other 
grow by working more efficiently and by sharing 
knowledge and expertise. We hope to welco-
me new partners to the group in the following 
months. 

The press release also mentions heightened 
interest in sex toys on a global scale. What is 
your explanation for this development? And 

Eric Idema, Chairman 
of the Board at 
EQOM Group
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what growth and developments do you expect 
to see in the international sex toy market as we 
move forward? 

Eric: We see a general trend that sex toys are 
being normalised and more and more entering 
the mainstream markets. The industry is breaking 
taboos worldwide and bringing people together 
with sex tech and by starting the conversation 
about sex toys in relationships and amongst 
friends. It is no longer a subject to be ashamed 
of and social media has helped start the conver-
sation about sex and sex toys. We are proud to 
be part of this industry and to make a change so 
people can freely express their sexuality and enjoy 
self-love. It is not just us; the entire industry is 
growing along with this trend to normalise sexual 
wellness. 

Company mergers, investors entering the market 
- just a few years ago, that would have been un-
thinkable. Is the arrival of consortiums like EQOM 
Group and Lovehoney Group a sign that the sex 
toy market is moving faster and faster towards 
the mainstream? 

Eric: Yes, I agree. Much has changed in the past 
ten years. Doors have opened for companies wi-
thin the industry to enter the mainstream market 
and collaborate with partners outside the industry. 
I’ve seen this change as well since I started 14 
years ago. But together with other big players 
in this industry, we have managed to get rid of 
the ‘dirty sex shop’ image and proved to be an 
interesting and solid partner. Especially now that 
sexual wellness products are becoming a popular 
asset in the bedroom, turnover is growing rapidly 
for most companies. And in order to join the 
mainstream market, we need to collaborate and 
join forces. So, I do think that this will become 
the new trend to take our industry to a higher 
level. We can’t afford it anymore to play around. 
It’s time to step up and join the big players in the 
mainstream area. 

Of course, the whole thing can also be viewed 
differently. Are the big fish eating the small ones? 

Eric: Well, like I said before: A buy-and-build 
strategy requires multiple players. It’s easier to 
grow together because if we all stay separate, 
it will take much longer to reach a certain level. 
But by joining forces and sharing knowledge, 
working more efficiently, and investing in the 
right resources, we can all grow together and 
reach the level of major online platforms that 
are working with the same strategy. 

The overall tenor of your press release seems 
to be that the expansion strategy will continue 
and more companies in our market could come 
into the focus of EQOM Group. Is this interpre-
tation correct? 

Eric: Yes, this is correct indeed. We are welcoming 
new partners to the group in the coming year and 
we invite companies to contact us if they are  
interested in becoming part of EQOM Group.

EQOM Group board members 
(from left to right): Chris Bakker, 
Eric Idema, and Wouter Iwema 
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Chorus
Two Become One – the only remote controlled couples toy that truly 
understands you. Intelligent but intuitive, Chorus allows you to 
experience the most powerful pleasure: a shared, simultaneous orgasm.

Couples Vibrator 

Touch-senseWaterproof
(IPX7)

Smartphone
app

Squeeze 
remote

Adjustable fit

New
colors,
order now!



Chorus’ secret is in its smart simplicity: it’s 
packed with all of We-Vibe’s industry-leading 
knowledge and technology, like the intuitive 
Squeeze remote, Touch-sense modes and 
AnkorLink to maximize pleasure with minimal 
effort. 

The iconic We-Vibe C-shape features a double 
hinged design for adjustable comfort, and offers 
incredible stimulation for the G-spot, clitoris, and 
penis all at the same time during penetrative sex.

The ultimate couples 
toy for lovers...

Easily shape and customize Chorus to 
fit your body so you can feel incredible 
vibrations right where you want them. 

Adjustable fit
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Change intensity in the heat of the moment. 
Chorus’ Squeeze remote is designed with the most 

natural human response in mind – the tighter you 
squeeze, the stronger the vibration gets. 

Squeeze remote

Chorus does everything a couple could want, and 
more. The adjustable shape offers a perfect fit, the 
Squeeze remote and free app give you complete 
control, and the vibrations are finely tuned to offer 
you and your partner incredible pleasure.  

Two bodies, one orgasmic experience



We-Connect

Order now from your
WOW Tech distributor.   
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Thanks to air-pulse oral sex simulators, the 
adult industry seems to think we‘ve seen it 
all in the external stimulation category. Enter 
Whim by Pelle, a double pleasure toy kit just 
for vulvas and clitorises that‘s setting a new 
standard in grind-able luxury. Designed and 
founded by Caitlin Royal, Whim by Pelle is 
a set of two incredibly soft, silicone toys, 
designed to envelop and caress the vulva. 
Designed for squishing and grinding on, the 
double-sided waves and grooves of Whim‘s 
2 pillow-soft toys, the Ripple and Dune, give 
users four choices for different sensations 
and intensity. Though grinding toys aren‘t 
entirely new to the market, Whim by Pelle 
shouldn‘t be compared to such smaller sadd-
le-style vibes with hard, grind-on or ride-on 
surfaces. Royal took precious time to ensure 
Pelle toys provided just the right combination 
of texture, pressure and squish, no vibra-
tions required. As she explains in her design 
journey, Royal‘s personal sex life, whether 
partnered or solo with sex toys, often felt too 
overwhelming. Instead of feeling good, Royal 
says she would flinch and back away from 
genital stimulation. Royal set out to create a 
softer, gentler sex toy that she could explore 
with; to feel connected to her body, building 
and enjoying arousal rather than turning away 
from it. Perhaps the biggest head-turner for 
retailers, though, is Royal‘s claim that Pelle 
toys are even better at simulating oral sex 
than any air-pulse motor toy could hope to 
achieve. Judging by the customer reviews on 
FeelPelle.com, Royal might be on to so-
mething. Royal debuts Whim by Pelle in her 
first-ever interview with the pleasure trade for 
EAN Magazine.

I think it‘s the most realistic oral  
sex simulating toy on the market
Cai t l i n  Roya l  d e s igns  a  s o f t  s e x  toy  fo r  s e ns uous ,  f u l l - c on ta c t  v u l v a  s t imu la t i on

Caitlin Royal,  
founder of Pelle
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Pelle brings something completely new to the 
sex toy space. If I had to guess, you were 
likely looking around for a product just like  
Pelle, but couldn‘t find anything to fit your 
needs. Is my guess correct?

Caitlin Royal: That‘s absolutely correct! I 
wanted to buy something that wasn‘t on the 
market yet, and even tried DIYing something 
suitable from other sex toys. I was also 
following quite a few sex toy stores on social 
media and saw customers like me who were 
looking for the same kind of toy - something 
for external play that wasn‘t vibrating and 
could be used for grinding. Pelle was born!

There are a couple of similar products made 
for grinding currently on the market (like the 
Ruby Glow by Rocks-Off, for example), but 
what really makes Pelle unique?

Caitlin: It was really important to me that the 
texture and ‚squish‘ for Pelle was unlike what 
was already being made for grinding, because 
as a customer of those toys myself, it wasn‘t 
hitting the mark. I tried playing with stroker 
sleeves inside out, but that was ‚too‘ soft, and 
the other grinding buffer toys were too firm. 
I designed Pelle and experimented with the 
right silicone recipe based on what my body 
liked, and knew there must be other people 
with similar needs who would enjoy it, too.
 

Prior to creating Pelle, did you have any 
background in the sex toys or sexual wellness 
business spaces?

Caitlin: Not at all, but what I did have was  
familiarity with sculpting and mold making 
from an art background, so I felt confident  
that with the right tools and materials I could 
make a real product. I‘ve also always been  
interested in brand marketing and how to 
grow a small business from the ground up,  
so I enjoyed the entire process of building 
Pelle‘s products as well as branding. 

How did you conceptualize the design for  
Pelle? The product itself seems like it was  
possibly difficult to put through R&D and  
come out with something that satisfied you. 

For more info, visit 
www.feelpelle.com
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Caitlin: I spent two years designing and 
perfecting my production process. Year one 
was all about the design, and another whole 
year of molding and perfecting the technical 
process. There was a lot of trial and error, but 
I enjoyed the problem solving aspect of it. The 
designs themselves really came from lots of 
hours of play! Playing with what was attractive 
and what felt good after testing prototypes.

Does Pelle fit any niche 
markets or other un-
discovered consumer 
groups that, maybe 
much like yourself, 
have desired a toy like 
Pelle for ages?

Caitlin: Absolutely! There‘s a lot of needs that 
I think Pelle is suited for - grinding, used as 
a buffer in a harness, a soft ‚foreplay‘ toy for 
people who do enjoy vibration/penetration, 
but want to luxuriate in their solo play, and 
personally I think it‘s the most realistic oral sex 
simulating toy on the market. I know air pres-
sure toys are marketed as the ‚oral‘ toys, but 
honestly, I think Pelle feels like a real person‘s 
tongue.

Are you currently involved with the B2B sector 
to distribute Pelle, or currently seeking rela-
tionships with the greater sex toy industry to 
get Pelle to the masses?

Caitlin: I am currently balancing wholesale 
and direct sales on my own, and I am interes-
ted in making relationships to help scale up 
and grow this next year!
 

Pelle comes across as a product that‘s been 
very obviously needed in the market,  

but simply never delivered to consumers. 
How can the sex toy industry begin to better 
understand the needs of consumers like tho-
se who purchase Pelle? Why do you believe 
such toys that don‘t require penetration or 
intense vibrations are so difficult to find, yet 

so very necessary?

Caitlin: Honestly, so many physical 
toy brands are still operated by 
men and they don‘t have the same 
vision for what customers want. 

I think the more diverse the  
creators are, the better customers 

will be served. The biggest barrier to this is 
financial - in order to design and produce a 
physical product, it requires so much time 
and money. Not everyone has the ability to 
start something on their own, therefore the 
industry will continue to do what‘s been‚ 
working‘ and fail to innovate.
 

Do you have any plans for new product  
releases in the future? 

Caitlin: I am chomping at the bit to  
release more products! Very soon I‘ll be  
releasing new products that still align with  
the signature Pelle softness and squish, but 
new forms and function. I‘m also excited 
to have a greater range of colors and price 
points so Pelle is accessible to more people.

This interview is 
contributed by Colleen 
Godin, EAN U.S. 
Correspondent

Whim is a set of  
two soft, squishy  
silicone toys
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The balldo is here! How does it feel to 
finally have your product hit the market? 

Jerry Davies: We’re naturally very happy, 
but also cautious to see how the market 
responds. Balldo speaks to so many  
markets and it’s obtained a sort of cult  
following which wasn‘t expected. We 
have a great deal of media interest and 
so we are happy to just play it by ear and 
see how the next few months go for us. 
As I have always said, balldo and ballsex 
are here to stay and we are here to play 
the long game with the product and its 
patents.

 
How long did the whole process take, 
from the original idea to the finished 
product? 

Jerry: It’s been around four years in 
total since we made our first, very crude 
prototype. Our patent actually covers a lot 
more ballsex products, so we prototyped 
all of these as well. After careful consi-
deration, we knew that we would only 
have the funds to be able to launch one 
initially - hence the balldo was chosen 
and focused on.

 
What was more difficult on your journey: 
getting the product to your specifica-
tions or getting it into a nearly saturated 
market?

Jerry: That‘s an interesting one. I have 

always come up with completely new  
products and concepts in whatever  
industry I have worked in before, so I 
didn‘t think twice about the balldo being 
lost in a saturated market, it‘s unique 
and is starting a whole new line of sexual 
exploration for the mainstream, so I 
don‘t think this is a concern. Getting the 
product to our specifications has been a 
challenge, mostly because we are lear-
ning how to deal with multi-layer supply 
chains and the way communications 
happen between each. Our previous  
projects in other industries have involved 
us working directly with suppliers or  
making the products ourselves in-house 
- so this was an unexpected challenge.

 
For those of you who are not familiar  
with the balldo, what is it exactly?  
Why is the balldo a real world-first?

Jerry: It brings ‘ballsex’ to the main- 
stream! In simple terms, it turns your  
balls into a phallus that you can use for 
penetration and unlike a strap on, you can 
feel the persons orifices and be stimula-
ted by the nerve endings in the skin of the 
balls. Just like teledildonics and E-stim, 
ballsex is a whole new genre of sex.

 
In an official press release for the launch 
of the balldo, you talk about wanting to 
create the next big trend or even a new 
niche with your product. How do you  
plan to do that? 

EAN first presented  
news about Elizabeth  
Plasencia’s und Jerry  
Davies’ invention, the  
balldo, back in February, 
when the two announced 
the arrival of a whole-new 
genre: ‚ballsex‘. Under-
standably, our curiosity 
was piqued, and when  
the product finally hit  
the market at the end  
of August, that was the 
perfect opportunity for 
us to ask Jerry Davies for 
another interview and learn 
more about the balldo.

Just like teledildonics and E-stim,  
ballsex is a whole new genre of sex
Int roduc ing  the  ba l l d o

Jerry Davies, CEO  
of Nadgerz Inc.
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Jerry: Well, I think we are halfway there already, 
we have planted the seeds with the pre-launch 
PR which was a great success. We cut that off 
abruptly when we knew there would be a long 
delay bringing the product to market as this 
would affect production samples being available 
for review. We are restarting this shortly and will 
pick back up with the major titles who wanted 
to review the product. Of course, the biggest 
missing element is online content of the product 
in use - again, we were waiting for the product to 
do this. Now, we should see this come through in 
the next couple of months and it will be featured 
on our educational website, www.ballgasm.com. 
The long and short of it is that it is still very early 
days in the product’s evolution. 
 
 
What distribution strategy have you chosen 
to bring your product to market?  
 
Jerry: We have partnered with Entrenue in the 
US, EDC in Europe, and AAPD in Australia. Plus, 

we have some existing relationships that we 
are working on. 
 
 
Are you looking for more distribution partners? 

Jerry: We are looking for additional partners  
in the areas that the above don‘t serve.

 
How much does the balldo cost in retail?
 
Jerry: The balldo set is $79 USD - this includes 2 
x spacer rings. Additional spacer rings are availa-
ble as an additional SKU.

The balldo is a product that needs to be exp-
lained. So, will there be informative and promotio-
nal materials for the point of sale at launch? 

Jerry: Yes, we have chosen to use a QR  
code on the packaging that links through  
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to our educational website www.ballsex.com  
- the idea here being that store staff can quickly 
ask customers to scan the code and they will see 
a guy putting on the product - and soon they will 
be able to see links to people using it in both  
anal, vaginal and DP scenarios. We figured this 
would take away a lot of the education require-
ment from store staff and aid sales of the product.

Do you have any ideas for other ‚ballsex‘  
products? 

Jerry: Oh yes, as I said previously, we have 
at least two more products that will be as  
interesting as the balldo and a wholes suite  
of variations on these which we will aim to  
bring out as soon as cashflow permits.

The founders of balldo: 
Jerry Davies and 
Elizabeth Plasencia
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BUY

More than 40.000 products and hundreds of 
brands. Weekly replenishments so you can 
always find what you are looking for.

Partnering up with the best manufacturers 
gives us access to an incredible catalogue 
with exclusive labels. Its quality, design and 
success will persuade your customers.

With us you will find everything you need to 
grow and reach new customers. 
No restrictions. No obstacles.

Web Service tool for an easy connection 
and synchronization of stock, orders, 
invoicing and everything else.

Customized offers according to your 
needs and your Sales Goals.

Personal and professional advice for 
your Business and Sales Capacity.

SELL

Our main goal is our clients satisfaction and 
that is why we will offer you an exclusive and 
personal treatment.

Our Sales department and Customer service
 will leave no one indifferent! 

 Reach us out ;)
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Ringo, how are you these days?

Ringo Baginda: Some people will know 
that I had serious health problems 10 
months ago, which meant that I have 
been on sick leave and only doing 
part-time work for 10 months now. 
I am slowly coming back to full health and 
the latest prognosis from my specialists is 
that I will be back to 95% health in three 
months. It has been a tough period, but 
with the support of my team at Hot Octo-
puss, who gave me all the time I needed 
to rest and recover, and my family, I am 
getting through it.

You had a cardiac arrest.  When was that 
exactly? Were you a so-called high-risk 
patient or did this come as a shock?

Ringo: It came as a complete shock. I’d 
had Covid a few weeks before and had 
been unwell but recovered. The week of 
the incident had been busy with work. It 
was November, I was on the phone that 
day, selling and speaking to my col-
leagues about our Christmas campaigns, 
and I had just joined my son on the sofa. 
Then suddenly, with no warning, my heart 
stopped. My son saw me go down and 
immediately called my wife, who called 

It was completely unex-
pected: Late last year, 
Ringo Baginda suffered  
a cardiac arrest, followed 
by two weeks in a coma, 
and for a long time,  
nobody could tell if he 
would make a full  
recovery. Now, things  
are slowly returning to 
normal for Ringo. He  
spoke with EAN about 
this dramatic incident,  
the marks it left, and his 
new outlook on life.

I am confident I will be 95% the 
old Ringo and that is good enough
Ringo  Bag ind a  cont inue s  h i s  r e cove r y  a f te r  a  c a rd i a c  a r res t  i n  Nov ember  2020
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the hospital. Luckily for me, a police car arrived 
within two minutes and started resuscitation, 
and 13 minutes later, the ambulance arrived 
and got my heart pumping again. I am not 
the healthiest person perhaps – I smoked and 
drank and enjoyed my food all my life, but I 
have always considered myself to be strong 
and robust. I have never had any problems 
before. So, in that sense it was a total shock. I 
still don’t know if this was related to the Covid 
infection.

How long were you ‚out of action‘? And how 
quickly were you able to recover from your 
cardiac arrest?

Ringo: I was in a coma for two weeks, then 
woke up in a hospital with very little memory of 
what had happened. At first, doctors were not 
able to tell my wife whether or to what extent 
I would recover – whether I would be able to 
recognize her, speak normally, anything. But 
my memory and speech started to come back 
and within only a couple of days I was able to 
move around, speak and eat. Everyone was 
pretty shocked by how quick the recovery was 
once I regained consciousness. The main part 
of the brain that was affected was short-term 
memory: for a long time, I could not remember 
a conversation that had happened earlier in the 
day. I couldn’t keep track of what was hap-
pening from one hour to the next. I have been 
doing extensive rehabilitation and therapy to 
improve this. Still today, my memory is not per-
fect, and it has been very hard work to improve 
this. My brain tires easily and I have to rest. 
But thankfully, we are coming to the end of the 

rehabilitation process. I am so grateful for my 
wife and sons who were by my side throughout 
and really got me through.

How do you live now? Have you changed your 
lifestyle?

Ringo: There have definitely been changes! 
I don’t drink, I eat healthy and my team at Hot 
Oxctopuss have made sure I have a lot of time 
to relax and rest. But the more I recover the 
more ready I am to get back to normal life and 
work.  I am confident I will be 95% the old Rin-
go and that is good enough.

Such drastic events often change the way 
people view their lives. Did that happen to you? 
Have you changed the way you look at life 
and/or work? Has this incident changed your 
priorities?

Ringo: Like most salespeople, I was always on 
the road, flying and driving to customers, fo-
cused on selling and hitting my numbers…
always busy, sometimes leaving the family for 
long stints away. This experience has defini-
tely not changed my motivation to work, but it 
has made me appreciate time with my family 
and loved ones, and I want to prioritise that as 
much as possible. I feel lucky because Covid 
meant that this expectation to be on the road 
wasn’t there and I was able to be at home 
more. Going forward, I want to spend as much 
quality time with my family and friends as pos-
sible. But I miss working as I used to and am 
excited to get back to it.
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How difficult was it for you to leave your ‚old‘ 
lifestyle behind in order to take a new look at 
the ‚big picture‘? Do you find it easy to set your 
priorities differently than in the past?

Ringo: It was lucky for me in a way that my 
illness coincided with lockdowns and global 
changes to the way people work. Before Covid 
and before becoming unwell, I was working 12 
hours a day, six days a week. But since Covid, 
it has become more normal for people to be 
behind their computers, zooming and skyping. 
This makes life more relaxed in many ways – 
although the hours don’t change - and it has 
helped me take the time I needed to recover. In 
many ways, I feel I have a better attitude about 
life now – I make the time to see my friends, I 
exercise and walk a lot. I allow myself to rest. I 
am not sure what will happen once Covid ends, 
whether life will return to lots of traveling and 
long hours, or if these shifts are permanent. I 
expect things will stay as they are for at least 
another year.

As everyone knows, you are a true veteran of 
our industry. Did you ever imagine in the early 
days that our market would change so rapidly?

Ringo: I started in this industry 20 years ago, 
selling videos, then DVDs, then lingerie and 

toys. Many of the relationships that were there 
in those early days still remain strong 20 years 
later. For me, those amazing relationships are 
the foundation of our industry. I felt this particu-
larly during my illness as I saw so much support 
and understanding from customers. It is ama-
zing to see how the industry has become more 
and more mainstream and how fast growth 
has been. I feel there is plenty more change to 
come – the industry has already changed a lot 
in the last 18 months since Covid, with higher 
demand, more new entrants in the market, and 
more and more innovation in tech.

Looking back at your years in the sex toy mar-
ket, what events and/or developments shaped 
the market we have today?

Ringo: The main development has been the 
move to online buying. This has completely 
removed one of the main obstacles to people 
buying sex toys – the embarrassment of visiting 
a sex store. Being able to browse and shop in 
the privacy of your own home has been a mas-
sive driver of sales. This of course is why sales 
grew so much during lockdown. The other 
big issue was the stigma surrounding sex and 
pleasure. Marketing by the industry has gone a 
long way to tackling this stigma and educating 
people about the important wellbeing aspects 
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of sex. Hot Octopuss is one of the brands that 
has done this so well in the last 10 years – 
putting a lot of resources and effort into public 
education campaigns and marketing to impro-
ve public awareness and understanding of the 
benefit of sex toys. Again, the internet has been 
a big enabler of this, too as it is still difficult to 
advertise on other platforms. However, Hot 
Octopuss was recently the first sex toy brand 
to advertise in British newspapers.

Keeping pace with change - that‘s the motto. 
How can manufacturers, brands, distributors, 
and retailers meet this challenge?

Ringo: Since joining Hot Octopuss, we have 
been in an endless phase of growth and pro-
duct innovation. It is challenging and exciting 
to keep up with customer demand. There are 
still so many customers who have needs that 
are not yet catered to. For example, disabled 
customers are a big focus for Hot Octopuss 
at the moment. We just attended a major Eu-
ropean conference for people with disabilities 
called Naidex. We were the first sex toy brand 
to exhibit there, and demand was incredible. I 

think all brands need to consider those custo-
mers they are not currently focused on. We are 
converting new audiences to sex toys all the 
time. To keep this up, we obviously need to 
keep innovating, find new ways to educate the 
public, and keep working together to erase the 
remaining stigma.

Will the sex toy business soon be a multi-bil-
lion-dollar industry like any other, or will our 
market retain certain unique characteristics?

Ringo: I think our industry has such a different 
history to other retail markets, as we have 
always had to campaign and fight for our place 
in society. Because of this, we will never simply 
be the same as any other business sector. We 
are a more closely-knit, more vibrant, and more 
united market than any other I have heard of. 
And we still face challenges in marketing and 
advertising that can only be tackled together, 
as one market. I think this is a really special 
sector and I am grateful every day that I get to 
work in it.

Some say that golden times are dawning for 
our market as the pandemic draws to a close. 
The sex toy market can expect 8% annual 
growth, say others. Are you similarly optimistic 
about the future?

Ringo: Yes, absolutely – these trend of sex toys 
becoming more mainstream will continue. I do 
expect growth to continue and for the market 
to expand. I also think we should expect some 
refinement in the market – we are likely to lose 
some stores, especially bricks and mortar as 
the move to online continues. I also think we 
may see more consolidation as big companies 
buy up smaller ones in the way we have seen 
with Lovehoney, WowTech, and EDC. I think 
there are very exciting times ahead!
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We seem to encounter advertisements 
for sex toys in the mainstream media 
more frequently nowadays. Is that an 
indication that sex toys have reached the 
centre of society?

Kathryn Byberg: The demographic of 
our society has shifted. Baby boomers 
are exiting the workforce, leaving the 
way open for the more sexually confident 
millennials and Gen Z. They are now the 
biggest sector in the workforce and are 
moving into decision-making positions.
Sex toys have gone mainstream and 
are more accepted by these more 
sexually confident generations so it’s 
no surprise that we are starting to see 
advertisements for sex toys in main-
stream broadcast, print, and Out Of 
Home (OOH) formats. We can see this 
not only in mainstream advertising but 
also the rise of influencers and celebrity 
endorsements, too. Sexual wellness is 
a serious and lucrative business and the 
shift in demographics within our society 
suggests sex toys are here to stay.
But there are still challenges, for the sex 
toy world particularly, when it comes 
to social media, which let’s face it, is 
the centre of mainstream society. Adult 
content can’t be promoted on many 
social channels. Shadow banning is real. 
We regularly have our content removed 
or our accounts shut down and we can’t 
link back to our websites from many of 
the main social channels.
So, yes, sex toys are moving ever closer 
to the centre of society, but we’re still not 

In some European countries, sex toys are advertised 
in mainstream media, in other countries, something 
like that would be inconceivable. The level of social 
acceptance regarding sex toys is varying greatly - for 
now. However, there is a general shift when it comes to 
things like sex, sexual wellness, and yes, also sex toys, 
and this wave cannot be stopped. But does that really 
mean that we are going to see more and more sex toy 
brands advertised in mainstream media? That is the 
question we asked Kathryn Byberg, the founder and 
Managing Director of PR and communications firm Litt-
le Leaf Agency (www.littleleaf.agency). In our interview, 
we seek to shed more light on the complex topic of sex 
toys and mainstream media.

There are so many  
hurdles to go through
The age  o f  ‚Mad  Me n ‘  and  the i r  m ot to  tha t  ‚ sex  se l l s ‘  i s  ov e r

Kathryn Byberg is the 
founder and Managing 
Director of Little Leaf 
Agency, a boutique 
PR & Communications 
agency
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quite there yet and the level of 
acceptance still varies from mar-
ket to market, just as attitudes 
towards sex vary. 

It has almost been 10 years since 
the first commercial for sex toys 
was shown on German TV in 
2012. There was talk of ‚walking a 
tightrope‘ back then while others  
just shrugged and said ‚sex sells‘. 
Who ended up being right?

Kathryn: For most of the past 
century, advertising has been 
dominated by white males, who 
have often sexualized women 
in their ad campaigns with the 
justification that ‚sex sells‘. 10 years ago, it 
was still common in the advertising world to 
see suggestive images of women in mainstre-
am advertising across all industries - jewellery, 
cars, alcohol, but it was near impossible to 
advertise a sex toy.
Thankfully, society has moved on from its 
‚Mad Men‘ days and that old adage of ‘sex 
sells’ is no longer accepted. But even today, 
it can still be difficult to advertise a sex toy, 
especially if your products are for female sexu-
al wellness. 
It was only three years ago that Dame had to 
resort to suing the NYC Subway after they re-
jected their ads but were happy to run ads ai-
med at promoting male sexual wellness. While 
at the same time, in Germany, billboards have 
been proudly displaying sex toys for years.
When it comes to sex toy advertising in the 

mainstream, the rules we have to play by are 
different in each country. 
In Germany, there is a more open attitu-
de towards sex and nudity. There are even 
dedicated nudist areas at lakes, parks, and 
swimming pools. This more relaxed attitude is 
reflected in advertising. Giant billboards pro-
udly feature sex toys, TV commercials clearly 
show products.
But in the UK, there are a lot more restric-
tions. The tight rope is narrower, which in my 
opinion has led to more creative advertising. 
If you look at Lovehoney’s TV ads, while they 
are sexually suggestive (the British do love a 
good innuendo), you actually never see any 
sex toys. 
So yes, sex does sell, but it really depends on 
where in the world you are and how creative 
you can be.
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Social acceptance of sex toys is nothing like it 
was ten years ago. However, sex toy adver-
tising, while more common than in the past, 
is still rare in mainstream media. Is this a cost 
issue? Are TV stations, publishers, media 
buyers still critical of sex toys? Or has our 
market simply discovered other opportunities - 
like the Internet, for example?

Kathryn: It’s a combination of all three.
Firstly, it is expensive, which auto-
matically prices many brands out. 
Actually, buying the ad space 
is expensive and then there 
are production costs 
on top of that to 
develop cont-
ent. It’s not 
cheap.
Se-

condly, there are so many hurdles to go 
through. I can’t tell you how many times I’ve 
booked an ad space, only to have it rejected 
once we send artwork. Depending on what 
country you’re in there are different restric-
tions. For many toy brands, it’s a lot of work 
and a lot of hurdles to get through and with 

small teams and limited resources, time and 
energy might be better spent in areas that 
can bring immediate and easily measurable 
results.
Thirdly, as you say, the digital world is multifa-
ceted and presents many opportunities. From 
investing in strong SEO tactics, offering com-
petitive rates via affiliate networks or working 
with influencers, there are many ways that 
brands can reach their target audience and 
deliver a measurable return. For brands with 
smaller budgets, this is a safer option.
  

What are the biggest mistakes when it comes 
to advertising sex toys in mainstream media?

Kathryn: Our industry has only been allowed 
to play in the advertising game for the past 
decade but one thing we’ve seen over and 
over is that it’s a balancing act to get the 
messaging right.
Many brands have a limited budget and so-
metimes they skip out steps, particularly when 
it comes to market research, which is vital to 
ensuring your messaging resonates with your 
audience. They pour money into booking ad 
space and creating the content, but they don’t 
test it out with a focus group and realise too 
late that their messaging is not working. 
Those brands that focus on the fun elements 
of sex, like Lovehoney, are nailing it, but the 
brands that have had a more serious appro-
ach and try to focus on the intimate and ten-
der side of sex often fail. This is mainly becau-
se it makes the viewer feel uncomfortable; 
sometimes those private intimate moments 
are better left behind closed doors. But sex is 
fun, and we all like to have a good laugh, so 
tapping into that sentiment tends to work.
 

A lot of sex toy advertising takes place on-
line. The opportunities for targeted ad and 
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marketing campaigns on the internet are as 
numerous as they are multifaceted. Why is it 
still worthwhile to advertise in 
mainstream media?

Kathryn: In marketing, we talk 
about the funnel and when it 
comes to online advertising, you 
can skip out the top of the fun-
nel, and target people who are 
further down the funnel. These 
consumers are more likely to 
have already heard of sex toys, 
are potentially already familiar 
with your brand, and are more 
likely to convert to a sale.
To increase brand awareness 
and reach new audiences we 
use top-of-the-funnel activi-
ties like OOH advertising and 
PR. While it can be harder to 
measure, it can really elevate 
a brand. Lovehoney executed 
this perfectly in their recent Love 
How You Love campaign. They 
did a lot of research and created 
an advertising campaign that 
they ran on TV, radio, and online 
that resonated with the main-
stream public and got people 
talking. 
As our industry continues to grow and be-
comes more accepted, and investors inject 
much needed cash,  
we will continue to carve out our position 
in the mainstream. Top funnel activities are 
where you get the widest reach and get your 
brand in front of new audiences. There‘s a 
reason why all the big mainstream brands in 

the world do it and now, the sex toy industry is 
getting the opportunity to enter this space too.  

 
 
What is striking - at 
least in Germany - 
is that it is mainly 
e-commerce com-
panies that advertise 
on TV but not the sex 
toy brands themsel-
ves. How can this be 
explained?

Kathryn: Honestly, it’s 
all about budget and 
splitting the cost. If an 
individual toy brand 
takes out an ad, then 
they have to fund it 
entirely by themsel-
ves, but if a retailer 
takes out an ad, they 
can work with multiple 
brands within the ad 
and split the costs.
E-commerce compa-
nies can also measure 
the impact of a TV 
ad relatively easily. 
Purchasing a sex toy 

on an e-commerce site is something people 
tend to do from the comfort of their own ho-
mes. If they are watching TV and they see an 
advertisement, the chances are they will have 
their phone in their hand and immediately visit 
the retailer‘s site. If the TV advertisement is 
working, then the e-commerce site will notice 
a spike in traffic in real-time.
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‚If it vibrates, it succeeds‘ - When did 
this statement stop being true? 

Mark Ayckbourn: When I joined the in-
dustry 20 years ago, this statement was 
probably true, although one of my main 
reasons for entering the industry was 
to change this. I had a clear vision to 
create new products that offered unique 
features and benefits. I wanted to look 
in great depth at ‘how & why’ vibrations 
stimulate, and how small tweaks to a 
design can make all the difference.  
There is a lot of thought behind our 
product design, both internally and ex-

ternally, and we have turned to seek 
the advice of experts in various 

scientific or engineering discip-
lines. As a company, we have 

tried to come up with a new 
concept every year as we 

realised very early on 
that having a point of 
difference and a solid 
story behind product 

Technology and sustainability are 
undoubtedly two of the biggest driving 
forces in our industry today. In this 
interview, Mark Ayckbourn, foun-
ding partner & CTO of Concept to 
Consumer (www.ctoccollective.com), 
explains how his company harnesses 
the most important trends in the sexual 
wellness market and how these trends 
are reflected in product development 
and production.

We are directed by our clients and design  
concepts specific to their requirements
Mark  Ayckbour n  on  the  te chno log i ca l  p r og r ess  i n  th e  sexua l  w e l ln ess  ma rket

Mark Ayckbourn, 
Founding Partner & 
CTO of Concept to 
Consumer (CtoC)
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concepts was essential. Having our own fac-
tory, with full design and engineering depart-
ments, has meant that we have been free to 
develop ideas in secret and then bring them 
to market when we are ready. Over the years, 
we have developed many new concepts 
which have been successfully launched, and 
others that never got off the drawing board. 
With those that failed, we learned to adapt 
and overcome. It’s a great learning experien-
ce and it is these failures that have equipped 
us with the experience and the ability to take 
on any challenge.  
At the core of what we do is the understan-
ding of the end consumer, and that there isn’t 
a ‘one size fits all’. We understand everybody 
is so different when it comes to what they like 
sexually and the variety in sexual preferen-
ces. We are guided by our clients and design 
concepts specifically to their requirements. 
Not only do we provide insight to what would 
work best and why, we also have an eye 
firmly on the commercial viability.
 

Technological progress never stops, and the 
majority of consumers accept and adapt. 
What expectations do consumers have today 
regarding the technology used in a sex toy? 

Mark: I think that many of the expectations 
are still being driven from within the industry 
rather than directed by consumers. 
The rise of the direct-to-consumer brands 
has highlighted that branding and strong 
consumer messaging is just as important, 
if not more important than technology for 
technology’s sake.

When adding tech, it must have a clear 
purpose - a reason why it will benefit the 
consumer by adding something truly diffe-
rent. We would never suggest adding tech 
just because it’s available, there must be a 
reason to why it adds real value.
We know consumers are exceedingly 
tech-aware and open to accepting new con-
cepts when offered them. So, this is a great 
opportunity to deliver something beneficial 
and unique. How this is communicated is 
key. We know when communication is done 
in an easy to understand and clear way, the 
results can be very positive and in turn, can 
translate into sales. 
For us, this integrated way of working has 
proven successful, not just for us and the 
brand but also for the end consumer.
 

What role does technology play in the consu-
mer‘s buying decision compared to other 
factors such as material, design, brand, etc.? 

Mark: Some users will always look for the 
newest tech available, something different 
and fun they have never seen before. 
Design, materials, branding, product story, 
benefits and features are all equally important 
if you want to attract the widest audience 
possible, especially in this ever-changing and 
over saturated market.  
With thousands of products available to buy, 
it’s never been more important to focus on 
the exclusivity and uniqueness of your new 
products and collections.  
The ideal combination is a product that is 
designed with thought and with the highest 
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quality materials whilst featuring technology 
that delivers, with strong, stand-out brand 
messaging, and clear communications so 
consumers understand its USP’s. 
Brands now have the advantage that they 
can communicate directly with the end 
consumer through social media and by the 
same token, they can receive feedback 
immediately. This direct access allows brands 
to pro-actively build on their brand and to 
build on the brand-consumer relationship. 
Increasingly, technology is proving its worth in 
direct consumer communication. Therefore, 
at CtoC we have developed, in conjunction 
with a tech giant, a consumer data platform 
that gives real time interaction and feedback. 
It is something we have started rolling out to 
existing clients and is available to any brand 
or retail business who wants to strengthen 

their relationship with their customers. The 
Covid era has brought more people than ever 
into our market, many for the first time, so 
being able to secure these new consumers’ 
lifetime value is essential.  
 
 
There is a lot of criticism that many of the 
new technologies used in sex toys offer 
no added value to the user. Where is the 
line between useless knick-knacks and real 
value? 

Mark: I agree that rushed, ill-thought out and 
poor-quality technologies have no place and 
the factories that promote them should be 
treated with extreme caution. 
However, this is a million miles away from 
where we are at CtoC / Wingpow. The last 
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20 years of my life have been focused on 
bringing new designs, ideas, and technology 
concepts to market. The focus has been on 
relevance, quality, and true innovation. Over 
the years, we have secured 8 patents and 
are working on more as I write this. 
As a product designer and believer in 
technology as an advancement of the user 
experience, I feel having different options is 
imperative.  As long as the technology has 
been thought through carefully regarding the 
benefits to the consumer, we should welco-
me new advances with open arms. 
For example, motor developments mean that 
we can now get far greater vibration delivery 
from much smaller motors.  Not everyone 
who uses a product will want to turn it all 
the way to 100% power, but those who do 
should have the choice! 
We believe that you must be honest with the 
consumer. You must be honest about what 
you are delivering, honest about a technology 
or design concept if it is new and inno- 

vative. If it is not, just don’t say anything! The 
consumer will find out, and you will be held 
accountable, eventually. 
Unfortunately, what still affects our industry 
is the willingness of so many to accept copy 
products or products which clearly infringe 
on other patents. Until we change this men-
tality, companies like ours, at the forefront of 
innovation, will sadly need the threat of legal 
action to protect their IP and investments. As 
a direct result, we make all of our technolo-
gy and patents LICENSE-FREE to all of our 
customers. We just do not want any other 
factory making our products because if we 
do, they will sell it to anyone. 
 

Let‘s talk about the technologies you‘ve  
developed. Would you walk us through  
your range? 

Mark: We have been developing unique  
stories and technological advancements for 
our industry customers for 20 years with 
some developments becoming a huge  
success globally. 
Everything we create has been developed 
with the end consumer in mind, as we under-
stand that our customers are always looking 
for something to make their new collection 
stand out from the crowd. We currently have 
8 Global Patents and many more unique 
technology offerings that can be used by our 
customers license-free.
Those technologies include our unique ‘Body 
Resonating’ motor technology, that allows 
our toys to spread the vibrations further 
through the body, hitting more sexual nerve 
endings and creating a vibration unlike nearly 
anything else available. 
Touch Sensors and Touch Sensor Swipe, 
what we call Bio-Touch, are so amazingly 
versatile. They are perfect for people with 
limited movement or young children for  
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example. We can use these sensors to remo-
ve the need for someone to have to push a 
button, whilst parents will love it as the vibra-
tions only activate when touching the body, 
therefore if the children come in unexpected-
ly, simple letting go with stop any vibration 
and most importantly any noise. 
Sequential Motors, which is a simple yet 
amazingly effective idea, allows us to use two 
or more motors that work together to create 

unique vibration patterns. For example, ha-
ving these in a single toy can give the feeling 
of movement, without the need for noisy and 
complexing gearing. 
All of these, and the numerous other patents 
and unique concepts we have, are perfect for 
upgrading your existing best-selling products. 
To see a full breakdown of the patents we 
own, please go to the website www.ctoccol-
lective.com/technology or drop us a line at 
hello@ctoccollective.com 
 

What can you tell us about the development 
process? For example, how long did you 
guys work on the highly successful Throbbing 
Technology? 

Mark: This first started about 15 years ago 
while Gary and I were having a beer in a New 
York bar. We were talking to a group of ladies 
about how we develop something to make 
our products more lifelike and what they felt 
was missing from current toys available. One 
of the ladies mentioned that one of the more 
intimate parts of sex with her partner was 
feeling the throb of his penis.  All the ladies 
agreed... so we got straight to work! 
The development process took about 9 
months, with multiple prototypes and user 
testing. I kept focussing on the final goal as 
the development roadmap took one step 
forward/one step back… small tweaks can 
make big differences, so it’s important to 
always check a development is actually im-
proving the design and the user experience. 
When we thought the product was right, 
we approached a mainstream retailer who 
we knew would get behind our new ‘Throb-
ber’ and give it the marketing and branding 
it deserved.  Thankfully, it was an instant 
success, so it was time to work on phase 2 
improvements for a global rollout.
What we have learnt over the years is that 
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development never stops. We are constantly 
on the lookout for new ideas. This is what is 
amazing about the launch of CtoC. We have 
created a business that is perfect for helping 
anyone bring their ideas to market, all securely 
and confidentially within one integrated  
business. 
Since we launched CtoC in January of this 
year, the technology-driven projects that we 
are supporting from investment to brand-buil-
ding, from engineering to finished product, has 
been amazing. The demand for our services 
spans across numerous industries, not just 
sexual wellness, and we are helping push the 
boundaries in consumer product technology.
However, as we have a policy of not talking 
about our customers, we will have to enjoy 
their success privately and raise a glass of 
wine or two before getting back to work on 
the next project

Where do the ideas and inspiration for new 
technologies come from? 

Mark: I would say that it comes from having 
an amazingly inquisitive mind, always looking 
for the next opportunity and of course being 
totally passionate about our industry and how 
we can help people!
I have always been creative and a prob-
lem solver, although never formally trained 
in engineering.  I never stop looking and 
thinking about product advancements and I 
try to look at things from a different angle… 
sometimes a beer or two can open up the 
creative floodgates, ha ha! 
In a working office, it’s very easy to get lost in 
day-to-day tasks, so I find it important to take 
a step back and look at other industries and 
retail advancements within different sectors, 
always with an eye on creating a new toy col-
lection and something unique for toy users. 
Once I have a new idea, I work closely with 
our engineering team to find out how viable 
it really is. Many of our ideas will come to 
nothing, but as I mentioned earlier, that may 
just be timing… new tech advancements may 
allow an older idea to become a reality at a 
later date.   
 

Where do we stand today when it comes to 
sex toy technology? Have we already seen 
everything or is it just the beginning? 

Mark: It’s clear that the development of 
technology over the last 10 years has been 
amazing for our industry. It has helped us 
gain wider recognition and opened the door 
to new consumers and retailers alike. 
Technology is always evolving, and I think the 
market will continue to innovate and push 
the boundaries of what is possible, while at 
the same time embracing and capitalizing on 
anything the global tech market develops. 
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Although none of us have a crystal ball, I 
think the advancements in consumer access 
and related data collection will get us all clo-
ser to the consumer and help us develop a 
more immersive and personalised consumer 
experience with insight into their personal 
and sexual health needs. 
This is what excites me most about techno-
logy. None of us really have any idea what 
the next big thing will be in the coming years. 
All I know is that I will be enjoying being part 
of it and working with our incredible team to 
help bring these concepts to the consumer 
market.
 

Are all your technologies patented? How do 
you control and track infringements of your 
intellectual property? 

Mark: We try to patent our new develop-
ments to protect ourselves and our custo-
mers. Although, with so many new busines-
ses entering the industry, we have found that 
patent and design infringement is becoming 
more and more prevalent.  When we work 
with a business on a new design, we will 

always check for others’ patents and IP… 
I’m not so sure other product designers and 
manufacturers do the same. 
If we ever find a product that we believe 
infringes on any of our IP, we will always 
contact the brand owner first to see if we 
can arrange a deal in a friendly way.  Unfor-
tunately, if an agreement can’t be found, we 
will then have no option but to take the legal 
route – it’s important for our customers just 
as much as our own IP rights. 
Our approach is very open and transparent: 
If you want to utilize one of our patented or 
propriety technologies, then just ask and we 
will be happy to make it possible for you to, 
license-free. As a company, we are 100% 
open-book with costs, therefore you will be 
able to see first-hand the costs of everything 
that makes up your product.
 

On to another topic that is very much on 
people‘s minds these days: sustainability. 
Your company sets very high standards in 
this regard. Would you mind explaining what 
exactly it is that you do? 

Mark: From day one of the business, we 
have always strived to have the highest stan-
dards in both manufacturing and consumer 
delivery and are keenly aware of our broader 
social responsibility. 
Staff are our most important asset, therefo-
re, we treat them with the upmost respect. 
We are a member of Sedex, global ethical 
standards, but more importantly, we live this 
philosophy every day.  We pay our factory 
staff based on contracted daily rates and full 
overtime, we do not work on piece quota 
rate like lots of other factories, as this policy 
ensures a volume over quality mentality and 
is not necessarily driven by producing high 
quality products. 
With regard to material sustainability, this has 
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been a focus for many years. Three years 
ago, we invested heavily and converted our 
entire manufacturing facility to be 100% solar 
powered. We have developed recycled and 
recyclable packaging and are working con-
tinually on capitalizing on the new materials 
that become available. Anything we can do to 
reduce our impact on the environment we will 
consider and look to implement. 
If I am honest, I wish we could be more sus-
tainable. As more and more technology and 
viable alternatives become available, we will 
definitely be looking to implement any and all 
changes.  
 

Given the changes in purchasing behavior, 
will the issue of sustainability also become 
more prominent in the international sex toy 
market in the coming years? Is our market 
prepared for this change, or how can it 
adapt? 

Mark: Yes, sustainability will become more 
prominent in the sex toy market. Customers 
are interested in how their products are 
manufactured, as well as social responsibility. 

No one wants to buy products created under 
slave labour or inhumane working conditions. 
There’s also a growing trend and focus on 
sustainability and customers are more inte-
rested in how brands are adapting to this. 
As this, quite rightly, becomes more and 
more of a focus, we will have to ensure we 
are open and honest with our customers, 
both listening to their needs as well as 
educating them on what is commercially 
available. Our experience is that consumers 
will pay a little more for items that are truly 
Fairtrade or affect the planet less. 
 

More and more consumers also want 
working conditions to be fair for everybody 
involved in production. How is your company 
positioned in this regard?

Mark: As I mentioned earlier, this has always 
been critically important to us. 
We are exceedingly proud to have some of the 
best working conditions in China. We support 
this every day, through the manner in which 
we treat our staff and recognize their value and 
strengths. Without them, we have nothing. 
We are ISO for both manufacturing and de-
sign, and as I mentioned earlier, we work with 
daily rates, empowering our staff to be their 
own quality control - we have never enter-
tained the idea of piece-rate work. 
We are members of international trade and 
standards agencies and are independently 
audited every year to ensure that we keep 
those standards and also implement any new 
favourable working practices.  
 

The majority of sex toys sold worldwide are 
made in China. Will the intensifying conflict 
between the U.S. and China - which is being 
fought primarily on the economic level - affect 
this dominance in any way? 
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Mark: This is a worry for us all, however 
political figures and policies come and go. 
We will focus on designing the best and most 
innovative sexual wellness products and help 
businesses brand them and bring them to 
market.
Having said that, I think it is important to 
emphasise that manufacturing in China is not 
only about cost in my opinion.
Our Wingpow team of engineers and desi-
gners have fantastic skill sets and expertise 
that would be very hard to find anywhere else 
in the World. Our management team have all 
been with us since we started in 2004.  
Our experience in the adult toy market means 
we can help both, experienced adult bu-
sinesses and new companies entering the 
industry. Why struggle through all the costly 
and time-consuming mistakes when you can 
partner with experienced adult toy designers 
and manufacturers who have specialised in 
creating high-quality, award-winning products 
for the last 20 years?Although none of us 
have a crystal ball, I think the advancements 

in consumer access and related data collec-
tion will get us all closer to the consumer and 
help us develop a more immersive and per-
sonalised consumer experience with insight 
into their personal and sexual health needs. 
This is what excites me most about techno-
logy. None of us really have any idea what 
the next big thing will be in the coming years. 
All I know is that I will be enjoying being part 
of it and working with our incredible team to 
help bring these concepts to the consumer 
market.
 

Are all your technologies patented? How do 
you control and track infringements of your 
intellectual property? 

Mark: We try to patent our new develop-
ments to protect ourselves and our custo-
mers. Although, with so many new busines-
ses entering the industry, we have found that 
patent and design infringement is becoming 
more and more prevalent.  When we work 
with a business on a new design, we will 
always check for others’ patents and IP… 
I’m not so sure other product designers and 
manufacturers do the same. 
If we ever find a product that we believe 
infringes on any of our IP, we will always 
contact the brand owner first to see if we 
can arrange a deal in a friendly way.  Unfor-
tunately, if an agreement can’t be found, we 
will then have no option but to take the legal 
route – it’s important for our customers just 
as much as our own IP rights. 
Our approach is very open and transparent: 
If you want to utilize one of our patented or 
propriety technologies, then just ask and we 
will be happy to make it possible for you to, 
license-free. As a company, we are 100% 
open-book with costs, therefore you will be 
able to see first-hand the costs of everything 
that makes up your product.
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On to another topic that is very much on 
people‘s minds these days: sustainability. 
Your company sets very high standards in 
this regard. Would you mind explaining what 
exactly it is that you do? 

Mark: From day one of the business, we 
have always strived to have the highest stan-
dards in both manufacturing and consumer 
delivery and are keenly aware of our broader 
social responsibility. 
Staff are our most important asset, therefo-
re, we treat them with the upmost respect. 
We are a member of Sedex, global ethical 
standards, but more importantly, we live this 
philosophy every day.  We pay our factory 
staff based on contracted daily rates and full 
overtime, we do not work on piece quota 
rate like lots of other factories, as this policy 
ensures a volume over quality mentality and 
is not necessarily driven by producing high 
quality products. 

With regard to material sustainability, this has 
been a focus for many years. Three years 
ago, we invested heavily and converted our 
entire manufacturing facility to be 100% solar 
powered. We have developed recycled and 
recyclable packaging and are working con-
tinually on capitalizing on the new materials 
that become available. Anything we can do to 
reduce our impact on the environment we will 
consider and look to implement. If I am honest, 
I wish we could be more sustainable. As more 
and more technology and viable alternatives 
become available, we will definitely be looking 
to implement any and all changes.  
 

Given the changes in purchasing behavior, will 
the issue of sustainability also become more 
prominent in the international sex toy market in 
the coming years? Is our market prepared for 
this change, or how can it adapt? 

Mark: Yes, sustainability will become more 
prominent in the sex toy market. Customers are 
interested in how their products are manufac-
tured, as well as social responsibility. No one 
wants to buy products created under slave 
labour or inhumane working conditions. 
There’s also a growing trend and focus on sus-
tainability and customers are more interested in 
how brands are adapting to this. 
As this, quite rightly, becomes more and more 
of a focus, we will have to ensure we are open 
and honest with our customers, both listening 
to their needs as well as educating them on 
what is commercially available. Our experience 
is that consumers will pay a little more for items 
that are truly Fairtrade or affect the planet less. 
 

More and more consumers also want 
working conditions to be fair for everybody 
involved in production. How is your company 
positioned in this regard?
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Mark: As I mentioned earlier, this has always 
been critically important to us. 
We are exceedingly proud to have some of 
the best working conditions in China. We 
support this every day, through the manner in 
which we treat our staff and recognize their 
value and strengths. Without them, we have 
nothing. 
We are ISO for both manufacturing and de-
sign, and as I mentioned earlier, we work with 
daily rates, empowering our staff to be their 
own quality control - we have never enter-
tained the idea of piece-rate work. 

We are members of international trade and 
standards agencies and are independently 
audited every year to ensure that we keep 
those standards and also implement any new 
favourable working practices.  
 

The majority of sex toys sold worldwide are 
made in China. Will the intensifying conflict 
between the U.S. and China - which is being 
fought primarily on the economic level - affect 
this dominance in any way? 

Mark: This is a worry for us all, however 
political figures and policies come and go. 
We will focus on designing the best and most 
innovative sexual wellness products and help 
businesses brand them and bring them to 
market.
Having said that, I think it is important to 
emphasise that manufacturing in China is not 
only about cost in my opinion.
Our Wingpow team of engineers and desi-
gners have fantastic skill sets and expertise 
that would be very hard to find anywhere else 
in the World. Our management team have all 
been with us since we started in 2004.  
Our experience in the adult toy market means 
we can help both, experienced adult bu-
sinesses and new companies entering the 
industry. Why struggle through all the costly 
and time-consuming mistakes when you can 
partner with experienced adult toy designers 
and manufacturers who have specialised in 
creating high-quality, award-winning products 
for the last 20 years?
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Just so all our readers are on the same 
level of information: Are all corona-related 
rules and restrictions lifted in the UK? 

Simon Prescott: We are now at a point 
where masks are not compulsory in 
shops and we have adopted a policy 
of individual discretion on said issue, 
whilst regularly reminding customers to 
observe sensible precautions that make 
everyone feel comfortable. Such as still 
respecting people’s space and distance, 
trying to keep handling products only to 
a necessary minimum, whilst maintaining 
ever-present high standards of clean-
liness and attentiveness to keep both our 
customers and staff safe through these 
challenging times.
  

How would you describe the situation - 
now, in September - in your stores?  

Simon Prescott, Director of 
Nice ‘n’ Naughty - a com-
pany that is active in both, 
bricks and mortar retailing 
and e-commerce - tells us 
how he and his team ce-
lebrated the re-opening of 
their stores across Britain. 
Obviously, we also ask Si-
mon about the current hot 
button issues within the 
industry, for instance: Which 
retail concepts have a future 
in the sex toy market? 

We were so happy to re-open our doors  
and start to return to some level of normality
Br i t i sh  b r i cks  and  m or ta r  s to r e s  a r e  fu l l y  open  a g a in

Simon Prescott, Director  
of Nice’n’Naughty
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Are you satisfied with turnover after  
you were able to re-open your stores? 
 
Simon: We were so happy to re-open our 
doors and start to return to some level of 
normality. Yes, we had used the lockdown 
time productively to focus energies into our 
recently re-launched website which is proving 
to be a great success as we somewhat play 
a little catch up with the market. However, we 
at Nice ‘n’ Naughty are still fully committed to 
our physical form as well as our virtual one! 
For we still believe in people and a select well 
targeted hands-on approach so to speak! 
 
 
Did you notice a catch-up effect? Or was the 
consumer mood primarily influenced by the 
fact that people were happy to be able to go 
shopping ‚normally‘ again? 

Simon: Upon re-opening we were very 
grateful of the initial surge that we did experi-
ence, smashing records for these months on 
previous pre-lockdown years. As many people 
exercised their re-established freedoms, wants 
and desires to start interacting in the outside 
world again. This inevitably did calm down 
somewhat after the initial excitement, but we 
are a company that thankfully had just re- 
structured and re-focused prior to Covid 
and as a result we were in a normal growth 
period post re-structuring which we are still 
in. So yes, we are back into our normal steady 
growth pattern after the initial surge. That 
when combined with the greater focus to  
on-line sales bodes well for a Nice ‘n’  
Naughty very exciting future. 

Did you notice any changes in the shopping 
behaviour of your customers? Are there  
different products in demand after the crisis? 
 
Simon: Yes, that had been the case, we  
have seen some of our regular clients get 
more to grips with our on-line sales options 
for repeat purchases that they already know, 
enjoy, consume, and understand. Yet they 
still come in to store to see what is new as  
it is still a good excuse to leave the house  
for those who do not feel overly vulnerable.
As for products, we have seen a surge in 
female and couple purchased products to  
be used respectively, which moves away 
from some of the more traditional models  
of purchase we have seen over the years.
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The corona crisis has seemingly awakened the 
interest of many people for whom the world of 
sex toys had previously been closed. Can you 
confirm that? Have you had a lot of new custo-
mers? And can the bricks & mortar retail profit 
from this development as well? 

Simon: We are definitely experiencing this, and 
some is due to the general market trend that 
you describe on a macro level, but ours is also 
a result of specific changes to our stores on a 
more micro level when we re-branded to a more 
high-end approachable boutique concept that 
now sits on the high streets rather than tucked 
away on the back streets. This concept by its 
very nature drives in new customers and we are 
certainly enjoying greater profit from our re-vam-
ped and re-located bricks and mortar.
 

How badly has corona ravaged bricks-and-
mortar retailing in the UK? Did most of your 

peers make it through the lockdowns or did the 
number of stores plummet?

Simon: Obviously, what we all experienced over 
the past two years in retail has been devastating 
in lost earnings and potential sales. However, 
as is usually the case, the strong, well-struc-
tured, and not over-stretched usually survive 
these conditions and luckily, we fall into this 
category. Already before the lockdown, there 
was competition that hadn’t seen the evolution 
of the market and failed to move with it, closing 
down as the backstreet, DVD-heavy model ran 
its course.
 

The Wall Street Journal projects 8% annual 
growth for the international sex toy market over 
the next few years. Are golden times on the hori-
zon for all those who survived the lean period? 

Simon: We at Nice ‘n’ Naughty have seen parts 
of the sex sector have golden eras that came 
and went, governed by trends, technology, and 
increasing acceptance of liberal minds. When 
you have stood the test of time for as long as 
we have, you learn to constantly adapt to the 
market, new technologies, and trends.
What is golden today may not be golden tomor-
row and vice versa, but yes, the overall market 
trend driven by more open, accepting minds is 
positive for our industry, and we look forward to 
an exciting future whatever it may bring.
  

In every discussion about the growth of our 
market, e-commerce is described as the future 
model for the sex toy business. What does 
bricks & mortar retail have to do in order to profit 
from the growth mentioned above and not end 
up as a run-out model? 

Simon: It is simple: be all the things that it is 
not. The laws of the ‘business jungle’, although 
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always re-shaping, always apply. We encoura-
ge all that is hands-on and physical, as much 
as is possible in the current climate. Physically 
holding and seeing things to appreciate the 
quality we sell. For these products don’t just sit 
on a shelf in your front room, as I mentioned 
before; more often than not, they sit on, around 
or in you and with something so personal you 
need to be confident of quality and feel.
Indeed, in every respect we encourage the per-
sonal touch and support from our staff, many 
of which have been here the whole length of 
our journey and are vastly experienced in this 
sector. They are treated like part of a family 
as that is what we are. We stayed together 
throughout these difficult times and the staff 
were supported fully with the same loyalty they 
have given us over the years. Indeed, things 
were structured in such a way that, whether 

they were working or not, they would not see a 
difference to their pay and subsequent ways of 
life. For we at Nice ‘n’ Naughty are exactly that, 
‘we’ not just a number, a face on a screen or a 
box to tick.
As a result, this energy passes through our staff 
into the service one experiences upon entry 
into our stores, something the internet just sim-
ply can’t offer when an opinion or experience 
is required. When this is not required, one can 
save time, the planet, reduce risks, etc. and or-
der online on our brand-new revamped websi-
te, but if you crave interaction, an experienced 
opinion or simply want an excuse to leave the 
house, our boutiques are such fun to visit and 
discover things in the flesh you never  
knew you needed until you picked one up!
As I mentioned in a previous interview, the 
strong, the wise, and/or the good survive -  
and we are, and intend to keep being, all three, 
both physically with our new stores and virtually 
with our new site!

“WHEN YOU  HAVE  STOOD  THE 

TEST  OF  T IME  FOR  AS  LONG 

AS  WE  HAVE ,  YOU  LEARN  TO 

CONSTANTLY  BE  ADAPT  TO  THE 

MARKET,  NEW TECHNOLOGIES , 

AND  TRENDS“
S I M O N  P R E S C OT T
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How did the partnership with Hot Octo-
puss come about?

Julie Bonnet: Ringo Baginda, the head 
of European Sales for Hot Octopuss, has 
been unwell following a cardiac arrest 
in November 2020, so Hot Octopuss 
originally approached us to look after the 
brand in Europe while he continues his 
long recovery. But for us, it’s an old love 
story… We’ve known Hot Octopuss, 
both the brand and the people, for a long 
time; with our years of experience in the 
industry, our paths have crossed on many 
occasions. They know how we work and 
vice-versa, so we were really happy when 
they looked to us to expand their sales 
force. It’s one of those kinds of relations-
hips that just makes sense.
 

What do you think are the strengths and 
unique selling points of Hot Octopuss in 
the market?

Julie: In their product catalogue as well 
as in their communication, Hot Octopuss 
is constantly pushing boundaries. It’s 
thanks to companies like this - passio-
nate and determined - that our industry 
is able to reach a wider audience and 
satisfy more people’s needs. From a 
purely product-focussed perspective, Hot 
Octopuss is driven by innovation; they 
launched the world’s first ‚guybrator‘, 
and their patented PulsePlate technology 
is one of a kind. Originally used in the 
medical space to facilitate ejaculation 

Gisele International launched just one year ago and quickly gained 
renown for their work with two popular brands, Lora DiCarlo and 
Überlube. Now, the sales and marketing experts of the Barcelona- 
based company have secured another high-profile client:  
Hot Octopuss. EAN had the opportunity to talk with Julie Bonnet,  
one of the three founders of Gisele International, about this new  
collaboration. In the process, we learned how the company  
intends to use its strategic sales and marketing force to the 
benefit of Hot Octopuss.

It’s one of those kinds of 
relationships that just makes sense
Gise le  I n te r na t iona l  te am  up  w i th  H ot  O c topuss

Julie Bonnet
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without an erection, the oscillations created by 
this technology became a pleasure revolution 
for all types of penis owners. Hot Octopuss is 
the only company able to use this technology 
for pleasure products, giving them an edge in 
this rapidly growing industry. This is just one of 
many instances that highlights the brand’s thirst 
for innovation. We also love the Treble and 
Bass technology that they invented and which 
powers products such as JETT and KURVE 
and their new butt plug, PLeX, which will be 
coming to Europe soon.

Why are Gisele International and Hot Octopuss 
a good fit?

Julie: The creation of Gisele was inspired 
by brands like Hot Octopuss. We wanted to 

become the voice of brands that offer unique 
products and encourage everyone to embrace 
their sexuality through pleasure. Not only do we 
feel like we share a common purpose, we also 
have the same standards regarding product 
quality, inclusivity, and customer service  
excellence.

What are Gisele International‘s general  
requirements for potential partners? What  
do they need to bring to the table in order  
to work with you?

Julie: It is not just about the products, and not 
just the brands although we obviously need to 
believe in them. For us, it’s also about people. 
Working with caring people who are passionate 
about what they do is what gets us up in the 
morning.

What does this partnership mean for  
your company?

Julie: This growth is exciting. Having  
established Gisele International only a year ago, 
we’re already demonstrating our commitment 
to the development of our entire industry.  
As I just said, Hot Octopuss is a perfect fit 
for Gisele and will be a great addition to our 
current portfolio.

With Lora DiCarlo, there is already a sex toy 
brand in your portfolio. Will you be able to draw 
on your experience with Lora DiCarlo in your 
work with Hot Octopuss or are the two brands 
too different? 

Julie: We’re thrilled to be working with these 
two passionate and unique companies!! While 
each brand that we represent shares the same 
fundamental values of offering unique products 

Anne-Noelle Bertel
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of unparalleled quality, they differentiate them-
selves in terms of product and audience types, 
branding strategies, and technologies. We’re 
keen to explore the synergies between these 
two brands, while fostering what makes each 
of them unique...

What exactly will Gisele International‘s support 
for Hot Octopuss look like? What areas will  
you cover?

Julie: We will support April and Ringo for  
B2B Retail in Europe as they continue to  
cultivate the amazing relationships that  
Hot Octopuss has built within its distribution 
network. We all know how fierce the compe-
tition is, and nurturing relationships with our 
retailers is essential in ensuring that the unique 
selling points of each product line are clearly 
communicated to the end-user. From training 
to joined-marketing activities, we are here to 
assist our retailers in any way we can to edu- 
cate their audiences and increase their sales.

What are the first steps to be taken -  
especially with the Christmas season just 
around the corner?

Julie: Thanks to the amazing onboarding 
process that we just finished, we feel that we’re 
already up and running. We share the same 
sense of urgency which is a great way to kick 
things off! Our first project together will be the 
roll-out of Hot Octopuss’s amazing marketing 
campaigns which will secure the visibility such 
a brand deserves. Then, there’s some exciting 
news from the brand just around the corner,  
so we are getting ready for upcoming  
product launches.

Lisa Sananes 
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Our readers should know you, after all 
you have a column in EAN every month, 
but still: Could you could briefly introduce 
yourself and your company? 

Brian Gray: Thanks, Matthias. Since 
graduating from Strathclyde University’s 
world-renowned marketing department in 
the late 90’s with a Master’s degree, I’ve 
put my training to good use in a variety 
of professional, voluntary, and academic 
capacities over many years, both in Scot-
land and down in London and the Home 
Counties. This has included time spent 
in marketing services agencies as well as 
running my own businesses in completely 
different sectors. All in all, we’re looking at 

over two decades of 
qualified marketing 
experience. I con-
ceived Lascivious 
Marketing in 2017 
with a mission to 
help companies big 
and small operating 
in the ‘business of 
love and lust’ by 
providing expertise 
in several key areas. 
These include 
branding and iden-
tity, planning and 
strategy, research 
and insight, and 
marketing com-
munications and 
content. Along with 
my wife (a fellow 

marketer) we’re talking about four deca-
des of combined experience across some 
of the toughest industry sectors as well 
as the work conducted with clients in this 
one. We’re able to provide clients with 
the required clarity, direction, and focus 
to further thrust forward to achieve their 
marketing objectives. While the majority of 
readers will naturally associate myself with 
Lascivious Marketing and my monthly 
marketing column for the past four years, 
this isn’t my first foray into the business 
of love and lust. A decade or so earlier I 
set up Love Bytes Research which (to the 
best of my knowledge) was, at the time, 
the first consultancy offering market, and 
marketing, research services to the indus-

Good advice doesn’t have 
to be costly - as proven 
by the new service from 
Lascivious Marketing, a 
marketing consultancy 
agency that Brian Gray 
launched in 2017. The 
name of this new service 
is ‚Let‘s Talk Shop‘, and 
EAN decided to do exactly 
that. In our interview, Brian 
outlines the target audien-
ce for his service, and he 
explains why it is particu-
larly important to offer this 
kind of support now, as 
we seem to be nearing the 
post-coronavirus phase.

I’m not just a clichéd suit in an office, 
even if I wear one from time to time!
L e t ‘ s  Ta lk  S h op  –  B r i a n  G ra y  o f f e r s  suppor t  to  i n dus t r y  members

Brian Gray, founder/
head consultant of 
Lascivious Marketing
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try. During this time, I conceived and organized 
the XBIZ.net London Gatherings, a series of 
informal and very enjoyable London networking 
evenings for industry executives. They attracted 
a wonderful mix of people, not only from in and 
around London, but across the UK and even 
mainland Europe. At this time, I’d helped not 
only individuals but also the likes of the UK’s 
Adult Industry Trade Association.

You have now added a new service to your 
portfolio: ‚Let‘s Talk Shop‘. How did you come 
up with the idea? 

Brian: There were a few contributing factors. 
Normally if you wanted to talk to a qualified 
marketing consultant you’d do so in the con-
text of a project or consultancy agreement. 
There’d be a free introductory, exploratory call 
to discuss a particular issue. Depending on the 

location, scope and value, there might be a fa-
ce-to-face meeting too, before the submission 
of a costing or proposal. During the course of 
the consultancy engagement, you’d invaria-
bly be able to squeeze in chats about other 
marketing issues. But what if you don’t have 
the budget for the consultancy engagement or 
someone to do the work but still want some 
advice or reassurance? What if you just want 
an hour of a qualified consultant’s time to dis-
cuss marketing issues and perhaps brainstorm 
or generate some hypotheses or tangents to 
subsequently explore in your own time? Or 
maybe you simply feel the need to confidentially 
chew the cud about marketing and some wider 
issues with someone not immediately connec-
ted to you in your day-to-day life. An hour’s 
phone call or video chat could be the perfect 
tonic, or indeed catalyst, to something new and 
exciting. Thirdly, we’re living in unprecedented 
times affecting not only businesses but the lives 
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of those running them. There’s more confusion, 
data smog, and media bias and omissions than 
ever before. Critical thinking has all but gone 
out of the window and knowing who to trust is 
harder than ever. It’s important to acknowledge 
this and to be able to offer support – even if it’s 
just a friendly chat – when needed.

Who is your service aimed at? 

Brian: Theoretically it’s anyone working in 
the business of love and lust (either a relative 
newcomer or someone with a few years under 
their belt) or indeed thinking about entering 
it. In terms of where they’re calling from, I’d 
assume the majority will be from the UK, North 
America, Australia, and New Zealand based on 
shared language. That said, provided someone 
can speak English well, location isn’t an issue. 
Aside from this, I think it will most appeal to 
sole traders or micro-business owners cur-
rently lacking an internal or external marketing 
support group that they can confide in or run 
ideas by. They’re people who see the value 
in talking with someone who’s qualified and 
knowledgeable not only about marketing but 
also wider issues likely to have an impact upon 
their business or ability to generate revenue 
and profitability just now. They also perhaps 
feel unable to discuss such marketing and 
business issues with friends, family or industry 
peers. Existing industry owners, executives and 
entrepreneurs may well comprise the bulk of 
those interested in the service. But it will also 
attract entrepreneurs who have already (and 
wisely) considered the potential time and cost 
implications of entering the industry but appre-
ciate some further advice and insight. An hour’s 
chat could be instrumental in helping them de-
cide to go ahead, potentially armed with some 
key pointers and suggestions to help them on 
the way. Alternatively, the discussion may be 
instrumental in convincing someone it’s not 

right for them. In this case, they’ve saved them-
selves considerable time and further money in 
the process for a relatively small outlay. I should 
add that if someone’s appetite does indeed 
grow with feeding, and regular calls would be 
appreciated, this can certainly be arranged. 

Why should people seeking help use your ser-
vices and not seek advice elsewhere?

Brian: There’s five strong arguments I’d put 
forward. Firstly, in contrast to a lot of the 
wannabe marketers hanging around on social 
media and the like, I’m actually qualified in it, at 
Master’s level. Then, there’s the twenty or so 
years of subsequent marketing experience 
and accrued wisdom. Those two factors 

on their own offer significant levels of credibi-
lity and authority. Secondly, I’m an intelligent 
questioner and listener. From all my years of 
client handling and also qualitative research 
interviewing experience (face to face, telepho-
ne and online) under one’s belt, a call can be 
well-structured and managed if that’s what’s 
required. In short, I know what questions to 
ask, when to ask them, and more import-
antly, when to shut up and listen. Thirdly, I’m 
not someone just in it to make some money. 
I genuinely give a damn about solopreneurs 
and small businesses surviving and thriving. I 
understand the pressures – even more so in 
these surreal times – facing firms and want to 
be able to help accordingly. It’s not just part of 
the corporate mission statement you’ll find on 
the Lascivious Marketing website. It’s larger 
than that. Our modern way of life needs a ro-
bust, thriving economy full of ambitious, savvy, 
and law-abiding enterprises that can genuinely 
cater to the needs of consumers. In short, your 
success matters to everyone. Fourthly, it’s all 
very well talking to a decent marketer but the 
world’s gotten crazier since 2020 and making 
sense of it has arguably gotten harder too. 
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I’ve got a parallel background in international 
relations (my undergraduate degree) and 
professional experience in geo-politics and 
economics. I’m able to talk knowledgeably 
and in considerable depth about the bigger 
picture and the important issues likely to affect 
your business: something all too often ignored 
by the marketing community. Finally, as well 
as being a marketing consultant helping other 
companies achieve their marketing goals, 
objectives and improve their performance, I 
also run other businesses as a sole trader. 
The things I’ve learned over the year and often 
advised clients on, I’m implementing myself. In 
short, I know what it’s like being a sole trader 
selling products and services: the mindset, 
the challenges, the obstacles. I’m not just 
a clichéd suit in an office, even if I wear one 
from time to time!

You are a proven marketing expert, but is 
‚Let‘s Talk Shop‘ about more than just marke-
ting issues?

Brian: That’s completely up to the client. A 
one-hour call talking only about marketing is 
perhaps what the client wants and needs. But 
there are other things that a call can provide. It 
may be a bit of empathetic support through the 
tough times with each of us holding a cuppa’. It 
might be a bit of entrepreneurial soul-searching, 
or simply trying to make sense of what’s going 
on in the world and how it may affect someo-
ne’s specific business or current offerings. I 
mentioned it a minute ago, but what’s going on 
in the world today can be hard to explain or get 
one’s head around. There’s a lot of things going 
on and the mainstream media are not helping 
at all in this regard. My international relations 
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(IR), economics and geo-politics background 
can certainly add value in trying to fill in a few 
blanks. And I think it’s this combination of 
things: the marketing credentials, the IR cre-
dentials, and the ability to empathise and talk 
with people in the industry concerning these 
things that prospective clients can appreciate. 
What’s on their mind may be remedied by one 
call rather than perhaps having to refer to (and 
talk with) several different knowledge bases.

Why are you launching ‚Let‘s Talk Shop‘ now? 
Wouldn‘t the need to talk have been greater 
during the corona crisis? 

Brian: That’s a very interesting question. When 
you say ‘during the corona crisis’ it’s implied 
that both the crisis is over and that things 
are more orderly now compared to ‘then’. 
That’s not the case. In the UK, in March 2020, 
lockdown began. ‚Just three weeks‘ was the 

clarion call from Boris Johnson in Downing 
Street urging us to all do our bit. But ‘just three 
weeks’ has somehow transformed into so 
much more. How did we get from a three-week 
lockdown to where we are now? As a con-
sequence, there are people stressed, afraid, 
angry, upset and unsure regarding both what’s 
going on now and what the future holds on this 
current trajectory.
Then there’s the potential business issues to 
get one’s head around. How must it feel to 
be a small business owner with loyal, passi-
onate, and hardworking staff that’s then told 
all of them must be jabbed and have digital or 
paper proof of this? This is what’s expected to 
roll out in Italy soon and it’s not unrealistic to 
imagine such plans being rolled out elsewhere. 
What if some of the employees decide to walk 
instead? What if some decide to set up their 
own companies online? That’s a big loss to the 
brand and to the organization if this occurs.  In 
short, there’s plenty of fear, uncertainty, and 
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doubt swirling around. I don’t see it dissipating 
anytime soon either: I sadly expect it to rise, 
significantly. Consequently, I think there’s a 
continuing need to be able to confidentially talk 
about such concerns and the possible impacts. 
We’re in truly uncharted territory and when 
people feel unsure or in limbo, it’s good to have 
an avenue of support available.

How do you want to help clients who use your 
service? What can and will you teach them? 
What can your customers take away from 
these conversations?

Brian: Again, it depends on what they’d like to 
call me about. I should state two things from 
the outset though. While I’m not a counsellor 
per se, I’ve got much of the soft skills accrued 
from elsewhere. Neither am I a priest so it’s 
best not to treat the call as a confessional 
seeking absolution! That being said, for callers 
wanting a confidential chat about a number of 

things that aren’t marketing-specific, the-
re’s empathy and knowing that someone 
is listening. That alone can be enough. 
Those looking for something more mar-
keting-related might come away from the 
call absolutely buzzing, or exhilarated, 
full of ideas, tips, or advice, or perhaps 
simply reassured. I’m happy to talk about 
the things I write in my monthly columns 
here as well as key marketing topics and 
specialisms highlighted on the Lascivi-
ous Marketing website. I should mention 
though - just to manage people’s expec-
tations - a one hour phone call isn’t going 
to replace a number of hours’ or days’ 
worth of work. Asking for a marketing 
strategy for your brand to be given in one 
hour without any prior analysis or insight, 
just ain’t going to happen! 

Can you briefly explain how the conversations 
take place? By phone? Video conference? And 
above all: What do they cost? 

Brian: The process begins with a visit to htt-
ps://lasciviousmarketing.com/letstalkshop and 
filling in the contact form there. As well as basic 
contact information, potential callers will provi-
de further details on the type of call they’d like 
to have and what topics or issues they want to 
include. I’ll then get in touch to arrange things 
and if need be, ask for further clarification be-
fore generating an invoice. Once payment has 
been received then the call will take place. It’s 
a pretty simple process really. Prices are based 
on a 60-minute call duration and are either £95 
for audio only (phone or Skype/Zoom depen-
ding on cost/quality factors) or £115 for Skype/
Zoom video calling. Should any subsequent 
marketing work come from this, the payment 
made for the call will be credited towards any 
additional work carried out.
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Before we talk about your new collecti-
on: Has the corona crisis left its marks 
on the lingerie market? If so, what do 
these marks look like? 

Janelle: As unfortunate as the corona 
crisis is, the lingerie market has thrived 
as people stayed home and had to be 
creative. As a result, lingerie sales have 
gone up. Overall, this global crisis has 
brought new customers to the market 
as well.  
  

Was there or is there something like a 
typical style, typical designs or a certain 
fashion that will forever be associated 
with the corona months? 

Janelle: During the height of the pan-
demic, people turned to more comfor-
table, softer styles as they stayed inside 
most of their day because the lines bet-
ween work/home and fun were blurred.  
Softer bras, higher waisted undies... 
There was a nostalgia for comfortab-
le style lines of the past.  This is why 
our Spring/Summer collection leaned 
towards softer sweet styles like robes, 
sweet baby dolls, and teddies, but with 
an edge of course, so that there would 
be styles that would still seduce as we 
made it through to the other side of the 
corona months.  
 

Now about your new line, The Holiday 
2021 Bedroom Essentials Collection. 

Allure Lingerie is launching a new collection, but that 
isn’t the only reason why we asked Janelle, designer  
at the US company, for this interview. EAN also wanted 
to find out what kind of impact the corona crisis has 
had on the lingerie market, and how the pandemic has 
affected trends and styles. Janelle’s answer is clear: 
Much like the market for sex toys, the lingerie market  
is leaving the corona months stronger than ever.

In order to stay current, we follow fashion 
trends and then translate them into lingerie
New f rom A l lu r e  L inge r i e :  The  H o l i d ay  2021  B ed room Essen t i a l s  Co l l ec t i on

Janelle, designer  
at Allure Lingerie
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How long did you guys work on the  
designs, etc.? Where do you get your  
inspiration for new collections?

Janelle: We typically start to work on a new 
line while the previous line is being  
photographed. We spend a few months on 
design, fitting, and putting it all together. My 
inspiration came from the need to open up 
ourselves to the world again, to new exciting 
adventures, new lovers, and new experiences.  

What sets your new line apart? What are its 
unique selling points? And above all: Which 
trends are reflected in it or which trends are 
you setting with the new collection? 

Janelle: The Allure Red lace collection  
encapsulates the experience of freshness 
and new love, in a post-pandemic time, 
with an open heart and open mind. Symbo-
lically, we added an open gold heart to all 
of the styles. The strappy Adore collection 
is ultra-racy, bold, and unforgettable. Each 
piece is designed with an intricate scalloped 
lace, adorned with sexy straps that envelope 
the body. It is edgy, it is sexy, it is…freeing to 
stand firm in your sexuality.The Allure Holiday 
Collections touch on the trends of feeling the 
urge to dress up, to be re-energized, and to 
be in the moment and have fun, no matter 
the time or place.  
 

The Holiday 2021 Bedroom Essentials  
Collection consists of various products.  
What kind of items can be found in the line? 
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Janelle: Everything from teddies that  
appear to be demure, with the naughtiest of 
openings, to ‘must-have’ racy sets that fit in 
your purse for impromptu moments of fun.
The Adore collection features show-stopping 
styles like our strappy waist cincher ‘The God-
dess’, trimmed with multiple gold rings, and 
the irresistible ‘Strip Tease’ set, which is a very 
‘Bare if you Dare’ kind of combo.  

 
Would you describe the Holiday 2021 Be-
droom Essentials Collection as a typical Allure 
Lingerie collection? How is your brand reflec-
ted in the new line? 

Janelle: The Holiday 2021 Bedroom  
Essentials collection is the kind of collection 
we at Allure want our audience to expect 

from us, and more. As this pandemic has 
thrown us all for a loop, we have stayed 
present and continue to do what we do 
best; bring the consumer ultra-risqué  
lingerie that inspires creativity and leads 
to endless possibilities.  
 
 
What target audience are you looking at with 
your new collection? What requirements do 
you have to meet in order to satisfy  
this group? 

Janelle: Allure always strives to  
accommodate all demographics and age 
groups as our consumer base is very  
expansive and varied. In order to stay 
current, we follow fashion trends and then 
translate them into lingerie.
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Where can interested people get your new 
collection? Who are your distributors? 

Janelle: In Europe, SHOTS in the Nether-
lands; in the US, we sell directly to busines-
ses and also have several distributers.

What are your plans for the near future? Are 
there any new product lines in the pipeline? 

Janelle: We are always working on new  
projects in advance. Currently, we are just 
about finished our Spring/Summer 2022 line 
and have started Fall/Winter 2022.  We are 
excited to interject colour to reflect the mood 
of returning to (hopefully) a post-pandemic 
state of normalcy which will be anything but 
ordinary.  

 
Which trends will accompany us in the next 
months and what will come after that? What  
is the outlook for the next year? 

Janelle: I think in the upcoming months, the 
common themes across the board in fashion 
& lingerie will be restored and energized sty-
les with high drama. People will leave behind 
comfort - we have had enough comfort these 
past two years - and look for more daring 
pieces. Also, items such as garters, cinchers, 
and ouverte panties for everyday use will 
become the new norm.
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8 years of IMbesharam.com - what 
feelings dominate when you look back at 
the last eight years? Pride? Satisfaction? 
Desire for more?

Raj Armani: Ah, I am glad you asked. 
It‘s a combination of ‘jubilation‘ and  
‘validation‘. Not that we had any doubts, 
but 90% of people in our orbit had. We 
started this brand only after deciding to 
jump in that water 100%, and even so, 
we didn’t know how deep the bottom 
was or if we would sink or swim. We 
decided to invest all our savings into  
building an adult brand, to sell & ship 
adult products from the US to India 
with FREE shipping, at a time when 
cross-border commerce was new even 
for Amazon, and to a market which was 
perceived as being conservative, where 
laws related to obscenity can land you 
in jail for years. So, obviously, the most 
common reaction was ‘Are you f**king 
crazy?’ I guess we were. Because not 
being crazy would not have cut it. So 
yes, this is certainly a feeling of jubilation 
like winning the SURVIVOR race and a 
validation of our efforts, decisions, and 
positions all throughout these years. 
Plus, the cha-ching of the cash regis-
ter doesn’t sound that bad either. But 
truly, every day I come to work is ama-
zing, and when I look at our hard-wor-
king team who have put their heart, 
sweat & soul into building the Besharam 
brand to where it is now, I feel truly 
blessed and realize this is the BIGGEST 
accomplishment of my lifetime so far.

When Raj Armani und Salim Rajan started toying with the idea of an 
online shop for sex toys that was geared towards Indian consumers, 
people thought they were crazy. But in spite of all the naysayers, IM-
besharam.com went live two years later, and it turned out a resoun-
ding success. Now, eight years after the online launch, feels like a 
good time to look back at past developments and achievements while 
also looking ahead at future challenges and opportunities. Which is 
why EAN asked Raj Armani, co-founder and COO of IMbesharam, for 
this interview.

It‘s a combination of 
‘jubilation‘ and ‘validation‘
IMbesha ram ce le b r a te  8 -y e a r  ann i ve r s a r y
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If you had to name the five most important 
milestones in the history of IMBesharam, what 
would they be?

Raj: The day we actually went LIVE - July 6, 
2013. The idea was conceived in 2011 and it 
took us two years of research, market study, 
and structure building to go LIVE. The day 
when we refused the investment of Adam 
& Eve as their offer was not matching our 
brand values even though we needed that 
kind of support badly at the time. The day we 
got featured on the front page of the Econo-
mic Times - The Wall Street Journal of India. 
The day when we made the tough decision 
to suspend sales due to the lockdown as a 
result of the pandemic in India, not knowing if 
we would survive the coming days and months. 
And the last milestone would be when we saw 
the turnaround in our industry and sales pea-
ked at 250% of previous years.

How have the demands on sex toy e-com-
merce changed in these eight years?

Raj: E-commerce fits the sex toy business 
like a glove fits the hands. But over the years, 
the consumers’ habits changed as they got 
more comfortable making purchases on-
line. In the earlier days, consumers would 
be concerned about privacy - probably the 
#1 concern, nobody wanted anyone else 
to know they are shopping for naughty and 
kinky things – the lack of touch and feel of 
the product when shopping online, and last-
ly payment method security so that their card 
info would not end up in the wrong hands. 

Over the years, as more and more consu-
mers started shopping online, they got com-
fortable with looking at pictures and various 
videos that are abundant online to assess 
the feel and shape of the product as well as 
discover its various features. The privacy part 
was addressed by most brands, including 
ours, as we provided a secure shopping 
environment with customer data under the 
strictest lock and key; the packaging was 
simplified to appear discreet with no mention 
of brand or products and offering options 
like SELF PICK-UP for those who worried 
their neighbours would open the package. 
Lastly, better banking and card protecti-
on relieved shoppers of concerns of being 
scammed or defrauded. So, when these 
three primary barriers were eliminated, more 
and more shoppers started to buy online for 
the abundant conveniences that come with 
e-commerce shopping, like shopping from 
your couch, comparing products, making 
decisions based on reviews and videos, and 
placing orders with reputed sellers who stand 
by their reputation. Plus, now you don‘t have 
to walk into a store and worry if someone 
is judging you for shopping for an adult 
product. Lastly, the stigma surrounding adult 
products has now lessened for most of the 
younger generation of consumers, directly 
ramping up their desire to try and experiment 
with new products and experiences. The 
future of adult shopping will be e-commerce 
even though bricks and mortar will still con-
tinue to thrive because demand is just going 
to go up for everyone. Pleasure products will 
be going MAINSTREAM very soon, if they are 
not already there.
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How much resistance and lack of understan-
ding did you encounter back when you had 
the idea of targeting Indian consumers with an 
online store for sex toys?

Raj: Most of the resistance we faced was 
during the initial years as we set up the bu-
siness model in India to facilitate the opera-
tions and fulfilment cycle. We wanted to hire 
quality teammates but many of them were 
concerned because of what their family or 
spouses might think about them working with 
an adult brand. We had to sign up payment 
gateways that would agree to work with, and 
provide a PG to, a business based outside 
of the US and sell to India, and that would 
meet our special needs such as accepting 
local currency and depositing in US$. We had 
to get permission to import adult products 
which were categorized as obscene, jumping 
between various bureaucracies to accomplish 
a sample import model. Also, concluding and 
negotiating critical agreements and contracts 
was very tricky. The challenges were too many 
and sometimes too ridiculous. But hey, if not 
for those challenges, we probably would have 
had more competition, so in the end, all is well 
that ends well.

When did you know that you were on the right 
track? When did you realize you had something 
big going?

Raj: The first moment came when we cros-
sed $100k in sales within about three months 
of going live, then for the next 3-4 years, we 
just focused on building the brand as there is 
nothing more powerful to the audience than 
word of mouth. After our front-page feature in 
the Economic Times, we immediately raised 
$4M in funding to fuel our growth and stabilize 
multiple areas of operation. The first six years 
was a slow and steady growth, but then the 
pandemic hit, and our store was effectively 
shut down for 42 days. Following the lockdown 
period, we got back on track, but it was not 
until last July when we looked at the numbers, 
the demand, and the media attention, that we 
realized something big was in the making. It is 
just a matter of time before demand in the Indi-
an market is going to explode and when these 
HUGE gates to the new market open, we will 
be FIRST in line. It’s just a matter of time.

Was it your mission from the beginning to educa-
te consumers or did that evolve over time?
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Raj: The truth is that, while our goal was 
always to bring about change, that clarity in the 
mission only evolved during the last two years. 
We were too busy trying to manage business 
and the day-to-day operational challenges, so 
the focus was not in place. However, after a 
thorough reassessment of our brand’s position 
in the ecosystem, we took upon us the respon-
sibility to give a space and voice to everyone 
who is looking to make a change in the way 
India thinks and talks about sexual wellness, to 
remove the old stigma, and to normalise sex 
toys as being just pleasure products. We feel 
we have come a long way towards that goal in 
the past 2 years and hope we will make some 
REAL change in the coming years.

What have you accomplished in that regard? 
Does the notion that ‚sex is against Indian 
culture‘ no longer apply?

Raj: We believe we have made great progress 
in the last eight years. The easiest way to tally 
it is to ask the 20+ million visitors who have 
checked out our store and the 1M+ customers 
whose orgasms have been directly or indirectly 
influenced by their orders from IMbesharam.
com. From these 1M customers, we have 
heard many times that mommies accidentally 
opened the package and were shocked to 
see a dildo, that neighbours got sexy lingerie 
delivered to them, that a husband’s smart app 
vibrator for his wife was opened by his mother-
in-law, and many similar hilarious incidents. So, 
I guess the whole ’sex is against Indian culture’ 
thing will stay around for at least a generation. 
Maybe my kids will not be subject to it, but 
in our times, it will be there, and it may cont-
inue to impact our business, but in a positive 
way. We believe when you are told NOT to do 
something, you will absolutely want to do it. 
And the proof in the pudding is India’s 1.3B 
population. I rest my case. 

Would this success have been possible without 
social media? 

Raj: I believe social media humanises our 
brand. So, whatever our vision and our mission 
may be, whatever we do, say, and share on 
social media will essentially be an extension 
of that intention. The shift in the conversation 
about sexual wellness, pleasure, the orgasm 
gap, and gender equality led to an increase in 
demand for pleasure products. Some wanted 
to buy a toy to rebel, some to experiment, and 
others to quench their curiosity. Often, such 
conversations led to partners welcoming these 
products into their relationship, and for the rest, 
it was get one and be done. This success may 
not have been possible without social media 
as there is no single medium as engaging or as 
popular as social media. It’s not been just one 
wave, these have been waves on waves, and 
what we see now is a more upfront, bold, real, 
and modern India where all classes of society 
are engaged in and drive this conversation of 
normalizing pleasure and sexual wellness.

Many social media companies are deleting or 
blocking content that has to do with sex toys. 
Are you concerned about this development?

Raj: Yes and no. No, because some content 
that is distasteful and built upon sensationali-
zing sex or erotica may not be suitable for all 
audience and hence, I would be in agreement 
with putting filters in place so social media 
companies can hide/delete such content. 
There is a chance some quality content may 
also get stuck in this filter, but I am positive 
these metrics and definitions will evolve till there 
is an equilibrium between what’s acceptable 
and what’s distasteful. Yes, because such filters 
are still based on AI and machine learning and 
since they have not been perfected, they do 
flag and impact quality content and reduce 
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the scope of effective information, impacting 
brands like ours and sexual wellness experts 
and speakers as well. Many brands have been 
impacted and while the content may have been 
debatable, their efforts in building the chan-
nel and reaching their following gets severely 
impeded. It is NOT fair and it is NOT right. We 

ourselves have had our YouTube channel taken 
down and our Facebook page restricted for 
months now. The frustrating part is that there is 
no person or department who is able to res-
pond or explain the reason why.

It is said that sex toys have become mainstre-
am today. What does this mean for IMBesha-
ram and your future activities?

Raj: First, this would mean my prayers have 
come true and my instincts were right about 
this, as I have been screaming on top of my 
lungs on top of every terrace and roof that ’sex 
toys’ aka pleasure products will become main-
stream. When they will go mainstream in the 
world, the ripple effects will show in India, and 
the BIG WIDE gates of this $1.2 billion virgin 
market will open. The giant waking monster of 
demand in India will be fully awake and thus 
will come a major change in people’s thinking, 
decision-making, buying habits, lifestyle, and 
acceptance. We will fondly call it the ’The Big 
Sexual Revolution of India!’ Hopefully I will talk 
about this again in a year or two.

If the story of IMbesharam.com were to  
be made into a movie, what would be the  
title and which actors should portray you  
and your co-founder and business  
partner Salim?

Raj: Haha, I am glad we are ending on a  
funny note. We would call this movie ‚The 
Great Uprising‘ (pun intended) or ‘Merchants 
of KamaSutra’. George Clooney in his Oceans 
11-13 prime would play me best, while Salim’s 
role would be best portrayed by The ROCK 
Dwayne Johnson or Will Smith. If this would  
be a Bollywood movie, my role could be  
portrayed by Akshay Kumar and Salim’s role  
by Salman Khan.
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We have made it through the second 
corona summer. How did your company 
fare throughout these months? 

Robert Strzelecki: We have summa-
rized sales in the summer of 2021 and 
summer of 2020. In terms of selling 
adult products, the pandemic led to 
increased interest in erotic toys, particu-
larly personal massagers and toys with 
advanced tech that enables them to 
be intimate with partners remotely. The 
LELO and Satisfyer brands are the un-
disputed bestsellers as they have seen 
the biggest sales, over 250% of growth! 
Mister B and Lovense products were 
also very popular - more than 150% 
growth. Sales also increased consi-

derably in wholesales with regard to 
such brands as Marc Dorcel and Bijou 
Indiscrets. Results were generally very 
satisfying for the 100+ brands in our 
range. Is this trend going to continue in 
the months to come? We do not know. 
However, we know that our warehouse 
stock levels are currently at 89%. Avai-
lability of key products is almost 100%.  
 

Have there been any problems with the 
supply chain? 

Robert: Sadly, the entire industry is  
dealing with late deliveries from 
south-eastern Asia. Strict restrictions 
at the locations of main warehouses, 

Demand for sex toys has 
remained high throughout 
the past months and the 
positive trend that began 
last year continues. This is 
also confirmed by Ro-
bert Strzelecki, co-owner 
and Executive Director of 
Polish distribution com-
pany PLAYROOM, in our 
interview. However, this 
development is hampered 
a bit by difficulties in the 
supply chain, he adds. 
To make sure that PLAY-
ROOM can serve their 
customers without any 
hiccups, Robert has done 
extensive planning for the 
fall season.

Is this trend going to continue in the 
months to come? We do not know
R obe r t  S t rze lec k i  on  th e  summer  pa s t  a n d  th e  f a l l  a h ea d

Robert Strzelecki is 
the co-owner and 
Executive Director of 
distribution company 
PLAYROOM
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handling warehouses, and various COVID-
related procedures in transit countries lead 
to prolonged delivery times from the manu-
facturer to us – the distributor. The logistic 
coordinators at PLAYROOM are currently 
looking for new delivery options to ensure 
permanent availability of key products. We 
are diversifying methods of product delivery, 
from just airfreight to the road, which will 
certainly require improved coordination and 
synchronization. At present, we are coopera-
ting with leading customs agencies in Poland 
and foreign freight forwarders to receive 
goods smoothly and timely. 
 
 
As the overall situation remains unpredictab-
le, what are your expectations regarding the 
upcoming months? 

Robert: By the end of September, we  
will have finished calculating deliveries  
for the autumn and winter period. The  

pandemic situation is basically the joker 
in the pack, very unpredictable. Still, 
we have decided to face the challenge 
of planning deliveries two months in 
advance, and with diversified methods 
of delivery. This way, we hope to  
provide our partners with all key  
brands and products. Our main 
warehouse has one of the most  
important features of a modern 
warehouse, i.e. it is scalable. We can 
keep any number of goods there.  
Plus, we have optimized receipt  
procedures at the warehouse so that 
we are ready to make the product 
available for ordering just 3 hours after 
it reaches the warehouse. The inventory 
synchronization happens in real time, 
24 hours a day. 
 

It is well-known that you are a big fan of 
eroFame. How did you react when you 
learned that the event had been 
cancelled again? 
 
Robert: The decision probably was not  
easy because of the agreement between  
the eroFame organizer and Hanover Messe. 
We need to understand and accept that.  
Yet we have a hard time accepting that there 
is no replacement, and that the industry is 
again prevented from participating in any 
event which would at least be a substitute  
to B2B fairs. 21st century technology opens 
us such vast possibilities, and some  
companies from Europe and Asia already 
take advantage of them. Postponing  
eroFame from October 2021 to spring 2022 
is risky. We can’t really tell how the pandemic 
will continue to develop, and getting business 
people used to having no eroFame at all will 
not help either. That will only lead people to 
ask: Is eroFame actually important at all?
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When did Fleshlight decide to develop 
and launch sex toys for women? 

Laura Cosano: Well, it is something that 
everyone demanded wo do for years, 
but in last two years, with the Womani-
zer revolution, the objective of creating a 
Fleshlight masturbator for women really 
became a thing. HerSpot dildos have 
been designed by Fleshlight co-owner 
Kathy Shubin to provide high-quality 
toys for women and empower women 
to embrace their sexuality. Three diffe-
rent designs were launched for our retail 
website: Cobalt Lily, Plum Orchid, and 
Golden Rose. The Golden Rose was the 
one chosen to be launched in wholesale 
in three different sizes.
Golden Rose masturbators are flexible 
and firm, perfect for everything from 
gentle play to intense session. The curved 
shaft and subtle head are ideal for G-spot 
play. The Golden Rose line of dildos is 
realistic in size, with three size options: 
small, medium, and large. HerSpot also 
has a line of new lubricants: pH Balanced, 
Aloe, and Sensitive. All three are specially 
formulated to take care of vaginal health. 
They do not contain additives or irritants, 
only natural plant extracts and vitamins, 
their formulation is specially made to 
resemble the natural moisture of the body 
as closely as possible. All three have been 
available since July for wholesale custo-
mers in 100ml format. The launch of the 
HerSpot range can be a before-and-after 
for the company, and although it is a 
product designed for women, it can be 

If there is a brand out there that is synonymous with male sex toys, it 
must be Fleshlight. The brand’s masturbators are known and beloved 
the world over. Given this monolithic position in the market for male 
toys, very few people would have expected that Fleshlight might one 
day introduce products that are geared towards women. But now that 
day has come. For starters, there are HerSpot dildos and lubricants, 
but vibrating products will follow in due time, as Laura Cosano, Mar-
keting Director at Fleshlight, explains in our interview.

Nobody thought that Fleshlight 
could do a toy for women
HerSpot  –  F le s h l i gh t  want  to  p r ov id e  p le as u re  to  w omen  a s  w e l l
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used by anyone regardless of gen-
der. In addition, HerSpot dildos 
are also compatible with Fleshlight 
dildo accessories, such as the 
Dildo Suction Cup or Vibro Bullets 
among others.

What kind of products can be found 
in the ‚HerSpot‘ line? Do you plan to 
further expand your line-up for the 
female customer base? 

Laura: Right now, we only have dildos and 
lubricants. But we want to launch different 
vibrator toys in the future. Like other new pro-
ducts, they will be available for purchase first 
on our retail site, and then we will choose the 
best ones for wholesale. 

Who is the target audience for ‚HerSpot‘? What 
expectations does this target group have regar-
ding toys, and what do they expect in terms of 
quality, materials, etc.?

Laura: HerSpot products have been designed 
for women‘s pleasure, but everyone could use 

them regardless of gender. They are made for 
people who appreciate high product quality 
and a discreet design. 

Fleshlight is known as a brand of masturbators 
worldwide, and it is established as a line of pro-
ducts for people who have a penis. How does 
‚HerSpot‘ fit in there? Doesn‘t it clash with the 
brand image? 

Laura: I think this is disruptive - nobody 
thought that Fleshlight could do a toy for wo-
men, but that’s what we did. We have done a 
line of high-quality dildos with Fleshlight silicone 
technology.

Should ‚HerSpot‘ be marketed as its own 
thing or will the line remain under the Fleshlight 
umbrella? 

Laura: At the beginning, HerSpot will be under 
the Fleshlight umbrella, which is a mark of 
quality and success. However, I think when the 
Herspot brand become stronger, the products 
should be marketed independently.

Will there be further brand extensions? Could 
Fleshlight become an all-around sexual pleasu-
re package at some point in the future? 

Laura: That would be great. I think it would be 
exciting to expand our business and become 
the greatest brand for sexual pleasure, but 
this is just the beginning, and we depend to 
the USA I+D department so we hope for more 
disruptive things in the future.
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You paved the way for change in our indus-
try with your brand. Looking at the market 
today, how does that make you feel? 

Elsa Viegas: I couldn’t be happier. 
Amazing new brands founded by and for 
women. A game-changer.

What was your childhood ambition? 

Elsa Viegas: To be obscenely rich and 
with time, I realized that this ‚ambition‘ 
can have many forms.

How did you get into the industry? 

Elsa Viegas: I guess by chance and by 
fate! I always fought for gender equality, 
including sexual freedom and equal right 
to pleasure. When the opportunity arrived 
and I got the chance of getting into the 
sex toy industry, I had no doubt this 
could make the difference!

If you weren’t in this industry, what would 
you be doing now? 

Elsa Viegas: Hard to imagine but proba-
bly working in another creative industry.

What was the biggest step in your 
career? 

Elsa Viegas: Founding Bijoux Indiscrets. 
Being surrounded by amazing and fierce 
women like the ones in my team and 
so many people that I had the chance 
of meeting by having a brand in the 
industry!

Where do you see yourself in 10 years’ 
time? 

Elsa Viegas: Doing what I love, probably 
dedicating my professional time to sexual 
wellness and my free time to animal 
welfare.

How do you envision the future of the 
industry? 

Elsa Viegas: More products developed 
for women, having in mind their health 
and their pleasure anatomy.

What is your idea of a perfect working day? 

Elsa Viegas: 2020 changed my working 
day to the every-day-perfect-working-
day. I get up early in the morning, enjoy 
the view in the company of my dog and 
my cats. I now have a better time ma-
nagement and I have more quality time 
available, so I have the time to ‚think‘, 
soak myself in information, and develop 
the work I love.

M O N T H L Y  M A Y H E M
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We can’t be sure if it was hap-
penstance or fate that led Elsa 
Viegas to try her luck in the sex toy 
industry, but we are definitely sure 
that she has made a mark in said 
industry with her Bijoux Indiscrets 
brand. This edition of Monthly 
Mayhem revolves around topics 
that are near and dear to Elsa’s he-
art - things like gender equality and 
sexual freedom - but Kip Thorne, 
Carl Sagan, and Kris Jenner also 
make an appearance. And then 
there`s the French fries ... 
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How do you relax after work? 

Elsa Viegas: I read a book, take care of my 
vegetable garden, listen to music, go for a 
walk, swim...

Who would you consider your role model and 
why? 

Elsa Viegas: I look up to every person who 
decides to fight for what is right, who makes 
the world change, making it a better place. 

Imagine you have been asked to award a me-
dal to someone. Who’s the lucky winner? 

Elsa Viegas: The first scientist to discover a 
way of transforming plastic into biomatter.

Which personal success are you proud of? 

Elsa Viegas: Daring to live my life how I want to, 
no matter what others may have to say about it. 

What do you particularly like about yourself?  

Elsa Viegas: My resilience.

Which vice could you never forgive? 

Elsa Viegas: French fries.

With whom would you like to go to the cinema 
and what film would you watch? 

Elsa Viegas: ‚Interstellar‘ directed by Christo-
pher Nolan and I would invite Kip Thorne and 
Carl Sagan to discuss the movie afterward. 
(I’m playing the version, dead or alive to choo-
se from).

You have a month’s holiday. Where do you go? 

Elsa Viegas: Somewhere with no internet, 
please.

Which three things would you take with you to 
a deserted island? 

Elsa Viegas: Sunscreen, music, and mosquito 
repellent (these guys see me and think ‚look, 
an all you can eat with legs‘). Extra item: a big 
sharp knife.

Is there anything you would never do again? 

Elsa Viegas: Being silent when I could have 
been vocal.

Do you have some good advice you want to 
share with our readers? 

Elsa Viegas: Trust your gut. Life is too short to 
overthink it.
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with an unique ingredient combination.
Suitable for daily use, perfectly combinable with breast massage exercises. 
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